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Pray for my soul. More things are wrought by prayer 
Than this world dreams of. Wherefore, let thy voice 
Rise like a fountain for me night and day, 
For what are men better than sheep or goats 
That nourish a blind life within the brain, 
If, knowing God, they lift not hands of prayer 
Both for themselves and those who call them friend? 
For so the whole round earth is every way 
Bound by gold chains about the feet of God • 
••• Alfred Tennyson 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
I. The Problem 
The problem of this dissertation is to examine the New Testament 
teaching on intercessory prayer, and apply it to certain rational ob-
jections to belief in the efficacy of this type of prayer raised in 
modem thought. 
Prayer is one of the most colTIII.on phenomena of human experience. In 
some form or other, it is found in every rel~ion, in every age, anong 
all people. It is the central act of religion for the primitive savage 
as well as for the sophisticated city dweller. "Religious people, 
students of religion, theologians of all creeds and tendencies, agree 
in thinking that prayer is the central phenomenon of religion, the very 
1 
hearthstone of all piety. n: 
What is true of all religion in this respect is especiallY true of 
Christianity, "the praying religion." As Karl Barth has said, "To be a 
Christian and to pray are one and the same thing; it is a matter that 
cannot be left to our caprice. It is a need, a kind of breathing 
2 
necessary to life .n: The history of the Christian Church could almost 
be written as a history of prayer, for the true follower of Jesus has 
always been a praying person. The universality of prayer since the 
coming of Christ has seldom been described more eloquently than in 
Tertullian's words on prayer as the Christian's ttarms" against all f'oes: 
And so, we never walk unarmed. By day, we are mindful 
of station; by night, of vigil. Urxler the arms of 
1. Heiler, PRA, xiii. 
2. Barth, PRA, 23. 
prayer guard we the standard of our General; await we 
in prayer the angel's trump. The angels, likewise, all 
prq; every creature prays; cattle and wild beasts pray 
an1 bend their knees ••• Nay, the birds , too, rising out 
of the nest upraise themselves heavenward, and instead 
of hands, expand the cross of their wings, and say 
somewhat to seem like prayer. What more then, touching 
the office of prayer? Even the Lord himself prqed; to 
'Whom be honor and virtue Un.to the ages of the ages n 
Those who umertake a study of prayer are exploring the most colllllon 
2 
phenomenon of all religion, and especially of that religion founded by" 
Jesus Christ and named for him. 
This fact alone is sufficient to justify continual efforts to 
clarify the issues 'Which arise in connection wi. th the practice of 
prayer. But there is an even more significant factor than this, based 
upon the very nature of prayer as the "essence"' of religion. Heiler 
is correct in believing that "prayer is the heart and center of all 
religion. Not in dogmas and institutions, not in rites and ethical 
ideals, but in prayer do we grasp the peculiar quality of the religious 
2 
life." This means that a stuey of prayer is actually a study of 
religion at its deepest and most significant levels. The student of 
religion often makes his most fruitful discoveries while exploring the 
realm of prayer. Prayer, the simplest act of religion, is, in fact, 
intimately related to all of the major issues of theology. "Prayer 
is the point of departure from which all the fundanental problems of 
3 
religion can rightly be approached." 
1. Tertullian, On Pra;rer, ch. xxix. (Any standard edition may be 
consulted for footnote references to classical works. Editions 
used in this study are listed in the bibliography •) 
2. Heiler, PRA, xv. 
3. Brown, LPWS, 15. 
3 
Many competent thinkers and many huml;>le believers are even willing 
to rest the whole case for the validity of the religious venture upon 
the efficacy of prsyer. In his fanous pioneer wo;z:-k on the psychology 
of religion, William James concludes that "the genuineness of religion 
is thus indissolubly bound up with the question whether the prayerful 
1 
consciousness be or be not deceitful."' Rufus Jones takes a similar 
stand in memorable words tinged with the sensitivity of mysticism:. 
Religion is primarily", and at heart, the personal 
meeting of the soul with God. If that experience 
ceases in the world, religion, in its first intention 
is doomed. We m~ still have ideas about the God 
whom men once knew intimately, and we may still con-
tinue to work for human betterment, but there can be 
living religion only" so long as the souls of men 
actually" experience fresh bubbling of the living 
water within, and know for themselves that a heart 
of eternal love beats in the central deeps of the 
universe within reach.2 · 
There are many who similarly believe that religion stands or falls 
according to the power and efficacy of prayer. The psychologist, the 
mystic, the skeptic, and the humble believer, all have a great deal 
at stake in every thoughtful study of prayer • 
Within the general area of prJ!yer, few subjects are more vital 
or more perplexing than intercession. Almost everyone who takes the 
Christian religion seriously" prays at some time for other persons. 
And yet, even as they are praying, many modern Christians experience 
doubt concerning the meaning and purpose of what they are doing. Their 
minds will not assent to the thoughts of their hearts and the words of 
their lips. 
1. James, VRE, 466. 
2. Jones, Art. (1916), 123. 
4 
A preliminar,y understanding of the problems involved may be attained 
by considering a classic exanple of intercession, the "unceasing" pra;yer 
of Monica for her son Augustine. In the Confessions are many references 
to Monica's prayers for the salvation of her son. As a young man, 
Augustine succumbed to worldly temptations. Later, he wandered about 
in the intricate maze of pagan speculation. Seeking more "knowledge, n he 
abandoned Africa for Italy. But all of the time Monica was praying. She 
prayed in the loneliness of her own home. She prayed in the company of 
fellow worshippers in the church. And she prayed, weeping upon the shore, 
as Augustine sailed for foreign shores against her will. One day she 
took the burden of her heart to a famous bishop, and told him of her 
prayers. He spoke to her a word of quiet consolation: "Go thy way, and 
God bless thee, for it is not possible that the son of these tears 
1 
should perish." 
The bishop had complete confidence in the efficacy of intercessory 
pra;yer, especiaJ.l¥ prayer so urgent and offered by so good a woman. 
Such confidence in sincere intercession was shared by the great majority 
of Christians down to modern times. Thoughtful persons have always 
recognized certain "problems" in praying, but these were gener~ 
limited to the methods of' prayer. God's ability and willingness to 
respond to prayer were seldom seriously questioned. If prayers were 
apparently unanswered, the praying person was advised to examine hi.s 
own spiritual condition and the methods . used in offering the prqer. 
This is the basic approach in many of the most f am.ous discussions of 
prayer in the history of Christian doctrine, including those of Tertullian, 
1. Augustine, Confessions, Bk. TII, ch. xiie 
5 
1 
Augustine, Calvin, and Luther. These great thinkers all express con-
fidence in God's ability and willingness, even eagerness, to respond to 
the prayers of His children. Our God is a God who "hears and answers.n· 
The problem is to discover the method of prayer which is pleasing and 
acceptable to Him. 
In modern times, however, the emphasis has shifted sharply, and the 
"problem" of prayer is at a much deeper level. Most modern Christians, 
it is true, would not look upon Monica 1 s prayers as worthless. She un-
doubtedly received strength from her prayers which aided her in personal 
efforts to influence her son. Moreover, even the pagan Augustine was 
of a sensitive nature, and the knowledge that his mother was praying 
for l:ri.m J.llust have had a real effect upon him. But many modern Christians 
could go no further than this in recognizing any efficacy in her pr~ers. 
Such pr~er, many feel, could not influence God to change His actions 
or His attitudes in any way. And yet, this is exactly what Monica was 
t rying to do. "When Monica pr~ed for her son she was asking more help 
that she could give---even more help than could ever flow through her 
life. She was laying hold, as she believed, on the robe of God to turn 
2 
His eyes and hands to Augustine." But were such expectations reasonable? 
This is precise:cy "the" question, "the problem"1 of prayer in modern times. 
Is it reasonable to expect prayers of petition and intercession to in-
fluence God? Is it really possible for a man to change God through 
prayer? 
1. Ter tullian, On Prayer; Augustine, Letters, Division IIT, cxxx; 
Aquinas, Summa, II-II, 83; Calvin, Institutes, III, xx; Luther, 
The Greater Catechism. 
2. Buttrick, PRA, 100. 
6 
Much of the discussion which follows will be keyed in theological 
tenns, for this is a theological problem. But it should be emphasized 
that this is a vital problem for every thoughtful follower of Jesus. 
Georgia Harkness makes this clear: "Of all the things the world now 
desperately needs, none is more needed than an upsurge of vital, God-
1 
centered, intelligent~ grounded prayer." But prayer will never be 
"intelligently grounded't until every praying person is willing to think, 
and to think deeply, about the meaning of prayer. Few of the thought-
ful l~an•a questions are more urgent than the question of how to 
pray for others and what to expect from such prayers. And many a 
consecrated Christian minister is facing the same problem in the depths 
of his own heart. A faithful church member who was caught up in an 
accumulation of crushing circmnstances recently called her pastor and 
told him of her distress. Then she said, "My he art is broken and Ill3" 
hands are tied. Please pray for me."' No Christian minister could deny 
such a request. But if, as he kneels to pray, unresolved questions 
about what he is doing rise in his mind, his prayer will accomplish 
little in his life or in the life of the one for whom he is interceding. 
Is God really influenced by our .pr~rs of petition and intercession? 
The professional theologian, the humble believer, and the faithful 
"shepherd" of a flock must face this vital. problem which has arisen at 
the very heart of the life of religion. 
When faced with a major religious problem, Christians of every age 
have turned to the New Testan.ent for guidance. The Christian interpre-
tation of the nature, purpose, and practice of religion is based primari~ 
1. Harlmess, PCL, 13. 
7 
upon the New Testament message. And one of the most amazing facts about 
the New Testament which each generation discovers is the timeless value 
of its teaching. In every generation men have found the New Testament 
relevant to their deepest current needs. It is, moreover, unique in the 
originality and depth of its insight into the major issues of life and 
death. This is nowhere illustrated more clearly than in its teaching 
on the subject of prayer. 11In vain we search the sacred books of the 
great religions of the world for such~ a view of prayer as that presented 
in the pages of the New Testament. TI1e view there given stands absolute~ 
1 
alone. n The purpose of this investigation is to examine this ttv:l.ewtt· to 
see what contributions it can make to the serious theoretical question 
described above. In other words, the basic source of Christian theology 
will be applied to one of the most vital problems of Christian theology. 
In this underta~ the New Testament will not be used simply as a 
source of 11proof-texts. 11 Thoughtful modern disciples do not hesitate 
to place certain limits upon the "authority": of the New Testament. 
Tr!e scientific explanation of the universe, for example, was unknown to 
the New Testanent writers, and even to Jesus himself. Therefore great 
care should be used in applying New Testament passages to modem objections 
to prayer based upon the nature of causal law. On the other hand, the 
passing centuries have shown with increasing forcefulness the abidi~ 
value and high authority of the New Testament on the central themes and 
deeper currents of its message. The major teaching on the nature of God, 
of man, and of conununion between the two is as true in a world or science 
1. Campbell, PPCR, 14. 
8 
as it was in a world of miracle. In the chapters which follow, the deep 
abiding message of the New Testament on the subject of prayer will be 
applied to modern objections with the hope that real progress can thus 
be made in resolving the basic issues. Jesus and his New Testament 
follo•~ers understood the nature and purpose of prayer in such a way as 
to give their testimony peculiar and permanent significance for the 
theology of prayer. In the following pages, an effort will be made to 
discover the ~ht shed on modern problems by this ttold story" that is 
ever new. 
A word should be said at this point about the relation of inter-
cession to other types of prayer. Among the several types usually 
mentioned in standard discussions of prayer are adoration, praise and 
thanksgivi~, repentance, petition, intercession, self-dedication, 
and cammunion. But while many moods and many purposes may be expressed 
in prayer, most of the rational and ethical difficulties arise in 
connection with the prayer of petition. Moat religious persons accept, 
and moat non-religious persons can at least understand, the practice of 
prayer when the praying person makes no attempt to change or influence 
God. But when petition enters the picture, difficulties arise which 
have been the enigma of many- a prayer life. Thus even so great a thinker 
as Albrecht Ritachl relegated petition to a minor place in Christian 
1 
prayer, and emphasized thanksgiving because it presented fewer difficulties. 
In limiting this present study to the general area of petition, it is 
possible to keep the material. within manageable units of proportion and 
yet to include most of the major theoretical problems in the theology of 
1. Ritschl, JAR, 644£. 
9 
prayer. By concentrating upon intercession, that is, petition in which 
blessings are requested for others, the issues are even further sharpened. 
All of the problems of petition are present in intercession, plus certain 
ethical issues lihich arise with the entry of other human persons into 
the prayer situation. In general, the modern theoretical problem of 
prayer is a problem of petition, including that form of petition kno'Wil 
as intercession. In focussing his attention upon the latter, the 
theologian is concentrating upon the major unresolved issues in the 
theology of prayer. 
The relation of intercession to other types of prayer determines 
a certain procedure w:bich must be observed in the discussion which 
follows. For exaJilple, most of the New Testament teaching on the general 
subject of prayer will be relevant to the one type of prayer under 
special consideration here. It will therefore be necessary in the next 
chapter to recognize this more inclusive teaching before describing in 
greater detail the message on the subject of intercession. Similarly~ 
certain modern objections to prayer apply to all forms of petition, 
including intercession. These must be examined first, for if these 
objections are valid, intercession falls along with all petition. Only 
then will it be possible to take the next step and consider the more 
specific objections raised in connection with intercession. It will 
be helpful in the chapters which follow to remember this close relation-
ship between intercession and petition. 
It is necessary to point out the nature of a "solution" to be 
expected in this field of inquiry. This paper will not demonstrate 
the efficacy of intercessory prayer, for such demonstration is not 
10 
possible. .Answers to pra;y-er cannot be dissected, measured, and charted 
in such a way as to provide scientific "proof •" Some fortunate persons, 
it is true, are quite sure that petition and intercession are answered. 
Others, however, have not found in experience the grounds for such cer-
tainty. But it is certain that :i:'ational. and ethical objections to 
prayer are now being raised in many quarters, and all persons should be 
willing to bring what evidence they have discovered to the common search 
for truth. In this paper the major theoretical objections to prayer will 
be exanined and an attempt will be made to contribute one vital element 
to a coherent resolution of the objections. But even if all men finally 
agreed to the reasonableness of believing in the efficacy of pra;y-er, 
such efficacy still would not be demonstrated. Final proof or disproof 
will come only to those who undertake the venture for which all else is 
merely preliminary, the act of pra;ver itself. 
After all this has been said, there are still some who might feel 
uneasy about "philosophizing" in this area of the religious life. ttQne 
is conscious of a certain inner inhibition when one begins to discuss 
and argue about the theoretical difficulties of prayer. It is as if one 
1 
had got on to the wrong plane." Several things should be said in reply. 
In the first place, it is nowhere assumed in this work that "theorizing" 
about prayer can be substituted for the prayer experience. Such an 
assumption is one of the most common errors among modern "enlightened" 
Christians. Very often those who talk the most about prayer possess the 
least first-hand knowledge of the subject. But the fact must also be 
1. Bevan, Art. (1916), 193. 
11. 
recognized that difficulties of an intellectual nature are a very real 
factor in the prayer life of many persons. Before such persons can 
enter the temple of prayer the threshold must be cleared. And this 
preliminary task will not be accomplished until the difficulties are 
faced soberly and realisticallY. Actually, all persons stand to benefit 
from such a study, for "intelligentlY grounded" prayer is the strongest 
prayer. Brightman has pointed out the necessity of interpreting re-
1 
ligious values by logical thought. Nels Ferre has described the 
necessity of intellectual groundwork for the strongest type of prayer. 
11Great praying always roots in great believing and believi~ has not 
onlY intensity but also doctrinal substance. Great praying swells up 
2 
from the depths of great theology ••• " Any work done in the theology 
of prayer is preparatory work. But if it can make the practice of 
prayer more realistic and more meaningful to anyone, then it is of 
inestimable value. 
There is undoubtedly, as Heiler points out, a type of prayer which 
is "the free, spontaneous expression of experiences which emerge on the 
heights of the devotional life and which deeply stir the soul,tt and which 
3 
is 1'burdemd with no intellectual problems.n· But those persons who 
have burst t.he bonds of intellectual difficulty and now enjoy the exhila-
ration of such freedom in prayer would be the last to scoff at those who 
are not so fortunate. On the other hand, those whose prayer life is still 
oonfined to the lower levels of the spiritual life would be foolish not 
1. Brightman, RV, 21. 
2. In the introduction to Whiston, TTP, xiii. 
3. Heiler, PRA, 104. 
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to give the masters of prayer a fair hearing. Arrogant dogmatism has 
no place in any study of prayer. The problems are too real, the issues 
too deep, the outcome too vital to the whole life of religion. 
The problem of prayer! It has been a long time coming. 
But here it is, all at once, in very starkness. And, 
like a flash in the night, it throws into vivid relief 
the nature of the struggle, full of paradox and danger, 
in which religious thought is today involved. The 
problem of prayer: that is the crucial issue. There 
the most desperate conflicts between the friends and 
foes of religion are being fought and will be fought. 
And the attitude 'Which theology takes toward this issue 
will determine in large degree the future of Christianity 
in the world.l 
Here is a problem worthy of the finest minds and most dedicated lives 
of Christendom, for many of the highest values of human life are at 
stake. And real progress can be made only by those who are willing 
to combine humility wi:th an intense eagerness to learn the truth. 
II. Definitions 
No definition of prayer will be fully adequate, for prayer as a 
religi ous reality constantly overflows the barriers and limits set by 
definition. Moreover, "all attempt at definition instantly reveals 
the lines and tendencies in the character of the person proposing the 
2 
definition, tt as Rufus Jones has pointed out. This fact is clearly 
illustrated in Thomas Aquinas' famous definition of prayer as "the 
3 
ascent of the mind to God, tt and in the definition of prayer as "the 
soliloquy of a beholding and jubilant soul11 which Ralph Waldo Emerson 
4. 
proposed in his essay on "Self-Reliance."' A definition of pr~er also 
1. M§~goz, PP, 2 (tr. But·t;rick) • 
2. Jones, Art. (1916), 107. 
3. .Aquinas, Summa, II-II, 83, 13. 
4. Emerson, ESS, 163. 
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reveals a great deal about the definer 1 s philosophy of religion. An 
impersonalist and a personalist would approach the m1bject quite 
differently. Certain aspects of the discussion which follows will show 
the ways in whiCh a theistic personalism offers the most fruitful and 
coherent philosophical setting for pr~er. But it is not necessar,y to 
enter into such questions at this point, since a ffilitable working defi-
ni tion will be sufficient here in the beginning. The meaning of prayer 
will become increasingly explicit as the work proceeds. 
At the conclusion of his exhaustive study of the subject, Heiler 
defined prayer as "a living communion of the religious man with God, 
conceived as personal and present in experience, a communion which 
1 
reflects the for.ms of the social relations of humanity." Brightman 
accepts this definition as suitable for the theistic personalist, 
2 
provided the word communion is used in its broader sense. This defi-
nition is largely normative, however, arrived at only after a lengthy 
investigation of the subject. Here at the start, a descriptive 
definition will be more helpful, such as the famous one proposed by 
William James. He defines prayer as "every kind of inward communion 
3 
or conversation with the power recognized as divine." In adopting this 
definition for his own work on the philosophy of prayer, Mahoney pointed 
out that it "covers every kind of prayer attitude from the most primitive 
to the most advanced and from the simplest outflow of religious desire 
4 
to the most elaborate form of prayer expression." Actually, nearly 
1. Heiler, PRA, 358. 
2. Brightman, POR, 425. 
3. James, VRE, 464. 
4. Mahoney, PP, 30. 
ever.y definition of prayer proposed by theists makes use of the idea of 
"communion or conversation" with God. The centuries have done little in 
this respect to improve upon Clement of Alexandria's simple statement, 
1 
0 Prayer is, then, to speak more boldly, converse with God." This is an 
acceptable working definition of pr~er, for the final meaning of the 
ter.m is determined by the definer's conception of the nature of "converse" 
and the nature of God. 
Petition is one type of prayer or converse with God. A petition is 
a request, and a petitionary prayer is a request made to God by the 
praying person. Petition is the basis of primitive prayer and is an 
Prayer even takes its name from integral part of more advanced prayer. 
2 3 
Some have gone so far as to reduce prayer to petition, but petition. 
such an attempt is a theological misadventure, as Dean Knudson would say. 
Petitional pr~er is only "one department of prayer," to use the words _ 
4 
of William Janes. Petitionary prayer may take various forms, such as 
petit ion for material values or petition for spiritual values. 
Intercessory prayer is petition for others. .As Brightman says 1 
"Intercessory prayer is the name given to prayer with a defini tel.y 
social purpose ••• It is prayer for others, petition for physical or 
5 
spiritual benefits to other ind:i viduals or to groups." An intercessor 
is a mediator. He acts on behalf of others or between others. One who 
offers intercessory prayer approaches God on behalf of others 'Who may 
1. Clement of Alexandria, Stromata, Bk. VIII, ch. vii. 
2. Cf. the German beten to pray and bitten to ask. Heiler, PRA, 17. 
3. Bevan, Art. (19~194. 
4. James, VRE, 464. 
5. Brightman, POR, 428 • 
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or m~ not be prqying themselves. 
In view of the type of study undertaken in the next chapter, the 
words used for prayer in the New Testament should be examined brief~. 
' Several ilords are used, but the most common is -rreoo-E.UX,£trao_t • 
' , 
This is the general word used for all types of prayer and is used through-
out the New Testament. It appears, for example, in connection with the 
1 
Lord's Prayer in Matthew and Luke. There is a special tenn meaning ttto 
J , 
intercede"' 'Whtch is sometimes used: E.vrux,'J(o..,VE.I v and its compound 
c / 
U "JT" £ r t; V T uy ~ o- V E.. I V • The sense, however, is primari~ ttto draw 
rr 2 
near the person addressed, and only secondarily on behalf of others." 
3 
This word appears primarily in the Pauline Epistles and in Hebrews. 
Other New Testament words of special significance for the theology of 
prayer will be noted in the following chapter. 
III. Sources for the Study 
The first major task of this study is to determine the New Testament 
teaching on intercessor,y prayer. The chapter devoted to this task is 
necessarily lengthy, because of the scarcity of adequate published work 
in this field. There are some older works on the Bible teaching on prayer, 
4 
but these are somewhat outdated and superficial. The article by Bernard 
on "Prayer" in Hasting's Dictiona;z of the Bible is quite helpful, but 
necessari~ brief. James M. Campbell's The Place of Prayer in the Christian 
Religion and John E. McFadyen's The Prayers of the Bible are quite suggestive, 
1. Cf. Mt. 6:9; Lk. 11:1-2. (The Revised Standard Version of the Bible 
has been used throughout, unless otherwise noted.) 
2. Bernard, ART. (1902), 42. 
3. Cf. Rom. 8:26-34; Heb. 7:25. 
4. Goodrich, BHP; Watters, PB. 
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but both are more in the line of popular commentaries than scholarly 
investigations. There are two competent works on the subject available 
in German, Die Lehre des Gebets nach demn neuen Testament by Paul Christ, 
and Das Gebet in der htesten Christenheit by Edward von der Goltz. 
Some work has been done on the prqers of Jesus, although much of 
1 
it is on a popular level. Walter E. Bundy's Jesus Prays and c. F. 
Andrews 1 Christ end Pra,yer are probably the best on this subject in 
English. One especially thorough work is available only in the German, 
Jakob Margreth 1s Das Gebetsleben Jesus Christi, des Sohnes Gottes. 
E. F. Scott r s work on The Lord 1 s Prayer is one of the latest and best 
on the most important single prqer in the New Testament. Very little 
2 
work has been done on the teaching of Paul concerning prayer, and even 
less on the other New Testament writings. For the most part, those 
interested in this subject must turn to the discussion of individual 
prayers and teachings in standard commentaries, and must forage in the 
st andard books on prayer discussed below. In such cases, however, the 
New Testament teaching on prayer is not the author1s major concern. 
There is a very real need for a comprehensive, scholarly, and systematic 
t reatment of the New Testament teaching on prqer. 
The second major step in this work, the investigation of theoretical 
objections to prayer, reveals the need for studies on this subject firmly 
grounded in theology. As Nels Ferre' has pointed out, "There are many 
good books published on pr~er as far as techniques go, but these often 
fail to guide the reader to the fullness of the life of prayer because 
1. B~ce, TT; Murray, WCSP; Wieand, PLTJ. 
2. CF. Thomas, PSP; Harder , ro. 
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1 
they fail of Christian content." In ivri ti:ng on The Philosophy of 
Prsrer, Mahoney recognized "the handicap of comparative loneliness 
2 
in this field of study." He looked upon his own work as preliminary 
for more serious study by others. Among the first to investigate the 
theoretical difficulties of petition were John H. Jellett and Edward J. 
3 
Bicknell. A symposium Concerning Prayer by Harold Anson, Canon 
Streeter, and others; is another of the earlY attempts to wrestle with 
the intellectual problems of prayer. Hen~ Bett•s little book on 
The Reali~ of ~~e Religious Life is a stimulating discussion of one 
aspect of the problem. Other aspects are dealt with by Stewart in The 
Lower Levels of Pr~er, and by Gerald Heard in a Pendle-Hill pamphlet 
entitled Ten Questions on Pra;yer. William Adam Brown's book on The Life 
of Pr~er in a World of Science is not as relevant to this field as the 
title mieht lead readers to believe. Karl Barth recognizes some of the 
major problems in his recent book on Prgrer, but his prima~ concern is 
to exanine the meaning of the Lord 1 s Prayer "according to the Catechisms 
of the Reformation." Probably the most penetrating and dj_rect discussions 
of the theoretical problems involved in modern prayer recently appeared 
4 
in articles by Walter G. Muelder and L. Harold DeWolf. These have been 
used extensively in chapter three of the present study. 
Modern writers, primarilY interested in the practical aspects of 
prayer, are nevertheless giving increasing recognition to the modern 
theoretical problems. Harr,y Emerson Fosdick's little book on The Meaning 
1. Ferre in intro. to Whiston, TTP, xiii. 
2. Mahoney, PP, 9. 
3. Jel1ett, EP; Bicknell, DCP. 
4. Muelder, Art. (1953); DeWolf, Art. (1953). 
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of Prayer is a practical guide to pr~er which faces the major issues 
realistically. Buttrick's Prgrer is one of the most thorough investi-
gations in recent times. Georgia Harkness begins her Prayer and the 
Common Life with a section on "The Foundations of Prayer" in which she 
considers some of the basic theological problems. Certain sections of 
Glenn Clark's book on The Soul's Sincere Desire, Lynn Radcliffe•s more 
recent Making Prayer Real, and William E. Orcl1ard 1s Prayer: its Philosophy, 
Practice, and Power make some indirect contributions to the theology of 
prqer. 
Heiler's famous Prayer stands in a class by itself. In his Philosophy 
of Religion Brightman calls Heiler 1 s work 11the only first-class book on 
1 
prayer, tt: and 11the only really scholarly treatment of prayer." At 
first sight this judgment seems too sweeping, but a survey of the avail-
able literature shows that it may not be too far wrong after all. 
Fortunately for the EngliSh reader, the massive Ger.man edition, ~ich 
appeared under the title Das Gebet, has been competently edited and 
translated by Samuel McComb and J. Edgar Park. The book is primarily 
"a study in the history and psychology of religion," as the subtitle 
indicates. Heiler does not deal directly with the problems of prayer, 
but he furnishes a rich source of data for those who do. He somewhat 
weakens the value of his work by overstating his major thesis on the 
radical contrast between the prophetic and the mystical types of piety• 
2 
but the work has deservedly attained the status of a classic in the field. 
Le Problema de la Priere by Fernand Menegoz, unfortunately available only 
1. Brightman, POR, 10, 42.5. 
2. Cf. the criticism by Dean Inge in London's Weekly, Oct. 1, 1932. 
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in the French, and Puglisi's Prayer approach the level of scholarship 
attained by Heiler, but are mt as comprehensive. E. Herman combines 
a stimulating devotional · sensitivity with intellectual depth in her 
Creative Pr~er. It is apparent, however, that a good, systematic 
theology of pr~er is sorely needed in modern thought. 
Systematic discussions of prayer have appeared at various times in 
the histor.y of Christian doctrine. Whenever relevant, these have been 
cited in the work which follm·rs. They have been listed in the bibliography 
as "classical works." Some of these are especially valuable, such as the 
treatises On Prayer by Tertullian and Cyprian, Augustine's letter to the 
widow Proba in answer to her questions on prayer, the discussions by 
Thomas Aquinas in the Stunma and in the Compendium of Theology, Calvin's 
section on pr~er in the Institutes of the Christian Religion, and 
Luther's discussion in several places but especially in his Catechisms. 
These works are especially helpful in interpreting ~he New Testament 
words on prayer, and they sometimes show surprising insight in antici-
pating the modem problems. Many of these insights are interpreted by 
Henry T. Hughes in his "histocy of the · Christian doctrine of prayer to 
the Reformation" entitled Prophetic Prgrer. 
Closely related to the theology of prayer is the p~Jchology of 
prayer. Certain general works on the psychology of religion, such as 
1 
Paul Johnson's Psychology of Religion, contain sections dealing with 
the subjective factors of the prayer experience. The Psychology of 
Prayer by Stolz and Hodge's Prgyer and Its P~chology are longer treatments 
of the sane subject, helpful but now somewhat outdated. Pratt's The 
Religious Consciousness contains a suggestive discussion of the relation 
1. See _{lso Johnson, Art. (1953). 
l 
of the subjective and objective elements in pr~er. Leuba 1s The 
P~chology of Religious Mysticism is a thorough investigation of the 
subjective states of certain types of prayer experience. Many p51J-
chologists would benefit from Leuba 1s warning that the questions of 
20 
"the philosopher" concerning pr~er lie outside the domain of psychology. 
Finally, William James, the pioneer in this field, reaches several con-
elusions of pennanent value in his Varieties of Religious Experience. 
The mystics have been masters of prayer down through the centuries. 
and might be expected to make significant contributions to this study. 
Certain of their works are helpfUl in leading to an understanding of 
the nature of man • s spiritual consciousness, such as those by Ru:f'u.s 
1 
Jones and Evelyn Underhill. But the mystics very seldom discuss 
theoretical difficulties involved in praying, and in general they are 
not masters of petition and intercession. The emphasis in mystical 
prey-er is upon contemplation and the ecstasy of union. In the closing 
pages of his massive work on The Mystical Element in Religion, Baron 
tt 
Von Hugel points out elements of social concern in the prayer of the 
great mystics, but concludes: 
Yet it is clear that the strong point of the mystics, 
as such, does not lie in the direction of the great 
social spirituality which finds God in our neighbor 
and in the great human organizations ••• They are, as 
such, individualistic; the relation between God and 
the individual soul here ever tends to appear as 
constituted by these two factors alone.2 
Because of this tendency inherent in the nature of the mystical approach 
to God, the contributions of mysticism to this present study are quite 
1. 
2. 
Cf. ~ts Jones, Art. (1916), and Underhill, MYS. 
Von Hugel, MER, II, 365. 
l 
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limited. The mystics are usually masters of prayer, but not of the type 
of prayer which is of central interest in the pages which follow. 
IV. The Plan of the Study 
With the ground now cleared by this introductory chapter, it is 
possible to turn to the first major task, which is to determine the 
New Testament teaching on intercessory prayer (Chapter Two). Upon 
completion of this, the second major task will be undertaken, namely, 
the investigation of the modern theoretical objections to prayer 
(Chapters Three and Four) • In every case the New Testament contribution 
to the problems will be of major concern. Chapter Three will be devoted 
to the objections to petitionary prayer in general, and chapter Four the 
objections to intercesoory prayer in particular, Finally, the results 
of the work will be smmnarized, and the major conclusions 'Wi.ll be drawn 
(Chapter Five). 
CH.APrER 'N:> 
THE NEW' TESTAMENT TEACHING ON INTERCESSORY PRAYER 
I. The Old Testament Background 
In approaching the New Testament teaching on intercessor.r prqer, it 
is necessary to survey briefly the Old Testament background, for in many 
w~s the "new" grew out of the "old. 11 Most modern scholars recognize 
the importance of the Old Testament in this respect, and same even overw 
l 
estimate it. The Old Test8lllent is not "of equal authority with the 
New," but it does furnish the backdrop against which the New Testament 
drana unfolds. 'When Christ finally appeared "in the fullness of time,"· 
he and his followers inherited a rich legacy of religious thought and 
practice which undoubtedly influenced them greatly • Their teaching on 
ever.r important subject is more ful.J.y understood if this debt to the 
past is openly recognized. This general principle is clearly illustrated 
in the Biblical teaching on the subject of prqer. The "temple of prqer" 
-which Jesus and his -followers erected stands upon a foundation laid by 
a praying people 'Who had been seek:i.ng God for many centuries. A brief 
stiiii!Ilary of the prqer heritage of Jesus and his followers thus becomes 
the necessary starting point for the more detailed investigation which 
follows. 
The Old Testament makes it abundantly clear that pra;yer was an ex;. 
tremely important element in the life of the people of Israel from the 
earliest times. Adan and Eve talked with God in the Garden of Eden. 
Genesis makes a more specific reference to the beginning of pra.,ver, 
1. Lofthouse, Art. (1916), 43. 
however, dati~ it from the third generation of men on earth: "At that 
1 
time men began to call upon the name o! the Lord. n From this time on 
prayer is taken for granted as an essential element in the life of men. 
Prqers are interspersed throughout the Pentateuch, the historical books, 
the prophetic writings, and the Hagiographa. At least one prqer is 
2 
attributed to every important character in the Scriptures. And within 
the Old Testament m~ be found the most valuable prqer book ever written, 
the Book of Psalms. The people of Israel did not talk very much about 
prayer, but they certainl.y pr~dl 
.Anyone studying these records soon becomes aware of two main types 
of religious consciousness which developed side by side throughout the 
Old Testament period and led, in turn, to two main types of prqer. 
The first and most vital type was the spontaneous "outpouring of the 
heart, n as men sought Yahweh in thanksgiv~ and petition. In its 
earliest forms this prayer resembled the "free spontaneous petitionar,y 
3 
prayer o! the natural man" described in detail by Heiler. Later, it 
developed into the prophetic type of prayer characterized by its usual 
origin in °the concrete need of the moment," its •realistic power and 
~ 
vitality," am its resultant "discharge of the emotions. It This type of 
5 
prayer is illustrated in Abraham's intercession for Sodom, Jacob •s prayer 
6 7 .. 
in fear of Esau, many of the prayers of Moses, throughout all the prophetic 
1. Gen. 4:26. 
21 Gen. 20:7; 1 Sam. 1:5; 2 Sam. 7:27; Ezra 6:10; Job 2lrl5, etc. 
3. Heiler, PRA, lf• 
4. Heiler, PRA, 228, 233. 
5. Gen. 18:23-33. 
6. Gen. 32:9-12. 
7 • Cf. especial]3r his "colloquy" with God during his call (Ex. 3 and 
4), and his private _prayers in times o! difficulty (Ex. 5::22 and 
Num. 11:11-15). 
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writizg s ( especial:cy- Jeremiah), and in the Psalms • The vi tal core of 
the New Testament teaching on prayer rises out of this free, spontaneous, 
prophetic prayer of the Old Testament. 
Alongside of this type of prayer there developed a formal, legalistic 
type, quite different in origin and practice. Heiler has shown how this 
formal prayer often develops out of spontaneous prayer, and he has used 
several suggestive phrases to describe it: •a fixed formula which people 
recite without feeling or mood of devotion;• •hard, impersonal, ceremonial, 
a rite consecrated by ancestral custom;" "an inseparable part of .a 
complicated ritual of purifications, sacrifices, processions, dances, 
3 
and consecrations." This type of prqer also arose quite early in the 
history of Israel, but can be clearly traced only .from the time of the 
building of the temple in Jerusalem. At the dedication of the temple 
Solomon offered a long "liturgical" pr~er which included adoration, 
4 
thanksgiving, petition, and confession. Other Old Testament examples 
of this type of prqer may be found in Deuteronomy, where there are 
prayers to be used in bringing the first fruits to the temple and another 
5 ' 
to be used after giving the tithes. Most sacrifices were accompanied 
6 
by pr~ers, and prayers were usually offered at the erection of altars. 
The command for Aaron and his sons to bless the Israelites is set forth 
7 
in a specified prqer-formula, the threefold priestly blessing. Judaism's 
1. Jer. 14, lS. 
2, Almost every desire that could be expressed to God finds expression 
in the Psalter; cf. Ps. 4,10,22,51, etc. 
3. Heiler, PRA, 65. 
4. 1 Kings 8:12-53. 
5. Deut. 26:5-10; 13-15. 
6. Gen. 2:8; 13:4. 
1. Num. 6:22-27. 
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1 
primary- confession of tai th, the Shema, early settled into a ritualistic 
form and was ordinarily accompanied by a nwnber of formal pr~rs. 
Prayer-!'onnulas and ritualistic requirements in regard to all prqer 
became an integral part of legalistic Pharisaism. 
Much of the New Testament teaching on prqer becomes clear on:cy- in 
the light of this twofold developnent in the prayer life of Judaism. 
Both types of piety, the prophetic and the legalistic, developed side 
by side down to New Testan.ent times. The Talmud shows that spontaneous, 
heartfelt prqer was still important to Judaism at the end of Old 
2 
Testament times. But in general the strict legalism of the Pharisees 
was dominant, .and the emphasis was placed upon observance of the letter 
rather than the spirit of the law in every area of life, including 
private and public worship. Jesus and his followers inherited ideas 
and practices from both types of piety 1 but their major emphasis was 
upon the free spontaneous lite of devotion. They protested against a 
fol"'llal legalism. devoid of warmth and 11reality-feeling.n This protest 
came not only from Jesus, but also from Paul, •a Pharisee born of 
Pharisees •" . The teaching on prayer which they offer as a "better wq" 
brings to a majestic climax the insights which the prophetic type of 
piety had gained through centuries of searching. It is therefore quite 
help.f'ul. to keep this twofold developuent of Old Testament piety and 
prqer in mind when evaluating and interpreting the New Testament words 
on this subject. 
There are, moreover, several factors which the Old Testanent con-
tributes to the more specific subject of intercessory prayer. For one 
1. Deut. 6:-4-9. 
2. Talmud:- Mishnah Berakot, 5; Berakot, 296; 28; 30b. 
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thing, intercessory pra;rer played a very important part in the lives of 
the leaders of Israel from the beginning. Heiler maintains that "the 
ultimate roots of Christian prayer go back to the prophetic mediation 
of Moses between Jahve and Israel. He is the great man of prayer who 
1 
intercedes for his people with Jahve. 11 Outstanding amo~ his inter-
cessory prayers were his prayers for Pharaoh to obtain relief from the 
2 
plagues, and for Israel in all the times of munJIIlring and rebellion. 
3 
Samuel was another leader who interceded for the people. His inter-
cessory prayer for the nation at the time of the institution of the 
4 
monarchy is probably the most noteworthy • Intercessory prayer is 
prominent throughout the prophetic writings, probably because intercession 
5 
was looked upon as an official prophetic function. Jeremiah, whOJil 
6 
Heiler calls "the father of Christian prayer," is especially significant 
in this res:rsct. Few of the recorded pra;rers of histor,y equal the 
passionate pleading and the tender sympatey displayed in his fanous 
7 
intercession for Israel at the time of the drought. other notices of 
intercession appear throughout the Old Testament. Even amid his own 
personal distress, for example, Job prayed for others: "And the Lord 
8 
restored the fortunes of Job, when he had prayed for his friends. • 
And among other petitions, the Psalmists pray for the prosperity of the 
9 
king and for the health of their sons and daughters. One of the 
1. Heiler, PRA, 121. 
2. Ex. 8:12; 32:11-13. 
3. Cf. Jer. 15:1, 'Where Moses and Samuel stand together as chief 
representatives of this form of prayer. 
4. 1 Samuel 8 and 12, passim. 
5. Cf. 1 Kings 18 and Amos '7. 
6. Heile:1 PRA, 260. 7. Jer. ~and 15. 
8. Job 42:10. 
9. Ps. 20; 61; 144:12. 
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important contributions of the Old Testament to the Christian practice 
of intercessory prayer is this continuous example set by the leaders of 
each generation. 
There was always a danger, however, that the average person would 
look upon intercession as the exclusive right of the religious and 
political leaders. It is therefore necessary to observe certain in-
fluences which led to the practice of intercession at every level of 
society • Both of the main types of religious piety made contributions 
at this point. The idea of the love and fatherhood of God which became 
a part of the prophetic type of religion, especial.:cy' in Hosea and 
Jeremiah, included as its corollary the brotherhood of men. This 
concept was largely confined to the nation, ho"Wever, until Jesus brought 
the full implications of the teaching to light. The legalistic type of 
piety also contributed to the social consciousness of Judaism in several 
ways. By New Testament times, it was the custom for strict Pharisees 
to repeat the Shena and the Semoneh Esreh at specified intervals of 
1 
every day, along with the accompanying ritualistic prayers. Each of 
these prayers contains many references to the nation of Israel and to 
the unity of all ldlo are the chosen of God. The prayers regular]J 
repeated before meals also contained blessings for the nation and for 
guests at the meal. Moreover, the temple worship in Jerusalem and the 
synagogue worship wherever Jews assembled contained prayers for the 
salvation of Israel. Regular participation in this type of worship 
naturally led to a social consciousness which found expression in 
intercessory prayer. 
1. ERE, (Hastings, ed.), x, 192. 
---, 
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Thus Jesus and his followers came from a praying people. They 
inherited a legaa,r of rich prayer experience which had developed in a 
twofold manner, the free spontaneous prayer of prophetic religion, and 
the rigid, formal prayer of legalistic religion. Their own teaching 
on prqer was based largely upon the fomer, as they protested against 
the "pretense" of the latter. They also inherited a strong tendency 
to prsy in intercession, but here as elsewhere the Old Testament idea 
needed to be developed under the masterful touch of Jesus. With this 
preliminary discussion now completed, it is possible to turn f'ull. 
attention to the New Testament. 
II. The New Testament Teachi~: Analysi~ 
The New Testament is the fundamental document of the Christian 
faith. The testimony which the writers of this book set down shortly 
after the earthly life of Christ has ever since formed the basis of 
Christian thought and practice. The history of Christian doctrine, 
past and present, is in essence simply an interpretation of the message 
of the New Testament. But in spite of "constant handling," the book 
is ever new. In every age it has appealed to thoughtful persons as a 
"living" and vital document. Every age, in fact, uncovers new truth 
which is especially relevant to the problems of its own time. "It is 
not too much to sa:y that in the intellectual upheaval of the present 
day, the New Testament is the only book from the past which has not been 
found wanting ••• The questions it seeks to answer are those which repeat 
1 
themselves in all generations, changed in fom but in substance unvarying."' 
1. Scott, LNT, 15-16. 
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The timeless value of the New Testament and the depth of insight 
attained by its writers are nowhere revealed more clearly than in ita 
teaching on prayer. The pages that follow will make this abundantq 
clear, but it is essential here at the beginning to realize how Christian 
leaders of every age have recognized the value of the New Testanent at 
this point. The greatest Christian minds have always turned to this 
book as the basic source for the Christian doctrine of prayer. Augustine's 
comment on the Lord's Prayer is typical of the evaluation placed upon 
the New Testament teaching throughout the histor,y of the doctrine of 
prayer: "The words therefore which our Lord Jesus Christ hath taught 
us in His prayer are the rule and standard of our desires. Thou mayest 
1 
not ask for aQYthing but what is written there." Christian leaders in 
each generation have a great deal to say about prqer, but in a large 
sense their words are simply commentary upon the New Testament message. 
This present stuqy of the New Testament teaching on intercessor,y prayer 
is therefore actualq a study of the primary source for this vi tal 
subject. 
The investigation will be made in two major steps. First, a 
detailed analysis must be made of "the varieties of New Testanent 
3 
2 
religion." In an important book by this title, E. F. Scott has pointed 
out the dangers which must be avoided in speaking of the New Testament 
teaching as a whole. Though the New Testament has often been looked 
upon as a unity, and though pleas have been raised in every Ef:e for a 
return to the "common viewpoint" of the Scriptures, Dr. Scott points 
1. Augustine, Sennons on New Testament Lesson; VI. 
2. Cf. Barth, PRA. 
3. Scott, VNTR. 
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out the error of such an approach. There is, it is true, a basic unity 
in the New Testament, but it is a ttunity through diversity." There is 
a unity of agreEIIl.ent concerning the basic facts of the life of Christ, a 
unity of testimony concerning the creative life-changing experience 
which comes to his followers, and a unity of exhortation for all men 
to live in accord with his ethical and religious teaching. But there is 
also the unstated agreEIIl.ent that each man should be allowed to interpret 
"the Gospel" in his own way. Differences in background, training, and 
natural tendency anong the many writers become obvious as each offers 
his testimony. Thus arises the "unity through diversity," a unity in 
which there are actually many varieties of religious expression. 
It is not necessar,y to accept Dr. Scott's theor,y completely to 
realize its value for New Testament stuqy. The thorough investigation 
of aqy New Testanent doctrine must include a recognition of the variety 
as well as the unity of thought. For this reason, and because of the 
practical convenience of dividing the material into units of manageable 
proportion, the first major step in this study will consist of an 
analysis of each major section of the New Testament. In general, this 
analysis will include three major parts. First, all of the relevant 
material on the subject of prayer will be compiled. Second, the important 
teaching on prayer will be set forth. The necessity of this step, as 
previously indicated, arises from the fact that most of the things said 
about prayer in general apply to the more specific subject of intercession. 
Third, a detailed study of the teaching concerning intercessory prs,yer 
will be made. Following this threefold analysis of each section, it 
will be possible t~ present, as the second major step in the investigation, 
a synthesis of the New Testament teaching as a whole. 
1. The Synoptic Gospels 
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ChronologicallY, the Pauline literature should be considered first. 
But there are two conclusive reasons for beginning with the S,ynoptic 
Gospels. In the first place, the Synoptic Gospels contain the teaching 
of Jesus. This is fundamental for every Christian doctrine, but especially 
in the subject of prayer about which Jesus had so much to say. As 
Tertullian says quite simply, "Jesus Christ ••• has detennined for us, the 
1 
disciples of the New Testament, a new form of prayer." Those who wish 
to understand this new fonn of prayer must turn to the one who first 
taught it, and who gave to it br the exanple of his own life its highest 
authority. The second reason for beginning with the Synoptic Gospels is 
a historical reason. New Testament criticism has shown that the Gospel 
writers used sources which were earlier than the Pauline writ~s. 
Actual chronological precedence thus belongs to the Synoptics. Aa E. F. 
Scott concludes, "The Synoptic Gospels have a clear right to be considered 
first. Although they were later in composition than the Epistles of 
Paul, they not only contain the message on which all Christian teaching 
was based, but are compiled from sources which reach back to the earlier 
2 
time.• 
The teaching of Jesus concerning pr~er is so fUndamental that a 
compilation of the relevant material from the Gospels is essential. It 
is indeed surprising to discover that there have been so few · attempts to 
3 
present the material in ari3" thorough and systematic wq. Since the 
1. Tertullian, On Prayer, ch. i. 
j: ~if~t- ~va:f\tas made a brief investigation of the subject in JP. 
Less satisfactory trea'bnents will be found in Campbell, PPCR, and 
Bruce, TOT. Probably the most systematic attempt to compile the 
relevant material is available til the German work by Margreth, GJC, llf. 
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primar,y conclusions are more easily drawn from such a compilation, 
it will be valuable to the work which follows to bring the material 
together at this point. There are three main types of material to be 
considered. First, there are the words of Jesus about prayer. These 
include parables and other sayings in which he teaches his disciples how 
to pray meaningfully. Second, there are the actual recorded prayers of 
Jesus, few in number, but of priceless value in helping to understand 
his teaching. Third, there are simple notices that Jesus prayed. These 
accounts, most of them quite brief, do not include the words of the 
prayers, but simply tell of certain times when he was observed praying. 
All of the available material will now be presented under these three 
headings. 
(I) The Words of Jesus Concerning Prayer: 
(A) The sayings: 
(1) Prayer for enemies (Mt. 5:43-44. Also Lk. 
6:27-28): Matthew reads: "'You have heard that 
it was said, tYou shall love your neighbor and 
hate your enemy. 1 But I sa:y to you, Love your 
enemies, and pray for those who persecute you."' 
(2) On privacy and on vain repetition in pr¢ng 
(Mt. 6:5-8): "And when you pray, you must not 
be like the hypocri. tes; for they love to stand 
and pray in the synagogues and at the street 
corners, that they may be seen by men. Truly, 
I say to you, they have their reward. But when 
you pray, go into your room and shut the door 
and pray to your Father who is in secret; and 
your Father who sees in secret will reward you. 
And in praying do not heap up empty phrases as 
the Gentiles do; for they think that they will 
be heard for their many words. Do not be like 
them, for your Father knows what you need before 
you ask him." (Cf. Mark 12:40 and Lk • . 20:47 
where Jesus condemns the scribes who "for a 
pretense make long prayers.") · 
(3) On forgiveness (Mt. 6:14-15; Mark ll:25-26); 
Matthew reads: "For if you forgive men their 
trespasses, your heavenly Father also will for-
give you; but if you do not forgive men their 
trespasses, neither will your Father forgive your 
trespasses." 
(4) God's answering of prayer (Mt. 7:7-ll; Lk. ll: 
9-13): Matthew reads: ".Ask, and it will be given 
you; seek, and you will find; knock, and it will be 
opened to you. For everyone who asks receives, 
and he who seeks finds, and to him who knocks it 
will be opened. Or what man of you, if his son 
asks him for a loaf, will give him a stone? Or 
if he asks for a fish, will give him a serpent? 
If you then, who are evil, know how to give good 
gifts to your children, how much more will your 
Father who is in heaven give good things to those 
who ask him? tt 
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(5) Prayer for "laborers for the harvest" (Mt. 9:37-38; 
Lk. 10:2-3); Matthew reads: "Then he said to his 
disciples, _ 'The harvest is plentiful, but the 
laborers are few; pray therefore the Lord of the 
harvest to send out laborers into his harvest.' n 
(6) "Where two or three are gathered" (Mt. 18:19-20): 
"Again, I say to you, if two of you agree on earth 
about anything they ask, it will be done for them 
by Jr13" Father in heaven. For where two or three 
are gathered in my name, there am I in the midst 
of them." 
(7) "A house of prayer" (Mt. 21:13; Mark ll:l7; 
Lk. 19:46) Mark reads: _ "And he taught, and said 
to them, •Is it not written, 'My house shall be 
called a house of prayer for all the nations'? 
But you have made it a den of robbers.'" 
(8) On the meaning of the withered fig tree (Mt. 21:22): 
"And whatever you ask in prayer, you will receive, if 
you have faith." (Mark ll:24): "Therefore I tell you, 
whatever you ask in prayer, believe that you receive 
it, and you will." (cr. Mt. 17:20) 
(9) Admonitions to pray in the "B,ynoptic Apocalypse" 
(Mt. 24:20): "Pray that your flight may not be in 
winter or on a . sabbath. 0 (cr. Mark 13:18). (Lk. 21:36): 
"But watch at all times, praying that you may have 
strength to escape all these things that will take 
place; and to stand before the Son of man. n 
(10) On cast~ out demons (Mark 9:29): •,AJld 
he said to them, 'This kind cannot be driven out 
by anything but prayer.'" 
(B) The parables: 
(1) The importunate friend (Luke 11:.5-8). 
( 2) The importunate widow (Luke 18:1-8) • 
(3) The Pharisee and the Publican (Luke 18:9-14). 
(II} The Prayers of Jesus: 
(1) The Lord's Prayer: 
"Prq then like this: 
Our Father who art in heaven, 
Hallowed be tey name. 
Thy kingdom come, · 
Thy will be done, 
On earth as it is in heaven. 
Give us this day our d~ bread; 
And forgive us our debts, 
As we also have forgiven our debtors; 
And lead us not into temptation, 
But deliver us from evil." (Mt. 6:9-13) 
"And he said to them, When you pray, say: 
Father, hallowed be thy name. 
Thy kingdom came. 
Give us each day our daily bread; 
and forgive us our sins, 
for we ourselves forgive everyone who is 
indebted to us; 
and lead us not into temptation." (Lk. 11:2-4) 
-(2) tti thank thee, Father" (Mt. ll:2.5-26; Lk. 10:21): 
Matthew reads: "At that time Jesus declared, 'I 
thank thee, Father, Lord of heaven and earth, that 
thou hast hidden these things from the wise and 
understanding and revealed them to babes; yea, Father, 
for such was thy gracious will." 
(3) Intercession for Simon (Lk. 22:31-32): "Simon, 
Simon, behold, Satan demanded to have you, that he 
might sift you like wheat, but I have prayed for you 
that your faith may not fail; and when you have turned 
again, strengthen your brethren." 
.. 
(4} Gethsemane (Mt. 26:39; Mark 14:36; Lk. 22:42): 
Mark reads: "Abba, Father, all things are possible 
to thee; remove this .cup from me; yet not what I will, 
but what thou wilt." 
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(5) "Father, forgive than."· (Lk. 23:34): "Father for-
give them; for they know not what they do." 
( 6) 1'Eloi, Eloi" (Mt. 27:46; Mark 15:34) : Mark reads: 
"And at the ninth hour Jesus cried with a loud voice, 
'Eloi, Eloi' lama sabachthani?' whiah means, 'My God, 
my God, why hast thou forsaken .me?"' 
{7) "Father, into thy hands (Lk. 23:46): 1'Then Jesus, _ 
crying with a loud voice, said, 'Father, into thy 
hands I commit my spirit! 1 And having said this he 
breat.~ed his last." 
(III) Jesus' Practice of Prayer as Reported b,y Others: 
(A) Jesus pr~ed before and during the great events 
of his life: 
(1) At his baptism (Lk •. 3:21). 
(2) Before choosing the twelve disciples 
(Lk. 6:12-13) • 
(3) At Caesarea Philippi (Lk. 9:18). 
(4) At the Transfiguration (Lk. 9:28-29). 
(5) Before giving the Lord's Prayer (Lk. 11:1). 
(B) Jesus prayed for spiritual renewal after strenuous 
events: 
(1) ,After the first da;y of his ministry (Mk. 1: 
35-38). 
(2) After cleansing a leper (Lk. 5:16). 
(3) After feeding the five thousand (Mt. 14:22-23; 
Mark 6:45-56). 
(C) Jesus prayed in blessing: 
(1) At the feeding of the five thousand and the 
feeding of the four thousand (Mt. 14:9; Mark 6: 
41; Lk. 9:16 and Mt. 15:36; Mark 8~6). 
(2) He blessed the food at the Last Supper (Mt. 26: 
26; Mark 14:22; Lk. 22:19). 
(3) He blessed the food at Emmaus (Lk. 24:30-31). 
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(4) He blessed children (Mt. 19:13; Mark 10:16). 
(5) He blessed the disciples at the Ascension 
(Lk. 24:50-51). 
This material is the primary source of the Christian teach:i..I:€ on 
prayer. Although the present investigation is primarily concerned 
with intercessory prayer, most of the words of Jesus on prayer appl,y 
to intercession as well as to other "types" of prayer. It will there-
fore be necessar,y to consider all of the teaching of Jesus on the 
subject. 
headings: 
This may be done most conveniently under four general 
; 
The importance of prayer, the nature and purpose of pr~er, 
the efficacy of prayer, and methods of prayer. 
Prayer, for Jesu.9, was essential to religion. This is clearly 
indicated by the prominent place he gave to it in his own life. ,Again 
and again, as the above evidence has shown, notices of Jesus at prayer 
flash across the pages of the Gospels. These notiees, though most 
numerous when portentous events and experiences are heaviest upon him, 
are never completely lacking. Jesus prayed during the most important 
events of his life. He retreated for . prayer after strenuous events 
in his ministry. He prayed in blessing others. The recorded prayers 
of Jesus, occurring at the important junctures of his life, afford 
glimpses into the deepest and most intimate levels of his religious 
consciousness. Those who kneel beside Jesus and listen while he prays 
will certainl,y be impressed by the significance which he placed upon 
the event. Moreover, he urged others to pray. "Uk," he said, "and 
it will be given you; seek and you will find; knock, and it will be 
1 
opened to you. 11 Those who pray in faith might even expect to move 
r. Mt. 7:7. 
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1 
mountains! The frequent instructions which Jesus gave concerning 
pr~er are an indication of his deep concern that men should know how 
to pr~ effectively. Thus, in pr¢ng himself, in urging others to 
prq, and in helping them to do so, Jesus set pr~r before men as "the 
2 
heart and center of all religion." 
What views did Jesus hold concerning the nature and purpose of 
prayer? The answer to this question is especially important in view 
of the modern problems which arise in this connection. Jesus did not 
discuss the nature and purpose of pr~er at length, but most of his 
words and all of his prayers bear in some way upon the subject. The 
prqer in the Garden of Gethsemane is especially instructive at this 
point, however, for it clearly indicates the main lines of his thought. 
3 
This is the only prayer recorded in all three Synoptic Gospels. The 
occasion of the prayer is quite clear. Jesus is struggling with the 
prospect of the fate which awaits him. The urgent mood of the hour is 
revealed by the arrival of the authorities almost before he has finished 
prarring. Jesus, in the pr~er, addresses God as "Father." He petitions 
God that the cup of suffering may pass from him. He immediately passes 
to a higher level, however, praying that God's will might be done in 
any case. Here is an intensely realistic prayer, It is not the prqer 
of a fanatic seeking a tragic fate, nor is it the prqer of feelingless 
resignation. It is the spontaneous outburst of a human soul able to 
reconcile itself to its fate only if that fate is in accord with the 
will of God the Father. Here is the supreme moment of prqer in the 
1. Mt. 17:20. 
2. Heiler, PRA, xv. 
3. Mt. 26:36-46; Mark 14:32-42; Lk. 22:40-46. 
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II 
life of the greatest master of prqer. No wonder Ho:ffding has said 
that 11this pra,yer on the Mount of Olives is the highest moment in the 
history of prqer, the most profound word in religion that has ever 
1 
been uttered." 
It is such a profound word, first of all, because it clear~ shows 
the true nature of prayer. Simply stated, prayer is a direct unmediated 
relation between human persons and the Supreme Person. It is not a 
mere subjective probing of the depths of consciousness. It is not 
the merging of the human soul into the Absolute. It is a personal 
relationS1ip between God and man. But it is more than that. It is 
the relationship between a loving Father and His children. The new 
meaning which Jesus brought to the concept of the nature of God was 
one of his most significant contributions to the life of men. Impli-
cations of this teaching revolutionized human prayer experience. God 
is not a "Sovereign Other" unaffected by men 1 s little acts, nor is He 
a fai:cy Godfather indiscriminate~ showering equal blessings upon 
every<me. He is a loving Father, earnest~ seeking the welfare of His 
children, longing :for them to turn to Him and recoglrlze Him as their 
Father. Even the least significant come under His loving care. Even 
the most wayward are welcomed 'When they return home to Him. In all of 
his teaching Jesus tried to help man understand the nature of this new 
relation between God and man~ And he underlined the teaching in an 
unforgettable way by addressing God as "Father" in the two chief prayers 
of Christianity, the prayer in Gethsemane and the Lord 1 s Prayer. This 
1. Heiler, PRA, 123. 
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teaching on the nature of prayer bears direct].sr upon certain modern 
"objections," as the chapters which follow will show. 
Equal).sr important in this connection is the concept of the purpose 
of prczy-er which the Gethsemane experience also makes quite clear. The 
personal and intimate communion between the Heavenly Father and His 
children has a twofold purpose. First of all, it often brirlgs certain 
changes to the life of the one who prays. Jesus was not the same before 
and after the prczy-er. He lmelt ''in agony" and arose strengthened to face 
the next bitter hours with high courage and calm serenity. A person 
who enters a pr~er experience with the sole intention of affecting a 
change in God's action is missing one of the main purposes of every 
prqer experience. On the other hand, those who prq with no intention 
of influencing God are making just as great a mistake. For Jesus 
taught, in the second place, that one of the purposes of pr:~r may-
well be to move God to a new course of action. The petition that the 
cup of suffering might be removed is such a prayer. As Bultmann has 
pointed out, 
It cannot be doubted that when Jesus urges prayer of 
petition, petition is meant in the true sense, that 
is, prayer is not to bring the petitiener' s will into 
submission to the unchangif.€ will of God, .. but prayer 
is to move God to do something which he otherwise would 
not do. Of course it does not compel God by any magic 
force, but it moves him as one man by his request moves 
another.l 
When Jesus knelt in Gethsemane a new situation was presented to 
God. Jesus confidently expected God to act in accordance with the new 
situation, not simply to act as He might if the prayer had never been 
1. Bultmann, JW., 185. 
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offered. 
The last word, however, is alwqs found in God's will and not in 
man •s. The high point of the Gethsemane prqer is reached in the words, 
"Not my will but thine be done." This is not mere feelingless resig-
nation, however. It is simply a recognition that God's will is supreme 
and that men really benefit from the answers to their other peti tiona 
only if they are in accord with that will. The prayer for the removal 
of the suffering was genuine. But if God's will for men could be fUrther 
advanced through the continuation of suffering, then that will be done I 
As it turned out, Jesus received the cup full and brimming over, but 
his prqer was answered at its highest point. In the new situation 
presented to God in a prqer experience, changes may be expected in the 
one Who prays ana in God's course of action, but the desire for such 
changes must always be govemed by the greater desire that God's will 
may be done. For, as Tertullian recognized, God 1 s will is always 
directed to man 1 s greatest good:- nwe make petition that He supply us 
with the substance of His will, and the capacity to do it, that we may 
be saved both in the heavens and on the earth; because the sum of His 
1 
will is the salvation of them whom He has adopted." 
Later in this study, the 1tproblem11 of the efficacy of prayer will 
become significant. It is therefore essential to point out that Jesus 
evidently felt no theoretical problem in regard to the efficacy of 
prqer. The power of his religious life threw him out beyond such 
speculation. He makes it plain that God is always eager to answer the 
pray-ers of men. No man gives his son a stone when he asks for bread, 
1. Tertullian, On Prayer, ch. iv. 
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nor a serpent ~en he asks for fish. "If you then, who are evil, lmow 
how to give good gi.fts to your children, how much more will your Father 
1 
who is in heaven give good things to those who ask him?" Simp]Jr ask, 
2 
and it will be given you. If a disturbed neighbor and an unjust judge 
will answer undesired peti tio:as, how much sooner will a just and loving 
3 
Father answer the pra;yers of His children! In prqing and in urging 
others to pray, Jesus did not stop to ask theoretical questions about 
the efficacy of prayer. Such questions simp]Jr did not occur to him, 
for he knew in his own experience how God is ever waiting to give to 
His children even more than they ask. 
But there is a practical problem which Jesus spent a great deal 
of time discussing. .Apparent failures in prayer are not caused by 
limitations of God 1 s power or purpose, but by the manner in which men 
approach Him. When prayer fails it is man's fault and not God's. It 
is therefore essential for men to understand how to pra;y. The efficacy 
of prayer is conditional, and Jesus took great pains to make the 
conditions clear. 
In the .first place, those who pray must have faith. In explaining 
the meaning of the withered fig tree, he says, "And whatever you ask 
4 
in prayer, you will receive, if you have faith." The parallel in Mark 
is even more striking: "Therefore, I tell you, "Whatever you ask in 
5 
prayer, believe that you receive it, and you will. tt The prqer of 
1. Mt. 7:11. 
2. Mt. 7:7. 
3. Lk. 11:5-8; 18:1-8. 
h. Mt. 21:22. 
5. Mark 11:24. 
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1 
faith can, in fact, move mountains! When the prayers of the disciples 
fail to heal the epileptic boy, Jesus reprimands the "faithless gene-
2 3 
ration." Faith is an essential part in the ''miracles" of healing. 
The faith which leads to such results in pra;yer is much more than mere 
belief in the existence of God. It is belief in God as a loving Father. 
It is absolute trust in that Father. It is perfect confidence that the 
Father hears and answers His children. "When Jesus says that the father 
will not give his son a stone for bread, or a serpent for a fish, he 
is openly confessing his deep personal faith in the Father who can not 
4 
but answer the pray-ers of his children." Those who believe that Jesus 
"begs the question" concerning the efficacy of prqer might better reserve 
judgment until they examine his words on faith. His perfect confidence 
in the efficacy of tr qer is reserved for the prayer of faith. 
There are other important conditions which men must observe if 
their prayer is to "prevail." He taught, in the second place, that true 
prayer is a private and personal affair. This does not mean that public 
prayer has no value, but prayer in its deepest sense is personal and 
private, "Whether offered alone or with others. Jesus prq4itd often 
in places of quiet. Again and aga:i.l'l the word "alone" occurs, that is1 
away from other human persons. He warned his disciples against praying 
on the streetcorners. "When you pray, go into your room and shut the 
5 
door and pray to your Father who is in secret •• • n 
1. Mt. 17:20. 
2. Mark 9:19. 
3. Mark 2:5; Mt. 9:22; etc. 
4. Bunczy-, JP, 53. 
5. Mt. 6:6. 
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In the third place, true pr~er is simple and sincere. Jesus con-
demned verbose and rhetorical prayers in no uncertain tenns. He condemned 
1 
the scribes who "for a pretense make long prayers," and the Gentiles who 
2 
"heap up empt,y phrases." "Do not be like them, for your Father knows 
3 
what you need before you ask him. 11 God does not need to be brought 
up to date on the latest developments in the world situation or in an 
individual's lite, nor does He need a list of detailed information. True 
prayers, based upon faith in God's power to know men's needs, are direct, 
simple, and sincere. 
In the fourth place, pr~er should be urgent and insistent. Jesus 
told his disciples the parable of the importunate widow, nto the effect 
4 
that they ought always to pray- and not lose heart." The parable of 
5 
the importunate neighbor teaches the same thing. In making requests of 
a human person, a man gets results through insistence. How much more 
is God ready to answer those "Who seek Him urgently and insistently. 
These parables do not mean that verbal repetition and begging should 
be used, for this would contradict the idea that pra;yers must be simple 
and sincere. But simple and sincere prayers may be offered constantly 
and insistently. Prayer must never be a light affair of the moment. 
In the fifth place, Jesus teaches the importance of humility in 
approaching God. He told a memorable parable to "some who trusted in 
6 
themselves that they were righteous and despised others." The pride 
and self -righteousness of the Pharisee were barriers which made his 
prayer ineffective. The humble Publican, on the other hand, recognized 
1. Mark 12:40. 4. Lk. 18:1. 
2. Mt. 6::7 • 5. Lk. 11:5-8. 
3. Mt. 6:8. 6. Lk. 18:9-14. 
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his own sinfulness and was therefore in a condi. tion to pray. His humble 
prayer was answered, and he "went down to his house justified."' 
In the sixth and last place, Jesus teaches, by precept and example, 
that several types of prayer are acceptable to God. 
1 
There are pr~rs 
2 
of praise and thanksgiving, prayers for forgiveness, prayers of petition 
3 4 5 
for material and spiritual blessings, prayers of commitment, and prayers 
of intercession. Since the last mentioned type of prayer is the special 
object of this study, the teachings of Jesus concerning intercessory 
prayer must now be considered in detail. 
The first thing to note is the prominent place which Jesus assigned 
to intercession in his own life and in the lives of his followers. The 
previous discussion of the Old Testament pointed out the use which the 
Hebrew people had made of intercessory prayer from the earliest times. 
Heiler has shown that this type of prayer also appeared among primitive 
6 
peoples and in the Greek religion. But Jesus placed such a great 
emphasis upon it that it has ever since asSlDiled a place very near the 
center of the prayer life of Christianity • He did this by using inter-
cession in his own life and by urging his followers to pray for others. 
Actual4" it is difficult to imagine Jesus not praying for others 1 
In the lonely prayer retreats recorded in the Gospels he undoubtedly 
sought blessings for others as well as guidance .for hllnself. The 
records contain definite notices of other times when he prayed for others. 
He prayed for the children: "Then children were brought to him that he 
1. Lk. 17:17-19; Mt. 11:25-26. 
2. Mt. 6:12; Lk. 18:13. 
3. Mt. 6:11. 
4. Mt. 6:10. 
5. Mt. 26:39; Lk. 23:46. 
6. Heiler, PRA, 35, Bof. 
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1 2 
He prayed for the sick. He 
4 
might lay his hands on them and pray. n 
3 
prayed for ••laborers in the harvest," for his disciples, and for his 
5 
enemies. The last two mentioned intercessions are especially note-
worthy. 
The prayer for Simon Peter is one of the few instances in which 
Jesus relates the content of one of his prayers. He knew the disciples 
well enough to know that their faith would fail them in the hours of 
crisis which were ahead. Even Simon "the Rock" would momentarily falter. 
Therefore Jesus prayed for Simon and commissioned him to help the others. 
"Simon, Simon, behold, Satan demanded to have you, that he might sift 
you like wheat, but I have prayed for you that your faith might not 
6 
fail; and when you have turned again strengthen your brethren." This 
is a priceless reference to the bond which united Jesus and the disciples. 
He must have often prayed that their faith might not fail! It should 
be noted, however, that Jesus apparently did not pray that Simon and 
the others would not falter. The observable bent of their lives evi-
dently indicated that the moments of weakness were caning, and Jesus 
knew that God would not so far interfere with man's individual freedom 
as to prevent them. This is another clear example of the deeper levels 
at which the prayers of Jesus took place. 
The prayer from the cross for the forgiveness of his enemies is 
another memorable intercessory prayer in the life of Jesus. His direct 
1. Mt. 19:13. cr. Mark 10:16. 
2. Mark 7:34. 
3. Lk. 10:2. 
h. Lk. 24:50; 22:31-32. 
5. Lk. 23:34. 
6. Lk. 22:.31-32. The first and second references to ''you" are plural in 
the Greek, evidently referring to the disciples. The singular "you" 
which follows refers to Simon. 
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teaching on prayer for enemies will be considered later, but it is 
worth noting that he put his own teaching to use in the most dramatic 
way possible, by prczyj.ng for those who were cruci:f'yi.ng him. Christians 
have alwa;y-s looked upon this as one of the high moments in the last hours 
of Jesus 1 earthly life. As Irenaeus sa;vs, ''For the Word of God, 'Who said 
to us, 'Love your enemies and pra;y- for those that hate you, ' Himself did 
that ver,y thing upon the cross; loving the human race to such a degree, 
1 
that he even prayed for those putting him to death. 11 There is a 
definite critical problem in relation to this prayer, however, for only 
2 
L.uke records it, and even here it is not supported by the best manuscript 
evidence. It is omitted by many important manuscripts, including Codex 
Vaticanus and the original text of Codex Beza.e. But even if the passage 
is a later addition, it is true to the character of Jesus. "There is 
nothing in the form or thought of this word that would take it from 
3 
Jesus. It is as true as steel to the best of his spirit." 
It was not only the example of Jesus which led his followers to 
pray in intercession. He instructed them to do so. He placed love 
for neighbor before them as the second commandment. He defined the 
meaning of neighbor in the Parable of the Good Samaritan so that they 
could not misunderstand. He preached the kingdom of God as the primary 
thing for men to seek, and then spelled this out in tenns of obedience 
to God and love to men. These two carm.ot be separated. As Thomas 
Aquinas says, 11He 'Who looks on himself as a son of God ought, among 
1. Irena.eus, Against Heresies, Bk. ITI, ch. xviii, sec. 5. 
2. Lk. 23:34. 
3. Bundy, JP, 95. 
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other things, to imitate our Lord especial~ in his love ••• God's love 
1 
is not restricted to any individual but embraces all in common." This 
teaching on love carries with it the implied responsibility for Christians 
to pray for one another. If men tru~ love their brothers, they will 
surezy include their brothers 1 needs in their prayers to the Father of 
all. 
When Jesus gave his disciples the Lord's Prayer as their model 
prayer, he was teaching them in an even more direct wq to pray for 
one another. The Lord's Prayer has always been afforded a preeminent 
place in setting the mood and method for all Christian prayer. Christian 
leaders of every age agree. Tertullisn: "Uod alone could teach how He 
2 
wished Himself prayed to." Cyprian: "Let us therefore, brethren be-
3 
loved, pray as God our Teacher has taught us." Augustine: "If we 
pray rightly, and as becomes our wants, we sgy nothing but what is 
4 
already contained in the Lord's Prayer." Aquinas: "Thus we are taught 
5 
by God Himself what we ought to request from Him." Calvin: "For in 
this summary God has prescribed what is worthy of Him, what is acceptable 
to Him, what is necessa.zy for us, and in a word, what He chooses to 
6 
bestow. n In view of this great value placed upon the Lord's Prayer as 
a whole, any intercessory influence in the pr83"er is especial:cy- worthy 
of investigation. 
1. AqUinas, Compendium, Part II, ch. 5. 
2. Tertullian, On Prqer, ch. ix. 
3. Cyprian, Treatise IV, sec. 3. 
4. Augustine, Letter CXXX. 
5. Aquinas, Compendium, Part II, ch. 5. 
6. Calvin, Institutes, III, xx, 48. 
l 
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Fortunately it is not necessar,y to enter into the complex problems 
l 
surrolmiing the interpretation of the Lord 1 s Prayer. It is only 
necessary to point out the intercessory spirit of the prayer which is 
manifest in two ways. The prayer is intercessory in a very general way 
because the blessings prayed for, if granted, would be good for all men 
and not simply the one who is prqing • This applies especially to the 
pet itions concerning God 1 s will and God 1 s kingdom. As Brightman says 1 
'"Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven' is universal intercession." 
There is also a second and more specific way in which the Lord • s Prayer 
may be viewed as intercessory. This is found in the implications surround-
ing the use of the plural pronouns, "our" and "us." According to Matthew 
the prayer begins, "Our Father who art in heaven. • In the second half 
of the prczy-er, in the petitions concerning daily bread, forgiveness, 
and temptation, the blessings are requested for "us.•• According to 
Luke 1 s version Jesus used only the single word "Father, n as he did on 
other occasions, and it has been supposed that Matthew has expanded the 
original. In later petitions, however, the plural pronoun is also used 
in Luke, showing that the wider application of the prayer is intended in 
both versions. 
Jesus taught elsewhere that prayer is to be private and personal, 
and the Lord 1 s Prayer is certairlly this in its deepest sense. But in 
using the plural pronoun, Jesus made it impossible for men to use the 
prayer meaningfully without being reminded of others. Nearly every im-
1. For an important recent work on the subject see Scott, LP. Also 
Barth, PR,A. 
2 • Brightman, POR, 428 • 
..... ~ . 
2 
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portant interpretation of the Lord's .Prayer which appears in the history 
of Christian ooctrine includes a recognition of this intercessory spirit 
of the prayer. Augustine says, 
Here there is also an dn.onition to the rich and to 
those who in the eyes of the world are well-born, that 
when they become Christians they are not to lord it 
over the poor and lowlY; because they are one in sa;ying 
to God, "Our Father, n which they cannot say with true 
piety unless they recognize that they are their brothers.l 
Calvin's statement is even more explicit: 
But since we are not instructed that every individual 
should appropriate him to himself exclusively as his 
Father, but rather that we should all in common call 
him "Our Father, n we are thereby admonished how strong 
a fraternal affection ought to prevail among us, who, 
by the same privilege of mercy and free grace, are 
equal~ the children of such a Father ••• Let a Christian, 
then, regulate his prayers by this rule, that they be 
common, and comprehend all who are his brethren in 
Christ; and not only those whom he sees and knows to 
be such, but all men in the world.2 
By includi~ this intercessory element in the Lord 1 s Prayer, Jesus 
placed love for others and the prayerful expression of that love at 
the center of the Christiants life of prayer. 
Jesus thus gave to intercessory prayer a place of prominence 
hitherto unknown. But he did much more than this. He clarified the 
nature and purpose of intercessory prqer, breald.ng the limits which 
others had placed upon it, and raising it to its highest possible level 
of application. He did this primari~ by commanding his followers to 
pra,y for their enemies, by placing the major emphasis in intercession 
upon spiritual blessings, and by setting all pra,yer within the framework 
1. Augustine, The Lord's Sermon on the Mount, Bke II, ch. iv, sec. 16. 
2. Calvin, Institutes, IIT, xx, .38. 
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of the ld.ngdam of God. 
Before Jesus, prayers for enemies were largely unknown. It was, 
in fact, quite camnon to offer prayers of cursing and vengeance even 
1 
among such advanced people as the Greeks. The same spirit is reneeted 
2 
in the Hebrew imprecatory Psalms. Then Jesus came, sa;ying, "You have 
heard that it was said, 'You shall love your neighbor and hate your 
enemy.' But I say to you, love your enemies and pray for those who 
3 
persecute you, so that you may be sons of your Father who is in heaven." 
With this one revolutionary statement Jesus swept away all limitations 
concerning those for whom Christians should pray. This was recognized 
at once as something new and unique. Justin Martyr, for exEIIlple, found 
it necessary to inform the emperor of this innovation: "Now, since 
4 
the coming of Christ ••• (we) pray for our enemies.• This was also 
recognized as something higher and better than aqything which had been 
known in the past. Tertullian says, "For our religion commands us to 
love even our enemies, and to pray for those who persecute us, aiming 
at a perfection all its ow.n, and seeking in its disciples something of 
5 
a higher type than the commonplace goodness of the world.• 
Heiler has pointed out certain similarities between Jesus and Buddha 
6 
regarding prayer for enemies. But the Buddhist teaching never rises 
far above a vague and general petition for the happiness of "all higher 
beings." The teaching of Jesus, on the other hand, is intensely personal 
1. Heiler, PRA, 8lf. 
2. Ps. 109; 59; 69. 
3. Mt. 5:43-45a; Lk. 6:28 reads "•• .pray for those who abuse you.• 
4. Justin Martyr, First Apology, .. ch. xiv. 
5. Tert.ullian, To ScapuJ.a, ch. i. Cf. Irenaeus, Against Heresies, Bk. III, 
eh. xxv, sec. 7, and Clement of Alexandria, The Stromata, Bk. IV, ch. xiv. 
6. Heiler, PRA, 82. 
and specific. It brings to a practical focus the universal outreach of 
the Gospel message. It places before men the conditions which must be 
fulfilled before the kingdom will be culminated on earth "as it is in 
heaven. n It is certainly one of the most significant things which Jesus 
ever said on the subject of prayer. The relevance of this teaching for 
modern times will be clearly seen in the discussion of certain ethical 
objections to intercessory prayer. 
A second major contribution of Jesus also bears directly on such 
objections. This is his emphasis in prayer upon spiritual rather than 
material blessings. The people of the Old Testament primarilY sought 
material things, even when they were praying for others. Jesus re-
versed this practice. When he prayed for the children, he "blessed 
them." He prayed for Simon, that his "faith might not fail." He 
sought God 1 s forgiveness for his enemies. And in the Lord 1 s Prayer 
he devoted one petition to material necessities and all the rest to 
the spiritual realm. Men are taught to pray not only for daily bread, 
but also for the hallowing of God • s name, the coming of His kingdom, 
the doing of His will, the forgiveness of their sins and the power to 
overcome temptation. The prayer life of Jesus and all of his teachings 
on the subject are pitched on this same high level. He recognized the 
necessity o:f material things in the lives of men. But men's spiritual 
welfare was :far more important and dese!"'Ted ~e center of attention as 
they approached God in prayer for themselves and :for others. 
A :final contribution of Jesus is in many ways the moat me~ful 
of all. His teaching on the subject of prayer can never be fully under- . 
stood apart :from the emphasis which he placed upon the ldngdom o:f God. 
Jesus came "preaching the kingdom." He told his disciples to "seek first 
1 
the kingdom." He taught them to pray for the coming of the kingdom. 
This kingdom, the community of love in which God reigns over obedient 
and loving citizens, was always the primary thing for Jesus. In back 
of every prayer which Jesus uttered and every word which he said about 
prayer there stazxls the kingdom of God as the ultimate goal. Thus prayers 
for enemies and prayers of petition for the highest spi:r1.tual blessings 
for others are simply manifestations of the ways in which persons live 
under the reign of God. Those of his followers who have understood him 
bes t have emphasized the community framework in which all of his thought 
took shape. Calvin in the Reformation saw it clearly: "'n a word, 
all our prayers ought to be such, as to respect that community which 
2 
our Lord has established in his kingdom and in his fanily." Rauschenbusch 
in modern times has stated it moving:~¥: "When he bade us say •our Father, • 
Jesus spoke from that consciousness of human solida.ri ty which was a 
matter of course in all his thinking. He compels us t0 clasp hands in 
3 
spirit with all our brothers and thus to approach the Father together. 
Most of those who object most strenuously in modern times to intercessory 
prczy-er have overlooked this kingdom "framework" which for Jesus was 
everything! 
The teaching of Jesus concerning prayer as found in the Synoptic 
Gospels is the primar,y source for the Christian doctrine of prayer. 
Jesus was not only the Master of life. He was the Master of prayer. 
l. Mt. 6:33; Lk. 12:31. 
2. Calvin, Institutes, III, xx, 38. 
3. RauschenbUsch, PSA, 17. 
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In his words and through his example, his followers find the most certain 
guidance and direction for their own praying. His teachings concerning 
the import8llce, the nature and purpose, and the efficacy of pra.rer are 
the foundation for all true prayer. His teachings concerning the methods 
and types of pra.rer furnish infallible guidance for those who long to 
follow "the Way." And his teaching on intercessor,r prayer, set within 
the framework of the kingdom of God, is the perfect demonstration of 
how God wants men to live with one another as children of one loving 
Father. When the disciples of Jesus said to him, ttLord, teach us to 
pray, n they ~d traced the secret of his power to its source and were 
seeking the same power for their own lives. In turning to the same 
source, his modern disciples may find the power to overcame the "problem 
of prayer" which has arisen to plague so many in the present age. 
2. The Pauline Literature 
Paul stands second only to Jesus as a founder of the Christian 
doctrine of prayer. It was Paul ''who on the foundation-stone laid 
1 
by Jesus reared the cathedral of the Christian life of prayer." On 
the road to Damascus, Saul the Pharisee received a vision of Christ which 
transformed his life. Henceforth Paul the Christian could only proclaim 
that Christ lived in him, and that he lived by faith in the Son of God, 
2 
who loved him and gave himself for him. Prominent in Paul's new life 
was a new understanding of the nature and purpose of prayer. At 
Damascus he broke away from the formal legalism of the Pharisaic life 
of prayer, and found himself praying to God, "the Father of our Lord 
1. Heiler, PRA, 124. 
2. Gal. 2:-20. 
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Jesus Christ.• This new type of prayer influenced Pau1 1 s life tremendously, 
and through Paul, the life of the Christian church. 
Before turning to the teaching on prayer in the Pauline literature, 
it is necessary to touch upon the perplexing problem of the authorship 
of the "Pauline • Epistles. Tradition ascribed fourteen Epistles to 
Paul, but only the four "Great Epistles" (Romans, Galatians, 1 and 2 
-
Corinthians) and the two Epistles to the Thessalonians have been genera.lJ.y 
1 
accepted by scholars as genuine. Some have doubted the authenticity 
2 
of Colossians, Philippians, Ephesians, and Philemon. Much greater 
doubt has been expressed concerning the Pauline authorship of the 
3 
Pastoral Epistles (1 and 2 Timothy and Titus.) No responsible scholar 
~-
now believes that Paul wrote the letter to the Hebrews. 
Fortunately it is not necessar,y in this paper to enter very deeply 
into these debates in the field of the New TestaJBent criticism. It 
would be helpful to know with certainty the authorship of the various 
Epistles, but such information is not essential in a study of 11the New 
Testament teaching." For convenience of study this section has been 
called 11The Pauline Literature," and will include all of the Epistles 
traditionally ascribed to Paul except the letter to the Hebrews. Of 
the remaining thirteen, all but the Pastoral Epistles bear unmistakable 
marks of Paul 1s in.fl.uence. Even the Pastoral Epistles, while probably 
not written by Paul in their present form, contain strong Pauline 
characteristics. E. F. Scott, for example, does not accept the Pauline 
1. Scott, LNT, iii. 
2. Moffatt, ILNT, 153f, 170f, 375f, 161f. 
3. Scott, LNT, iii. 
4. Scott, LNT, iii. 
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authorship, but concludes, "It must not be inferred, however, that 
these Epistles are mere fabrications, with no right whatever to call 
themselves by the name of Paul. Imbedded in them here and there, are 
passages which bear the genuine Pauline stamp, and which can be shown, 
. 1 
by delicate linguistic tests, to have Paul for their author." In 
the pages which follow, all of the thirteen Epistles w.i.ll be used as 
sources for the "Pauline" teaching, even though it is probable that 
some of the letters were not written qy the hand of the great Apostle. 
The prayer life of Paul and his teaching on prayer have not re-
ceived the emphasis which they deserved in the history of Christian 
thought. R~ond A. Withey has pointed out the lack of any systematic 
2 
and comprehensive study of this subject. Yet the prominent place 
which Paul gave to prayer is one of the striking features of his 
career • This is abundantly clear fran the records contained in the 
Book of Acts and in the Epistles. 
In the Book of Acts, Paul is found again and again in prayer. 
Describing Paul's activity at the beginning of his experience as a 
3 
Christian, Luke says simply, "Behold, he is praying ... - Near the end 
4 
of his life, "Paul thanked God and took courage." In between these 
teminal points of his Christian life, Paul prayed ltw.i.thout ceasing," 
5 
In moments of danger he prayed. He prayed before undertaking important 
1. Scott, LNT, 194. For the argument of a scholar who accepts the 
Pauline authorship, see Lowstuter, Art. (1929), 1274f. 
2, Withey, PLAP, 5f. Cf. Harder, Rl. 
3. Acts 9:11. 
L,_, Acts 28:15b. 
5. Acts 16:25; 27:23-25. 
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pr ojects. He pray-ed in the temple and on the seashore. He prayed 
3 
for the healing of other people, and he prayed for the leaders of 
4 
the churches. The Book of Acts makes it abundantly clear that "at 
all times and in all places, 11 Paul prayed. 
Even more significant are the notices concerning prayer in the 
Epistles. Near the beginning and end of every letter there is a 
5 
short prayer or blessing of some kind. The follow.i.ng is typical: 
"Grace to you and peace. We give thanks to God always for you all, 
constantly mentioning you in our prayers, remembering before our God 
and Father your work of faith and labor of love and steadfastness 
6 
of hope in our Lord Jesus Christ." One type of prayer, the benediction, 
7 
appears more than twen~-six times throughout the Epistles. Moreover, 
prayers are interspersed throughout the letters. Especially prominent 
8 9 
are prayers of thanksgiving and prayers of intercession. The latter 
will be examined in detail below. Also important are the many in-
1. Acts 13:2-3; 15:40-41. 
2. Acts 22:17; 21:5-6. 
3. Acts 16:14, 16; 28~8. 
4. Acts 14:23. 
5. Rom. 1:7; 16:27; 1 Cor. 1:3; 2 Cor. 1:2; 1:14; Gal. 1:3; 5:18; 
Eph. 1:2; 6:24; Phil. 1:2; 4:23; Col. 1:2; 4:18; 1 Thess. 1:1; 
5:28; 2 Thess. 1:2; 3:1; 1 Tim. 1:2; 6:1; 2 Tim. 1:2:4:22; 
Titus 1:4; 3:15; Phm. 1:3, 25 •. 
6. 1 Thess. l:lb-3. 
1. 1 Thess. 3:11-13; 5:23,28; 2 Thess. 1:2; 2:16-17; 2 Thess. 3:16,18; 
Gal. 1:3-5; 6:18; 1 Cor. 1:3; 16:23:24• 2 Cor. 1:2; 13:14; Rom. 1:7; 
15:13; 16:25-27; Col. 1:2; Phil. 1:2; h:23; Eph. 1:2:3:20-21; 6:23-24; 
Phm. 1:3, 25; 1 Tim. 1:2; 2 Tim. 1:2; 4:22; Titus 1:4. 
8. 1 Thess. 2:13; 2.Thess. 1:3; . 2:13; 1 Cor. 1:4-8; Col. 3:15b-17; 
Eph. 5:4; 18-20. . 
9. Rom. 1:8; 1 Cor. 1:3-5; 2 Cor. 13:7; Gal. 1:3-5; Eph. 1:15-18; 
Phil. 1:3; Col. 1:3-5; 1 Thess. 3:1-10; 2 Tim. 1:3; Phmn. 1:4-6; 
etc. 
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structions concerning pr~er which appear throughout all the letters, 
1 
but especially in those to the church at Corinth. Paul 1 s Epistles 
are indeed an invaluable source for a study of the Christian doctrine 
of prayer. "There is not an Epistle that does not begin with a prayer; 
not one but which before it ends has brought all that it contains to 
2 
the test of prayer." In considering Paul's teaching on prayer as 
set forth in these sources, it will be convenient to follow the same 
order employed in the previous section, first turning to his ideas on 
the importance, nature and purpose, efficacy, 'and methods of prayer. 
Finally, his contributions to the doctrine of intercessory prayer will 
be considered in detail. 
Paul viewed prayer as an essential ingredient in the Christian 
life. The references cited above are an indication of the centrality 
of prayer in his own experience. Prayer furnished Paul with the life 
breath of his Christian faith. He brought everything which touched 
upon that faith to the test of prayer. Above all, Paul was thankful 
to God for the growing consciousness of Christ which he felt, and he 
was concerned that his fellow Christians should have this same experience. 
Therefore he prayed most of all in thanksgiving and in intercession, 
as will be seen more clearly below. Moreover, Paul urged his fellow 
Christians to pray • He asked them to pray for him, he admonished them 
to pray in thankfulness to God, he told them to pray "without ceasing.": 
Next to his Master, Paul. is probably . the one most responsible for making 
Christianity a "praying religion."; 
1. 1 Cor. 7:5; 10:31; 14:13-18; 11:13; 2 Cor. 9:12; 1 Thess. 5:17; 
1 'fim. 2:1. 
2. Brown, LPWS, 71. 
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Li ke Jesus, Paul looked upon prayer as a direct and personal relation-
ship between God and man. As a result of the relationship both God and 
man might be expected to follow a course of action which they might not 
have followed apart from the prayer. The directness of the contact, and 
the changes which might be expected to follow from it are seen with 
1 
startling clarity in the descriptions of Paul's conversion, and in the 
2 
record of his many' "visions •" 
Even more significant, however, is the contribution Paul made to 
Christian prqer by breaking sharply away from the formalism of Pharisaic 
Judaism. In the section on the Old Testament background of the New 
Testament teaching, the twofold development of the piety of Judaism was 
traced and explored. Jesus had protested against the dominant piety of 
legalistic formali sm and had developed tl1e spontaneous type of pr~er 
f ound in the prophetic type of piety • In Paul 1 s life the conflict and 
3 
t he br eak are even sharper. He had grown up as a strict Pharisee, and 
in that tradition would have been taught to repeat formal prayers and to 
observe with meticulous care the multitudinous regulations surrounding 
all religious practice. He would have been exposed at the same time, 
however, to the free and spontaneous piety of prophetic individualism, 
for such piety still lingered in Judaism, especi~ outside of 
Jerusalem. Nearly every interpretation of Paul's conversion . emphasizes 
the conflicts which must have been taking place within him. Not the 
least of these conflicts would be that between the two dominant types 
1. Acts 9:1-19; 22:6-16; 26:12-18. 
2. Acts 9:12; 16:9; 18:9; 22:17-18; 27:23-25. 
3. Gal. 1:1.4. 
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of prayer and piety, the rigid fomalism of Pharisaic Judaism and the 
free spontaneity of prophetic Judaism. Paul's earliest contact with 
the Christians added fuel to the names of tension in his mind. The 
directness, the spontaneity, and the apparent efficacy of Stephen's 
1 
dying prayer, for exanple1 only increased his dissatisfaction with the 
efficacy of his own prayers. Then came Damascus. 
On the road to Damascus the conflict in Paul's prayer life, along 
with many other conflicts, was resolved. From this time, the formal rigid 
pra,yers are replaced by the free spontaneous pra,yers of an individual 
soul ardently seeking collll!lunion with a living and present God. Paul 
continued to use certain disciplinar.y practices he had learned as a 
2 
Pharisee, but even these were now infused with a new warmth and meaning. 
The conflict in Paul's early life and the break at Damascus served to 
intensity the wamth and vigor of his Christian prayer life, and through 
his example and teaching, the prayer life of the church. Prayer, for 
Paul, was a free, spontaneous, personal relation with God. Such a view 
of the nature of prayer had special meaning for him, for he had forged 
it on the bitter anvil of personal experience .. 
Paul made one other extremely significant contribution to the Christian 
understanding of the nature and purpose of prayer by bringing all prayer 
into a relationship 'With Jesus Christ. He prayed to God, "the Father of 
our Lord Jesus Christ." He prayed "through Christ. tt i He offered prayers 
11in the name of Christ." This was something distinctively new, and 
Heiler calls it "the most significant influence of the Apostle upon 
1. Acts 7:59::60. 
2. Acts 22:17; 13:3; 14:23. 
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Christian ' pr~er ••• As Paul knows no other God than the God revealed in 
Christ, so he knows no other prayer than prayer to the 'Father of our 
1 
Lord Jesus Christ,' prayer in and through Christ.n Paul does not 
state the exact meaning of this new type of prayer, and like so many of 
his ideas, it was developed in different ways by later Christians. 
At times, for example, Paul seemed to look upon Christ as a mediator 
between God and man who presented man 1 s pra;rers to God and made them 
acceptable. This led to the development of the doctrine of the heave~ 
2 
Intercessorship of Christ. Thus Paul speaks of praying "through Christ." 
Paul, or a Pauline disciple, says in First Timothy, "For there is one 
God, and there is one mediator between God and men, the man Christ 
3 
Jesus." There is an important passage in which Paul tells of the 
4 
Spirit who "intercedes for us with sighs too deep for words." In Romans, 
Paul speaks of Christ Jesus "who is at the right hand of God, who indeed 
5 
intercedes for us ••• n Such statements as these played a great part 
in the later development of the doctrine of the Intercession of Christ. 
A more detailed investigation of this doctrine as it relates to Christian 
prayer will be reserved for later sections, since the Johannine writings 
and the letter to the Hebrews influenced it more than Paul. Joseph B. 
Bernardin has made a thorough study of the doctrine., including the much 
debated question of whether there was aqy real doctrine of "the inter-
cession of our Lord in heaven" in Paul's thought. He concludes that there 
1. Heiler, PRA, 124, 125. 
2. Col. 3:17; Rom. 16:27. 
3. 1 Timothy 2t.5. 
4. Rom. 8:26. 
5. Rom. 8:34. 
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1 
probably was some such idea, but that it was never clearly fonnulated. 
Another influence of Paul's interest in prayer in and through 
Christ was the development of a "Christ-mysticism.n Paul speaks of 
2 
Christ who Hlives in me.n He often speaks of living in Christ, of 
3 
belonging to Christ, of being found in Christ. "Paul has an especial 
significance for the devotional life of the Christian in that through 
pr~er he entered into a personal and intimate relation to the glorified 
4 
Jesus." Once again, however, it is difficult to determine Paul's exact 
thought. Schweitzer calls this phrase 1'being-in-Christn the "prime 
5 
enigma" of the Pauline teaching. n It is not necessary to enter into 
a discussion of this facet of Paul's thought, since it reaches beyond 
the realm of prayer. It is important to realize, however, that the 
Pauline phrases "in Christ" had an important influence upon later 
. n 6 
mysticism, as Von Hugel has pointed out. Such phrases also tended to 
relate the Christian 1 s prqers inseparably to Christ. 
Paul had rediscovered God at ·Damascus through Jesus Christ, and 
henceforth he offered all of his prqers to God through this same 
Christ. As this idea grew, Paul's thought took many turns and was in-
fluenti8l. upon many currents of later Christian doctrine. But Paul's 
main concern in all of this is quite clear. Prayer must be offered to 
God, the Father of Christ, that is, to the God revealed in and by Christ. 
1. Bernardin, IOL, 30. 
2. Gal. 2:·20. 
3. Gal. 5:24; 2 Cor. 5:17; Rom. 7:4; 8:1-2; Phil. 1:3. 
4. Heiler, PRA, 125. 
5. Schweitzer, MPA, 3. This is an excellent study of this difficult 
subject. 
6. Von ffi}gel, MER, II, 322. 
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Christiana must prq in the same spirit in which Christ had prayed. They 
must pray for the same things. They must have the same purpose in mind. 
Just as there can be no Christian life apart from Christ Jesus, so there 
can be no Christian prayer apart from him. This idea was one of Paul's 
most influential contributions to the Christian und.erstanding of the nature 
and purpose of prayer. 
Paul, like Jesus, found no real theoretical problem in the efficacy 
of prayer. He is certain that God hears . and. answers. "Have no anxiety . 
about anything, but in everything by prayer and supplication with thanks-
giving let your requests be made lmown to God. And the peace of God, 
which passes all understanding, will keep your hearts and minds in 
1 
Christ Jesus." The problem of apparent~ unanswered prayer never led 
Paul to doubt its efficacy. He knew that God alwqs answers somehow, 
and that God's answer is the best one. Three times, for example, Paul 
prayed for the removal of his "thorn in the flesh, n but three times the 
2 
petition for relief from the suffering was refused. The answer came 
when Paul realized that there was some divine purpose even in the suffering 
and that he might use it to make his power "perfect in weakness." "While 
asking, therefore, for the removal of this bodi~ weakness, he was offering 
the deeper prayer that God's will might be done; and in giving him a 
spiritual blessing rather than a temporal one God gave him a deeper 
3 
answer." Paul knew that God always answers prayer, though the answer 
might not be the expected one. 
1. Phil. 4:6-7. cr. Phil. 1:19-20. 
2. 2 Cor. 12:7-9. 
3. Campbell, PPCR, 168. 
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Jesus had attacked the practical problem of helping his followers 
offer the kind of prayer which was acceptable to God by suggest~ 
helptul methods of prayer. Paul offered similar instruction to the 
1 
early Christians. Like Jesus, he emphasized the necessity of faith. 
2 
His emphasis on faith became, in fact, the cornerstone of the Refonnation. 
Paul's conception of faith is more intimately related to the person of 
Christ, and contains more obvious overtones of 1tintelleotual assentn 
than "faith" as Jesus proclaimed it, but this does not detract from 
its essential place in the life of prayer. 
3 
Paul also followed Jesus in urging both s:ilnplicity in prqer and 
urgency • The latter idea he developed into his famous command to "pray 
4 
without ceasing." Paul did not mean that Christians should offer un-
ceasing verbal prayers to God. The intense activity of his own life 
obviously prevented such a practice. He meant that Christians are to 
live in a constant spirit of trust in God, and they are to cultivate the 
life of fellowship with God so that they mq live in unceasing awareness 
of Him. This word also carries with it the implicit connnand for Christians 
to offer frequent and urgent prqers to God, "audibly or silently, as 
5 
circumstances throughout the day permit." 
Paul recognized the validity of several types of prayer, as Jesus 
had, but two types in particular played a prominent part in Paul's 
prayer life. First, his letters are filled with praise and thanksgiving 
1. Rom. 4:5; 1 Cor. 13:13; Gal. 5:6; Eph. 6:16; 2 Thess. 3:2; etc. 
2. Rom. 1:17. 
3. 1 Cor. 14:13-17. 
4. 1 Cor. 5:17; Rom. 12:12; Eph. 6:18; Col. 1:3. 
5. Hallesby, PR.A, 146. 
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1 
to God. Such pr~ers occur often near the beginning of the Epistles. 
2 
"And we also thank God constantly for this •• •" 
3 
"We are bound to give 
thanks to God always for you ••• " In a memorable passage to the Colossians 
he urges them to offer pr~ers of thanksgiving: 
Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly, as you 
teach and adnonish one another in all wisdom, and 
as you sing psalms and hymns and spiritual songs 
with . thankfulness in your hearts to God. And what-
ever you do, in word. or deed, do everything in the 
name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God the 
E ather through him.4 
Even more prominent than thanksgiving in Paul's pr~er life, however, is 
his interest in intercession. His contributions to this phase of Christian 
pr~er demand careful consideration. 
Nothing could be more apparent than the preeminent place which Paul 
assigns to intercession in the Christian 1 s life of pr~er. "He himself, 
the great missionary and pastor, was a master of the art of intercessory 
prayer. He prays unceasingly for the salvation and spiritual growth of 
his churches, and exhorts them unceasingly to pray for themselves and 
5 6 
for their brethren." These notices appear throughout the Book of Acts 
7 
and the Epistles. The following are typical phrases occuring in these 
passages: "•• .we always pray for you •• •" " ••• constantly mentioning 
you in our prayers ••• " "What we pray for is your improvement.": " ••• With-
out ceasing I mention you always in ~ pr~ers." "•· .We have not ceased 
1. Rom. 15:6; 1 Cor. 6:20; 2 Cor. 9:13; Eph. 1:16, Phil. 1:3; Col. 1:3, etc. 
2. 1 Thess. 2:13. 
3. 2 Thess. 2:13. 
4. Col. 3:15b-17. 
5. Heiler, PRA, 124. 
6. Acts 20:32; 20:36; 28:8. 
1. 1 Thess. 1:2-3; 3:9-10; 2 Thess. 1:11-12; 2 Cor. 13:7-9; Rom. 1:8-12; 
10:1-2; 15:5-6; Col. 1:2-7; 1:9-14; Phil. 1:.3-5; 9-11; Eph. 1:16; 
3:14-19; Phm. l:L.-7; 2 Tim. 1:3-4. 
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to pr~ for you ••• " "I do not cease to give thanks for you, remembering 
you in my pr ~ers ••• tt "I remember you constantly in my prayers •• • tt 
Moreover, there are more than twenty-five benedictions in the Pauline 
1 
Epistles, each of them intercessory in spirit. In these Paul asks that 
grace and peace and love be given to those to whom he is writing. He 
asks that God ~ sanctify them, that He may comfort them, that He may 
give them hope, and that He may fill them with all joy and peace in 
2 
believing. Paul also frequently asks others to pray for him: "Brethren, 
pray for us." ~ou must also help us by prayer ••• n; n ••• I am hoping 
through your prayers ••• " n ••• strive together with me in your prayers 
to God on my behalf ••• " 
There were probably many factors which led to this great emphasis 
upon intercession in Paul 1 s life and teaching. As a ttHebrew born of 
Hebrews", he would inherit the Jewish influences favoring intercession 
which have been previously discussed in the section on the Old Testament 
background. As a follower of Jesus, he adopted the intercessory spirit 
of his Master's teaching: and of his prayer life. As a citizen of the 
cosmopolitan city of Tarsus, he would learn to have a tolerant interest 
and concern in people of many races and beliefs. And finally, as a 
Roman citizen he would be less likely to observe the barriers which had 
previously divided the races of the Mediterranean world. "The oneness 
of the empire prepared the way for that great conception of one brotherhood 
1. 1 Thess. 3:11-13; 2 Thess. 1:2; Gal. 1:3-5; 1 Cor. 1:3; 2 Cor. 13:14; 
Rom. 1:7; Col. 1:2; Phil. 1:2; Eph. 1:2; Phm. 1:3; 1 Tim. 1:2; 
2 Tim. 1:2; Titus 1:4, etc. 
2. 1 Thess. 5:25; 2 Thess. 3:1-2, 5, 2 Cor. 1:11; Rom. 15:30-33, 
Col. 4:2-4; Phm. 1:22; Eph. 6:18-20. 
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1 
and one Father that Paul proclaimed." Whatever the influences which 
helped shape this phase of Paul's thought, however, the thing to note 
is the influence which he gave to placing intercessor.y pr~er forever 
at the heart of Christi an pr~ing. "Paul has put intercessory pr~er 2 . 
at the very center of the devotional life of the Christian.•t 
Paul also made the same emphasis in regard to the nature and 
purpose of intercessory pr~er which Jesus had made. In the first 
place, he helped to tear down the limitations which had been previously 
observed concerning those for whom intercession should be made. Jesus 
had done this by urging his followers to pr~ even for their enemies. 
Paul develops this teaching in the famous passage urging Christians 
to pray for the pagan government: 
First of all, then, I urge that supplications, 
pr~ers, intercessions, and thanksgivings be made 
for all men, for kings and all who are in high 
positions, that we m~ lead a quiet and peaceable 
life, godly and respectful in every way. This is 
good and it is acceptable in the sight of God our 
Savior, 'Who desires all men to be saved and to 
come to the knowledge of the truth • .3 
The early Christians had few enemies greater than the pagan emperor 1 
and in urging them to prq for his welfare, Paul was putting the teaching 
of Jesus to a searching pragmatic test. Tertullian pointed out this 
connection in his apology to the emperor: 
Examine our sacred books ••• Learn from them that a 
large benevolence is enjoined upon us, even so far 
as to supplicate God for our enemies and to beseech 
blessings on our percesutorSJ who, then are greater 
enemies and persecutors of Christians, than the ver.y 
1. Rall, NTH, 15. 
2. Heiler, . PRA, 124 • 
.3. 1 Tim. 2:1-4. This passage is here accepted as "Pauline," recognizing 
the problem of authorship previously discussed. 
parties with treason against whom we are charged? Nay, 
even in terms, and most clearly, the Scripture says, 
"Pray for kings, and rulers, and powers, that all may 
be peace with you."l 
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The relevance of this pr~r has been recognized in every generation. 
In his Plea for the Christians Anthenagoras asks the emperor 1 
For who are more deserving to obtain the things they 
ask, than those 'Who, like us, pray for your government, 
that you may, as is most equitable, receive the kingdom, 
son from father, and that your empire may receive 
increase and addition, all men becoming subject to 
your sway?2 
And in modern t:imes, Karl Barth writes: 
Nor can we evade praying in accordance with 1 Timothy 
2:1-4 for those who administer that order, whoever 
they may be and however they ma;r do it. This prcwer 
and this obedience may not cease, no matter whether 
the significance of the political order be clear or 
obscure.) 
This type of prayer for gover.nments and rulers was not entirelY 
4 
new. In certain of the Psalms prayers are offered for the king, 
though in such instances the king is not looked upon as an enemy. At 
another point in the Old Testament, Cyrus, an enemy king, ordered 
material for the Israelites out of the royal treasuries in exchange 
for which the Jews were to pray for the life of the king and his sons. 
But this was an unusual practice until Paul made a specific application 
of Jesusr command to pra:f for enemies. It is only fair to add, however, 
that there was an element of self-interest in such prayers. Paul said 
that those prayers should be offered in order that 11we may lead a quiet 
1. Tertullian, A~olo~, ch. xxxi. 
2. Athenagoras, i:ea or the Christians, ch. xx:xvi. 
3. Barth, moo, 229. 
4. Psalms 20, 61. 
5. Ezra 6:16. 
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and peaceable life, godly and respectful in every way-.n· The Christians 
needed the stability of the empire in order that they might wormip and 
live, :free from "threatening dreadful woes" which would come upon them 
1 
if the government collapsed. So Luther teaches in the 'Ureater 
Catechism, tt 
It is also most necessary to pray for our temporal 
rulers and governors, through whom God chiefly pre-
serves for us our daily bread and all the comforts 
o:f this life. For though we obtain an abundance 
o:f things from God, we can in no wise retain them 
or use them safely and cheerfully, unless he gives 
us a :fir.m and peaceful government ••• 2 
Such self-interest on the part of those who pr~ does not detract, 
however, from the value of Paul's words in helping to make Christian 
intercessory prayer universal in application. 
A second wgy in which Jesus had brought new meaning to the nature 
and purpose of intercessory prayer had been through his emphasis upon 
spiritual rather than material blessings. Here again, Paul follows 
3 
Jesus. Paul did not hesitate to offer petitions for material things. 
But he primarily sought spiritual blessings for himself and for others. 
He tells the Colossians of his concern for their spiritual strength, 
4 
unity, certainty, and knowledge. In other intercessions he mentions 
"works of faith and labor of love, 1t "that the name of the Lord Jesus 
may be glorified in you, n 11that you may not do wrong, n "that they might 
be saved,tt "to live in harmony with one another," "that you may b~ 
filled with the knowledge of his will, n and 11that Christ may dwell in 
1. Tertullian, Apology, ch. :xxx:li. 
2. Luther, Greater .Catechism, Part III, "Fourth Petition of the 
Lord's Prayer." 
3. 1 Thess. 3:9-10. Cf. Rom. 1:9; 2 Cor. 12:7-9. 
4. Col. 2:1-2. 
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your he arts through faith •" There were two spiritual blessi~ s which 
Paul prayed for with particular emphasis, however: knowledge and 
love. 
In his prayer for the Colossians, for example, he asks that they 
might be filled with a knowledge of God's will. 
And so, from the day we heard of it, we have not ceased 
to pray for you, asking that you may be filled with the 
knowledge of his will in all spirl tual wisdom and under-
standing, to lead a life worthy of the Lord, fu.lly 
pleasing to him, bearing fruit in every good work and 
increasing in the knowledge of God.l 
The Greek word for "knowledge 11 used here, 
2 
.) , 
E."T'"l yvwa-1 v , means 
I 
"precise and correct knowledge," thus giving added meani~ to the 
prayer. In other passages Paul prays for others, asking that they 
might have "knowledge and all discernment," and "a spirit of wisdom 
3 
and of revelation in the knowledge of him." Paul believed that if 
one had the proper "knowledge" of the will of God, then other necessary 
elements in the spiritual life would be more ~ikely to follow. 
Even more frequent are Paul's prayers for 'love, '~hich surpasses 
knowledge. 11 He prays for the Philippians that their "love may abound 
4 
more and more." He prays that the Thessalonians may "increase and 
5 
abound in love to one another and to all men." The increase in love 
refers to their own inner condition, and the abounding has to do with 
their outward life, and "points to the overflow of that love towards 
6 
others." Especially beautiful is his prayer for the Ephesians: 
1. Col. 1:9-12. 
2. Thayer, GLNT, 231 • 
3. Phil. 1:9; Eph. 1:17. 
4. Phil. 1:9. 
5. 1 Thess. 3:12. 
6. Thomas, PSP, 9. 
For this reason· I bow my knees before the Father, 
from whom every family in heaven and on earth is 
naned, that according to the riches of his glory he 
may grant you to be strengthened with might through 
his Spirit in the inner man, and that Christ may 
dwell in your hearts through faith; that you, bei~ 
rooted and grounded in love, may have power to com-
prehend with all the saints what is the breadth and 
length and height and depth, and to know the love 
of Christ which surpasses knowledge , that you may 
be filled with the fullness of God.l 
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The social aspects of love are very strong in this prayer. The "family"' 
relationship among men who worship one Father sets the tone of the 
whole utterance. It is a prayer in which Paul describes the goal toward 
which the Christian community should be moving, a goal which will be 
reached when they are "rooted and grounded in love." Throughout his 
life and teaching Paul emphasized knowledge, faith, hope, and love, 
2 
but in prayer as elsewhere, "the greatest of these is love.tt 
All of this suggests, finally, that Paul, like Jesus, always 
conceived of intercessory pr~er as taking place in community. More 
specifically, all prayer and all of life must ultimately exist w.i. thin 
the framework of the kingdom of God. "Paul's prayers are like the 
prayers of Jesus in that his petitions are first and foremost for the 
coming of the kingdom of God, taking this kingdom in the Apostle's 
3 
sense of peace and joy in the Holy Ghost." In his early days Panl 
had looked for the coming of the kingdom with the second coming of 
Christ, an event which he expected within his own lifetime. Thus he 
prays that the Thessalonians may be preserved unblameable in holiness 
1. · Eph. 3:14P"l9. 
2. 1 Cor. 13:13. 
3. Weinel, PMW, 128. 
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"at the coming of our Lord Jesus with all the saints," and t hat their 
spirit and soul am body be kept sound and blameless "at the coming 
1 
of our Lord Jesus Christ." Paul never lost this expectation completely, 
for even while in prison in Rome his prczy-ers took place against a back-
2 
ground of the expected "d~ of Christ." But as Paul grew older, and as 
the "day" was delayed, he tended to substitute spiritual views of the 
kingdom. It would still be conStuniilated at some future date, but it might 
begin here on earth as men sought to do the will of God and live "rooted 
and grounded in love." Thus in Romans he speaks of the kingdom in terms 
3 
of "righteousness and peace and joy in the Holy Spirit •" He tells the 
Colossians of the Father who "has delivered us from the dominion of 
darkness and transferred us to the ldngdom of his beloved Son, in whom 
4 
we have redemption, the forgiveness of sins." 
Paul 's mistaken and changing ideas concerning the coming of the 
kingdom do not detract in any w~ from the influence of his message 
about the significance of that kingdom. The coming of the kingdom was 
the dominating influence in his life. All of his writir€s convey a 
sense of urgency. Christians must prepare for the 11day, 1t and one of 
the most valuable things they can do in preparing is to pray for one 
another. Intercessory prayer, univer sal in scope and pitched on a 
high level of petition, became in Paul's mind the very lifeblood of 
the kingdom. Men, rooted and grounded in love so that they offer 
1. 1 Thess. 3:13; 5:23. 
2 . Phil. l:lOb. 
3. Rom. 14:17 • 
4. Col. 1:13-14. 
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unceasing prczy'ers for one another are already living as citizens of' the 
kingdom. They. alone will be found blameless at the coming of' the Lord. 
Intercessor,y pr~er for Paul took place not only within the frame-
work of' the kingdom, however. It took place also within the fellowship 
of the church. "'We are all one body, 1 says St. Paul. and no expression 
could give more effectively that sense of a communit.y permeated with 
1 
lo.fty divine emotion." The passage which Puglisi quotes here is one 
of the most f'anous in the Pauline writings: 
For just as the body is one and has many members, and 
all the members of the body, though many, are one 
body, so it is with Christ. For by one Spirit we 
were all baptized into one body----Jews or Greeks, 
slaves or free---and all were made to drink of one 
Spirit ••• If' one member suffers, all suffer together; 
if' one member is honored, all rejoice together. Now 
you are the body of Christ and individually members 
of it.2 
In this passage Paul is primarily interested in explaining the nature 
of the church, but the truth which he sets forth is the basis of all 
intercessory prayer. Fosdick interprets this in a striking way: "No 
3 
man is the whole of himself; his friends are the rest of him."; In a 
fellowship where the suffering of' one aiffects all the rest, intercessory 
prayer will be inevitable I The mutual concern of one member for 
another will be constantly expressed in prqers to God. Moreover, 
if such prqers are offered with the community or fellowship in mind, 
they will be less likely to be selfish and narrow in their concern. 
Members pray for one · another individually in order that the whole body 
1. Puglisi, PRA, 115. 
2. 1 Cor. 12:12-13, 26-27. 
3. Fosdick, T.MP, 174. 
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may be strong. In view of ethical objections to be considered later, 
it is vital to remember that intercessory prayer for Paul always takes 
place within the framework of the kingdom and of the church. 
It has always seemed incredible how aqyone as bus,y as Paul could 
maintain the high level of spiritual insight and religious fervor which 
are a part of all his writings. Yet when the power of his prayer life 
is brought into full view it is not quite so incredible. Paul knew 
how to pray, and because of his prayers, Christians of all succeeding 
generations have been brought into a greater fellowship wi. th one 
another and with God, "the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ." 
3. The Gospel and First Epistle of John 
Christian tradition has assigned five New Testament writings to 
the Apostle John: The Fourth Gospel, The Book of Revelation, and 
three Epistles. Critical scholarship early detected marked differences 
between these works, however, and they were assigned to different 
authors. Throughout the critical debates, strong arguments have been 
raised in favor of the common authorship of the Fourth Gospel and the 
First Epistle. "Above all, the First Epistle is in its way as fine a 
work as the Gospel. It is so strongly marked with genius and origi-
nality that it cannot easily be regarded as a mere imitation, and the 
natural presumption is that the man who wrote the Gospel also wrote 
1 
the Epistle." This hypothesis will be accepted in the pages whiCh 
follow. The teachings on prayer found in the Fourth Gospel and the First 
Epistle will be examined in this section, while those of the other three 
1. Scott, LNT, 231. 
"Johanni.ne" writings will be reserved for later discussion. 
The problem of the authorship of the Gospel and First Epistle is 
one of the most perplexing in the field of New Testament criticism. 
It is more baffling in many respects than the Synoptic problem, for 
after years of research, the author remains entirely unlmown. "The 
author of the Gospel was a religious thinker of the first rank, next 
to Paul the greatest and most original mind of the early church, but 
1 
we cannot even form a guess as to his identity." Equally difficult 
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problems arise in connection with the date and place of composition of 
these works. Fortunately, such critical problems do not detract in 
any wq from the religious value of these writings. E. F. Scott has 
pointed out the value of the Gospel in leading to a better understanding 
of Jesus: ltQne thing is certain, that this unknown genius had pene-
2 
trated in a marvelous manner into the inmost mind of Jesus." Wilbert 
F. Howard emphasizes the high level of religious thought: "The Gospel 
is in many wqs the crown of the Scriptures. It is the simplest and 
3 
at the same time the most profound book in the New Testament." These 
works might therefore be e x.pected to add materially to the Christian 
doctrine of prqer. Though probably written by the same author, the 
Gospel and Epistle will be here examined separately for convenience. 
Ever.y thoughtful reader of the Gospel feels a sharp contrast 
between the 11Johannine 11 Jesus and the Jesus of the Synoptic Gospels. 
Such a contrast is certainly obvious in Jesus' attitude toward pr~er. 
Prayer occupies a place near the center of the portrait of Jesus painted 
1. Scott,_ LNT, 246. 
2. Scott, LNT, 246. 
3. Howard, Art. (1952), 437. 
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by the Synoptic writers. In the Fourth Gospel it hardly enters the 
picture at alll 
For one thing, the Johannine Jesus does not seem to stand in ~ 
need of prayer in his ow life. In the few notices of prayer which 
appear, Jesus is not the religious subject, but uses the prayer for 
didactic purposes. He makes this clear himself' in the strange prayer 
at the grave of Lazarus: "• •• I have said this on account of the people 
1 
standing by, that they may believe that thou didst send me." This same 
feeling is conveyed by all of the prayers of this Gospel. Jesus uses 
them to make a point external to his own religious need. The Gospel was 
written in order that men might "believe that Jesus is the Christ, the 
2 
Son of God." Jesus therefore becomes"religious object" rather than 
"religious subject," and any use of pray-er on his part might be con-
sidered a sign of weakness by those 'Who did not understand. 
Consequently, notices of prayer in the Fourth Gospel are infrequent, 
and with one exception, brief. Of the seven prayers recorded in the 
Synoptics, not one is repeated in John. There are no recorded incidents 
in which Jesus "retreats" for prayer. Except where he tells his 
disciples to 11ask in my name," Jesus does not teach his followers how 
to pray. There are altogether four notices of prayer in this Gospel. 
3 
When feeding the multitude, Jesus blessed the loaves. He prayed, as 
4 
indicated above, at the grave of Lazarus. There is a remnant of the 
Gethsemane pray-er: 11Now is my soul troubled. And what shall I say, 
'Father save me from this hour? 1 No, for this purpose I have come to 
1. Jn. ll:42. 
2. Bundy, JP, 44. 
3. Major, Manson, and Wright, MMJ, 900. 
4. Jn. 17:9. 
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1 
this hour. Father, glo~y thy name.n Finally, there is the "High-
Priestly Prayer" of Jesus, consisting of the entire seventeenth chapter. 
This one lengthy passage, sometimes called "the Intercessory Prayer," 
is the most significant contribution to the doctrine of prayer which 
this Gospel makes. It is therefore worthy of careful examination. 
The prayer divides quite naturally into three parts. In the first 
(vs. 1-5), Jesus p~s for himself; in the second (vs. 6-19), for his 
intimate disciples; and in the third (vs. 20-26), for future disciples 
yet unborn. 
The prayer opens with the customary address Jesus used in prayer, 
"Father." In the opening words, he recognizes and accepts the .fact that 
the end of his earthly work is near, and prays that the end may per.fect 
the work he was sent to do. Jesus' unique sense of God-consciousness 
stands out in these opening words: 
When Jesus had spoken these words, he lifted up his 
eyes to heaven and said, "Father, the hour has come; 
glorify thy Son that the Son may glorify thee, since 
thou hast given him power over all flesh, so that 
he might give eternal life to all whom thou hast 
given him. And this is eternal life, that they know 
thee the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom thou 
hast sent. I glorified thee on earth, having accomplished 
the work which thou gavest me to do; and now, Father, 
glorify thou me in thy presence with the glory which I 
had with thee before the world was made. 
Jesus next turns to the prayer for his intimate disciples, first 
reminding God of the mission he has accomplished in their lives. He 
has led them from himself to the Father, and now he prays that they may 
be one as the Father and the Son. Their loyalty to Jesus has cut them 
1. Major, Manson, and Wright, MMJ, 903. 
l 
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off from the world, and he prays that their faith will be preserved in 
spite of the separation, and that his joy may be fulfilled in them. 
His sacrificial death will make it possible for the disciples to fulfill 
God's mission in the world. 
"I have manifested thy name to the men whom thou 
gavest me out of the world; thine they were, and 
thou gavest them to me, and they have kept thy 
word. Now they know that everything that thou hast 
given me is from thee; for I have given them the 
words which thou gavest me, and they have received 
them and know in truth that I came from thee; and 
they have believed that thou didst send me. I an 
praying for them; I an not praying for the world 
but for those whom thou hast given me, for they 
are thine; all mine are thine, and thine are mine, 
and I am glorified in them. And now I am no more 
in the world, but they are in the world, and I am 
coming to thee. Holy Father, keep them in thy name 
which thou Hast given me, that they may be one, even 
as we are one. While I was with them, I kept them in 
thy name which thou hast given me; I have guarded 
them, and none of them is lost but the son of per-
dition, that the scripture might be fulfilled. But 
now I am coming to thee; and these things I speak in 
the world, that they may have my joy fulfilled in 
themselves. I have given them thy word; and the 
world has hated them because they are not of the 
world, even as I am not of the world. I do not pray 
that thou shouldst take them out of the world, but 
that thou shouldst keep them from the evil one. 
They are not of the world, even as I an not of the 
world. Consecrate them in the truth; thy word is 
truth. As thou didst send me into the world, so I 
have sent them into the world. And for their sakes 
I consecrate myself, that they also may be consecrated 
in truth. 
At this point the prayer turns from the intimate disciples to the 
disciples yet unborn. Jesus prays that they also mq live in unity, 
that tHey may, in fact, become "perfectly one." The world, seeing 
this unity, will know that God sent Jesus and that He loves them even 
as He loves H:i.s Son. Thus Jesus 1 mission will be accomplished. 
III do not prq for these only, but for those who are 
to believe in me through their word, that they may 
all be one; even as thou, Father, art in me, and I 
in thee, that they also may be in us, a> that the 
world may believe that thou hast sent me. The glory 
which thou hast given me I have given to them, that 
they may be one even as we are one, I in them and 
thou in me, that they may become perfectly one, so 
that the world may know that thou hast sent me and 
hast loved them even as thou hast loved me. Father, 
I desire that they also, whom thou hast given me, 
may be -with DB where I am, to behold my glory which 
thou hast given me in thy love for me before the 
foundation of the world. 0 righteous Father, the 
world has not known thee, but I have known thee; and 
these know that thou hast sent me. I made .known to 
them thy name, and I -will make it known, that the 
love with which thou hast loved me may be in them, 
and I in them." 
If the portrait of Jesus presented in the Synoptic Gospels is 
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credible at all, it :is almost impossible to imagine this prayer coming 
from the lips of Jesus in its present form. The language is thoroughly 
Johannine. It is formal, didactic, repetitious, and even liturgical 
in mood. At two places there are definite signs of interpolations 
made by the Evangelist. In verse 3, Jesus is speaking intimately to 
the Father and yet speaks of himself as "Jesus Christ." In verse 12, 
Jesus pauses to remind God of the fulfillment o.f a prophecy. In view 
of such factors, some scholars have rejected the authenticity of the 
prayer entirely. Bundy, for example, points out the formal, didactic, 
literar,y, and liturgical elements in the prayer and concludes that it 
1 
is lithe free composition of the Fburth Ev~~elist." This view is 
probably too extreme, however. Some of the ideas expressed could have 
come from Jesus, though they are clothed in Johannine language in the 
1. Bundy, JP, 44. 
prayer's presenii fonn. c. J. Wright's conclusion in this respect is 
representative of a widely held view: 
Iii is not possible to believe that the whole prqyer is 
an original composition of the Evangelist himself. The 
certitude of the Father's presence and of the Faiiher's 
will which throbs through the whole prayer is the 
certiiiude of Jesus Himself. The consciousness of His 
own mission revealed in the prayer is that which per-
vades the whole Gospel. The sense of the task awaiting 
His disciples in the world is wholly akiri to the mind 
of Jesus as alreaqy manifested. All this, we cannot 
but feel, is a transcript from the consciousness of 
the historic Jesus ••• ! 
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Thus the prayer as it stands reveals certain basic ideas of the Johannine 
faith, significant enough in themselves it is true. Buii only at its 
deeper levels does it remain true "to the mind of the historic Jesus. 
Having completed this investigation of the relevant material, 
it is safe "to conclude that John 1s Gospel makes no important additions 
to the New Testament teaching on intercessory prayer. Even "the" 
Intercessory Prayer fails to advance the teaching set forth in the 
Synoptic Gospels and the Pauline literature. It contributes more 
to the doctrines of Christ and of the church than it does "to the 
doctrine of prayer. It is, however, worth-while to note that this 
prayer is in full agreement with the teaching which the Synoptic 
Jesus and Paul had already set forth on the subject of intercessory 
prayer. Jesus and Paul had placed a great deal of importance on 
intercession, for example. The only concession which the Evangelist 
makes to Jesus' need of prayer is in this intercession for his disciples. 
Moreover, the prayer is universal in its application. The statement, 
1. Major, Manson, and Wright, MMJ, 900. 
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tti am not praying for the world but for those whom thou has given me," 
is no contradiction of this. 
Only a blind and unsympathetic reader can interpret 
these ·words as indicating an indifference on the part 
of Jesus to the world. The mode of expression here---
accentuating the exelusion of the world from the 
prczy-er---is no doubt that of the Evang~list. What 
he wishes to convey is that in this prayer of Jesus 
on the night of the Betrayal He prczy-ed first for 
Himself, and then specifically for His intimate 
disciples.2 · 
1 
It is a love for all men which motivates the prayer. The desire expressed 
is that all may come to understand and accept the love of God as found · 
in Christ. This is, in fact, a prayer of universal intercession. In 
it, the emphasis is placed upon spiritual blessings rather than material 
rewards. The request is for unity, fellowship with God, love, and 
truth. These are the highest spiritual blessings men could receive. 
Finally, the Intercessory Prayer takes place within a framework 
of community. The ldngdom is not mentioned by name, but it is the 
primazy concern. "In vain does the Great Intercessor pray for his 
people unless ••• they are moved by his sacrificial love to put themselves 
at God's disposal on behalf of others, and to labor unitedly for the 
establishment upon the earth of His kingdom of righteousness and 
3 
love •" Most interpreters point out that Jesus' interest in the prayer 
is with "the future church. n At any rate this seems to have been the 
Evangelist's interest. Even so, however, the primary responsibility for 
the church is to exhibit a unity which w.i.ll convince. the world that God 
loves them and sent Christ to inaugurate a type of fellowship which will 
1. Jn. 17:9. 
2. Major, Manson, and Wright, MMJ, 903. 
3. Campbell, PPCR, 55. 
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culminate in the ld.ngdom. Thus the petitions of the prayer take place 
within a community framework, the church specif.ically, and the kingdom 
ultimately. In this respect the Fourth Gospel is in accord with this 
primary emphasis in the doctrine of intercession as set forth in the 
Synoptic Gospels and in Paul. 
Although it does not material~ advance the New Testament teaching 
on intercessory prayer, the Fourth Gospel does make two noteworthy 
contributions to the doctrine of prayer in. general. In the first 
place, the Fourth Evangelist, like. Paul, _ tends to relate Christian 
prayer inseparably to the person of Christ. In the second place, he 
sets forth ideas which . have been influential in_ the. my::sticaL approach 
to prayer and piety. 
There are two elements in the Gospel which helped relate Christian 
prayer to the person of Christ. The first is . the influence which. the 
"Intercessory Prayer" undoubtedly had on the . doctrine of the heavenly 
intercession of Jesus. It is true that the greatest impetus to this 
doctrine was given by Hebrews, and it will therefore be discus.sed in 
detail in the section dealing .with that book. But it is worth noting 
that Johannine as_ welL as Pauline ideas . were also influential.. Even 
more important in relating Christian prayer to Christ was . the concept 
of praying ttin_ Jesus-' name." .Jesus had commanded his disciples to pray 
in this way:· 
Truly, truly, I say to you, if you ask anything of 
the Father, he will give it to you in llzy' name. 
Hitherto you have asked nothing in my name.; ask, 
and you will receive, that your joy may be fulL.l 
1. Jn. 16:23-24. cr. Jn. 15:16-17. 
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E. R. Bernard emphasizes that "this is absolute:cy: new. The verse just 
1 
cited gives the turning-point in the history of prayer." 
The exact meaning of the phrase "in my name11 has been much debated. 
Bernardin connects Lt with the Jewish cus.tom o:f using the names of 
righteous :forefathers in adding merit to prayers. Thus Christians 
were not heard for their own merits, but because of the merits of him 
2 
whose disciples they were. Whatever the specific idea in the mind of 
the Fourth Evangelist, however, the general meaning of the phrase is 
clear. Those who are related to Jesus have new access to God. As 
Calvin says, 
Since he is the on!y way of access by which we are 
permitted to approach God, to them who deviate 
from this road, and desert this entrance, there 
remains .. no other way of access to God, nor anything 
on his throne but wrath, judgment, and _terror.J 
Prayer offered 11in the name of Jesus," that is, in accord with his 
example and purposes, has greater promise of efficacy. Jesus has shown 
men the most direct approach to God, and those who pray ttin his .name" 
are using that approach. Such ideas as these were basic to both the 
Johannine and Pauline .conceptions of prayer, and offer, incidentally, 
the most promising approach to the_ use of the phrase "in Jesus' namett 
in modern Christian praying. 
Because of problems to be raised later in this stuey on the _nature 
of the relation between God and man in prayer, a second influence of 
this Gospel should be pointed out. This is the mystical tendency . 
which appears throughout. Heiler, for example, believes that "a 
1. Bernard, Art. (1902), 42. 
2 • Bernardin, IOL, 62 • 
3. Calvin, Institutes, III, xx, 19. 
gentle divinely intimate mysticism speaks in all the words of the 
1 
Johannine Christ.n Many of Jesus' words, _ including tmse on the 
2 
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spirituality of worship, may be interpreted in this. way. The greatest 
influence, however, has come from the references to union .wi.th God, 
3 
especially .those in .which he says "I and the Fathe.r are one." It 
has been erroneously supposed by some that this refers to a merging 
of personalities to such a degree that individual . identity is lost. 
But in the same context Jesus prays that the disciples may have the 
4 
same kind of unity among themselves which he .has with the Father. 
DeWolf has pointed out the significance of this passage. "Surely the 
author of the Fourth Gospel does not mean to represent Jesus as praying 
these three times that the disciples should lose all their individuality 
as distinct and different hwnan beings. It is not metaphysical unity 
that he is asking. It is a unity of the most intimate sharing. in 
5 
understanding, purpose, and love." The Fourth Gospel_ does suggest 
the possibility of direct, unmedia ted communion be.tween persons, even 
between God and man. _ But it does not necessarily c-onceive of such 
communion in terms. of co:rnplete identity. 
The contributions of the First Epistle of John may be stated 
briefly. There are only . two passages dealing directly with prayer. 
Both express great confidence in the efficacy of prayer, but both make 
such efficacy conditional upon man's willingnes.s . to live in faith and 
1. Heiler, PRA, 118. 
2. Jn •. 4:24. 
3. Jn. 10:30; 1.7:11, 21, 23. 
4. Jn~ 17:U. Cf. 20-22. 
5. DeWolf, TW, 237. 
love, and to abide b,y the .will of God. 
Beloved, if our hearts do not condemn. us, we have 
confidence before God; and. we receive from him 
whatever we ask, because we keep his colJJillandments 
and do what pleases him. And this .is his. command-
ment, that. we should .believe in the_ name. of his 
Son Jesus Christ and love one _another, just as he 
has commanded us .1 
And this is the confidenc_e which we have in him, that 
if we ask anything according to his will. he hears us. 
And if we know that he .hears us in whatever . we ask, 
we know . that we have obtained the requests made of 
him.2 
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Man 1 s attitude and spiritual . condition are thus . important in every prayer 
situation. This applies not only to the one who prays, but also .. to the 
one prayed for in intercession. Men ~hould ask forgivene.ss for brothers 
who live in sin, but the efficacy of such_ prayer depends .in. part upon 
the willingness of the sinful brother to accept that forgiveness. 
If any one. sees his brother committing .. what is not 
a mortaL sin, he will ask, and God will __ give him 
life for those whose sin is not mortal.. . There . is 
sin which is mortal; I do not say that one is to 
pray for that. All wrongdoing is sin, but there 
is sin which is not mortal.3 
The wri.ter .does .not see much point in praying for forgiveness for 
those who are living .in wilful . disobedience and. rebellion against 
God. He does not suggest, however, that prayers for a change of 
heart on the part of the sinner are out of place. The significant 
thing to note is tha.t this writer does not believe tha.t God violates 
the freedom of .. one man in _answering the prayers of another. 
One of the principal interests of this Epistle is. the . effort 
1. 1 Jn. 3::21~23. 
2. ~ Jn. 5:-.14~15. 
3-. 1 Jn.. 5::16-17. 
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to discover criteria.for the Christian life. In the course of the 
letter three are offered: ethical conduct, belief, . and brotherly 
love. Brotherly love is. the supreme test, for 11 love is .of God; and 
he who loves is born of God and knows God. He who does not .love does 
1 
not know God; for God is love." The sincerity of a man's relation to 
God may be tested by the love which he shows to other men. . Conversely, 
by showing love to others, a man may learn. more. of God. . In fact, ttHe 
who does not love his brother whom he has . seen, cannot love God whom 
2 
he has not seen." By insisting upon the. direct relation between 
love for God and .love for men, the author indirectJ.y .. emphasizes . the 
importance of intercessory prayer in the Christian .life. In .fact, 
one important justification for intercessory prayer is found in the 
very nature of God. 11For God is love.u 
4. The Acts .of the Apostles 
The Book of Acts is intimatelY- related to certain other New 
Testament writings, and yet deserves to stand a.lone. It is related 
to the Gospel of Luke because it was written by . the same. author .and 
3 
is admittedly a continuation of that work. It is quite different 
from the Gospel,. however, in one crucial r .espect. The Gospel told the 
story of the earthly life of Jesus, bu.t in the Acts, Jesus is no longer 
present in the flesh. Acts is closely. related, moreover, to the 
Pauline Epistles., .for more than . half of the book is concerned wi t.h 
Paul's life and work. It is not, however, primarily a biography of 
1. 1 Jn. 4:7-8. 
2. 1 Jn. 4::20. 
3. Acts 1:1-2. 
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Paul. In spite of obvious. connections wi.th other books, Acts deserves 
to stand alone. Luke's purpose in writing. it was to trace the expansion 
of Christianity made possible through the presence .. of the Holy Spirit. 
1 
"The Book of Acts is our one account of the primitive Christian age." 
The teachings of this book are therefore unique in many respects. 
One of the most frequently mentioned subjects in. the book is prayer. 
The many references in Acts to the prayer life of Paul have already 
been indicated. There are, besides thes.e, many other notices. Before 
the first chapter is over, in fact, the disciples have prayed for 
guidance in choosing .a . successor to Judas and have gathered for coi!D1lon 
2 
prayers. The second passage suggests the urgency and frequency of 
the practice: "All these wi.th one accord devoted themselves to prayer." 
3 
There are further notices of prayer during worship. The early 
4 5 
Christians prayed in victozy and distress. "At midnight," and "in 
prison!" What more need be said! 
Intercession is the most frequentzy mentioned type of prayer in 
Acts. It is connected, for one thing, wi.th the practice of the laying 
on of hands. This practice is used in at least three .distinct ways: 
6 
(1) In healing as by Ananias and Paul, (2) in consecrating_ those 
1 
appointed to the ministries., and (3) as a complement to baptism, by 
8 
Peter and John at Samaria and by Paul at Ephesus. In many of these 
1. Scott, LNT, 102. 
2. Acts 1:41;. 1:24-26. 
3. Acts 2::1; . 2::42; 4:23-31; 12:14£. 
4. Acts 2.:42. 
5. Acts 16:25. 
6. Acts 9:1.7; 28:8. 
1. Acts 6::6; 13:'3. 
8. Acts 8:17; 19::6. 
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references there is a distinct mention of prayer accompanying the act. 
Other references to intercessory prayer appear throughout the book. 
Stephen .. p rays for his murderers in words strangely,, reminiscent of 
1 
Jesus' prayer from the cross. The leaders pray for new converts: 
"Now when the apostles at Jerusalem heard that Samaria .had received 
the word of God, they sent to them Peter and John, who came down and 
2 
prayed for them that they might receive the Holy Spirit." Finally, 
when Peter was cast into prison, "earnest prayer for him. was made to 
3 
God by the church." 
Probably the greatest contribution which the Book of. Acts makes 
to the New Testament doctrine on prayer is its unbounded confidence 
that prayer is answered. Whether these early Christians were casting 
~ots to make an important decision, healing the sick, or raising the 
dead, they turned to God in prayer with complete certainty that their 
prayers would be answered. And they were l The sick were hea~ed. and 
4 5 
the dead were raised. Peter was miraculously released from prison. 
6 
Peter appeared as the direct answer to the prayers of Corne~ius. 
7 
The crew and passengers of a shipwrecked boat were saved. When the 
early church prayed, things happened l "And when they had prayed, the 
place in which they were gathered together was shaken; and they were 
8 
all fill.ed with the Holy Spirit and spoke the word of God with boldness." 
1. ActS 7:59=60. 
2. Acts 8:14-15 • 
.3. Acts 12:5. 
4. Acts 28::8; 9::40. 
5. Acts 12. 
6. Acts 10:4. 
1. Acts 27:24. 
8. Acts 4:31. 
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This last mentioned passage suggests two reasons why . the prayers 
of the earzy Christians were so successful:. They were 11fi.l1ed wi. th 
the Ho]Jr Spi.rit~~ and they were "gathered together." They had a pro-
!'ound sense of the presence of God worki.ng i.n their mi.dst, and _ they 
lived in .an intimate fellowship of sharing .• .. The phrase "filled with 
the Hozy Spiri t 11 appears again and again in the record. The same 
awareness of God's presence which men had felt in the company of 
Jesus was present in the early church. "A divine power was behind the 
message. The Apostles themselves were ordinary.men, . pursuing their 
work .in the face of many difficulties, but God was using them. as his 
instruments. He had endued them with a courage and wisdom. not their 
ow, and had prepared the way for them, and had seconded their efforts 
1 
with a mighty hand." The Holy Spirit had come to them. in. the prayer-
2 
meeting at Pentecost. It was the presence of this same. spir:it in 
their lives whl.ch gave such power to their prayers . as they labored 
to carry the good news of Jesus to a pagan .world.. They "received" 
the Holy Spirit, were 11f.llled" .with the Holy Spirit, and were even 
"caught up" by the Hozy Spirit. No wonder their prayers . were answered l 
Others recognized the. power of the apostles• prayers and desired 
it for their own lives. One amusing .passage relates how. Simon . the 
soothsayer tried to buy the power to "g:Lve the. Spirit" from Peter. 
Peter violently rebuked him, . and threatened him .fo.r making such a 
request. Simon replied, "Pray for me .. to the Lord~ that nothing of 
3 
of what you have said may come upon me 111 
1. Scott., LNT, 95. 
2. Acts 2. 
3. Acts 8:24. 
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The power of prayer in the early church, especially. in their 
intercession . for one another, was due also to the . intimate .fellowship 
of sharing in which they live.d. "They devoted themselves to the 
apostles' teaching. and fellowship, to the breaking of bread and the 
1 
prayers." The word used for fellowship, 
/ 
I{ 0 I V lA.I V 1 A,_ , emphasizes 
the aspects of sharing and mutual. concern .in their .relations. DeWolf 
has pointed out the theological significance of this term: 
Far from being an ideal, or on the other hand a mere 
aggregation of individuals, it is a living community 
overreaching. all. others in extent, surpassing all 
others in._depth of meaning, and richest of alL.values 
in the experience of its members. It is, then, 
closely related to the kingdom .o.f_ God as already 
present. For it is the real spiritual. fellowship 
of all those persons who have committed themselves 
to the reign of God, whose word was made manifest 
in Jesus Christ.2 
This is the kind of relationship in which the early Chris.tians lived. 
And as they prayed .for one another, their prayers were living ex-
pressions of this mutual lo_ve and concern. Here in the Book .of Acts 
is another illustration of the significance which the New Testament 
places upon offering intercesso:cy prayers in a coJIIIIIIl.Ility framework. 
Because of the strength of their .fellowship., the prayers of the 
early Christians were. offered 11 in power,n and were answered. 
The efficacy of prayer recorded in. the .Acts has .. been a source of 
amazement and inspiration to alL succeeding generations of Christians. 
The success of the.ir intercession has been a model i'or the whole 
church. Thus even the great Augustine humbly . requests the prayers 
1. Acts 2:42. 
2. DeWolf., TIC, 318. 
of a devout widow_, citing an example from the Book of Acts:-
By all means remember to pray earnestly_ for me. I 
would not have you yield such . deference to this 
office fraught with perils which I bear_, as . to 
refrain from giving the assistance which I know 
rrzy-sel.f to need. _ Prayer was made by the household 
of Christ for Peter and. for Paul. I rejoice that 
you are in H:is household; and I need, incomparably 
mo.re than . Peter and Paul did_, the help of the prayers 
of the brethren.l 
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Sensitive Christians have always sensed the special . efficacy .of prayers 
offered by members of "the household of Christ" for one another. The 
importance of such a concept of prayer for the present age will be 
evident in the discussion which follows. 
5. The Epistle to the Hebrews 
The authorship of the Epistle to the Hebrews was traditionally-
ascribed to Paul_, but . this is certainly. incorrect. Origen, one of 
the earliest New Testament critics, concluded that 11 the .author is 
known to God alone," and most of his successors are inclined to agree 
with him. The author was . evidently a scholarly Christian teacher_, 
well versed in the Scriptures. His work is cozm.ected in a special 
2 
manner with .Rome_, and was probably written between 80 and 90 A.D. 
The author's general pUl'pose is quite clear.. The book was 
written against .a .background of persecution during which the Christians 
were in danger of "backsliding." This Epistle is written to fortify 
such persons by convincing them that Christianity is the absolute 
religion. Though filled ·with theological ideas._, _ it never strays very 
far from this primary practical pl!'pose. 
1. Augustine_, Letter cxxx. 
2. Scott_, LNT_, PP• 198-19.9. 
The thought of the book is set in the .framework of the older 
sacrificial worship of Judaism. The argument, in studied literary 
fonn, shows how this older worship had as . its purpose the securing 
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of access to God {or men. This purpoae was . only imperfectly realized, 
however, until. Chris.t, the true High .Priest came. to perfect it. In 
Christianity, every phase of the religious lif.e, including prayer, _ bas 
reached its. highes.t possible stage of development • . Christianity is · 
the perfect means of worship.. The author. was familiar wi.th . pagan as 
well as Jew.i.sh thought. He demonstrates an interest in Platonic 
philosophy, :for example, by his repeated contrast of earthly shadows 
with heavenly realities. Though primarily Christological in content, 
the book contains three ideas which . are especially .. significant to the 
doctrine of .prayer. 
First of all, the interest of this book in Christ as the great 
High Priest gave the greatest impetus of any New Testament writing 
to the doctrine of the heavenly intercession of Jes.us. Certain 
elements in the Pauline and .Johannine. literature which contributed 
to this concept have already been considered. Here in .Hebrews the 
intercession of Jesus becomes a central theme. It is placed in. the 
setting of the Jewish sacrificial s.ystem in which the high priest, 
as representative of the people, annually renewed. the covenant with 
God which had been broken by the sins of the past year. But this 
type of worship has .now been superceded, for Chri.st has come as the 
true High Priest~ 
Al-though he was a Son, he learned . obedience through 
what he suffered; and being made per.fe.ct he became 
the source of eternal salvation to all .who obey him, 
being designated by God a high priest after the order 
of Melchizedek.l 
As such he offered himself as the surpassing sacrifice:· 
But when Christ appeared as a high .priest of the good 
things that have come •.•• he entered once for all into 
the Holy Place, taking not the blood of goats and 
calves but his own blood, thus securing an eternal 
redemption.2 
The blood of this. sacrifice made it possible for him to enter the 
heavenly sane tuary:: 
Now the point in what we are saying is this:- we have 
such a high priest, one who is seated at the right 
hand of the throne of the Majesty in heaven, a 
minister in the sanctuary and true tent which .is set 
up not by man but by the L.ord.3 
Here he remains forever, continually interceding for men: 
He holds his priesthood permanently, because he 
continues forever. Consequently he . is abl.e for 
all time to save those who draw near to God through 
him, since he always lives to make intercession for 
them.4 
Thus nJesus Christ is the ideal Hlgh Pri.est .who. offered the ideal 
5 
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sacrifice in the ideal sanctuary, 11 thereby making it possible for him 
to sit at the right hand of . God making continual. in.terces.sion for men. 
This doctrine. no longer, plays a very significant role in Protestant 
thought, but there have been times when it held a very real place in 
Christian theology. This is the reason Bernardin gives to justify his 
thorough investigation of the subject. 
We are so accustomed to ending _ our liturgical prayers 
with "Through Jesus Chria.t our Lord" that any former 
1. Heb. 5:8-10. 
2. Heb. 9:ll-12. 
3. Heb. 8:1-2. 
4. Heb. 7:25. 
5. Andrews, Art. (1929), 1296. 
theological significance of the phrase has long ago 
faded into an endeared onvention that it is the 
fitting close of every constructed prayer. And yet 
there was a time when the . phrase was pregnant with 
meaning, a real belief that man's prayers are pre-
sented to the Father by the Son, the great High 
Priest of humanity, and thereby take on new sig-
nificance in His eyes which they would not otherwise 
have.l 
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When the transcendence of God and the sinfulness of man are emphasized, 
there is more reason to look upon Christ as a necessar.y Mediator between 
the two. Hence it is not surprising to find Calvin making use of the 
doctrine: 
But since there is no one of the human race worthy 
to present himself to God, and to enter into his 
presence, our heavenly Father himself, to deliver 
us at onc.e from shame and fear, which might justly 
depress all our minds, has given . us his Son Jesus 
Ghrist our Lord to be our Advocate and Mediator with 
him; introduced by whom we may boldly approach him, 
confident, with such an Intercessor, that nothing 
we ask in his name will be denied ••• 2 
There are, however, very real dangers in such teaching. There is a 
3 
danger that men will pray . to Jesus instead of God. There is also 
a dange.r that other mediators and intercessors will be imposed between 
God and man, and indeed between Christ and men, as happened in Roman 
Catholic thought. The abiding trnth in this _doctrine, that salvation 
is mediated to men by Christ and tha.t prayers should be related to 
his · life and thought, can be better and more truly expressed in other 
ways today. It has been necessar.y in this study of intercession to 
trace the New Testament roots of this conception of the heavenlY 
1. Bernardin, IOL, vii. 
2. Calvin, Institutes, III, xx, 17. 
3. Cf. the words of Jesus in Jn. 14:13-14. 
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intercession o.f Christ although the doctrine has deservedly .fallen 
into the background o.f Protestant theology today. 
There is one very important aspect o.f this idea, however, which 
stands at the very heart o.f Protestant thought and consti.tutes a second 
contribution o.f this book to the theology o.f prayer. The author believes 
that the work o.f Christ as the true High Priest has made i.t possible 
.for all men to have direct and .free access to God. No longer do men 
have to depend upon others to o.f.fer prayers .for them. Every man now 
has a right to "draw near the throne o.f grace" himsel.f_. This idea is 
expressed with special clarity in two .famous passages:: 
Since then we have a great high priest who has 
passed through the heavens, Jesus, the Son o.f 
God, let us hold .fast our _ conf'.ession. For we 
have not a high priest who is unable to sympa-
thize with our weaknesses, but one who in every 
respect has been tempted as we are, yet without 
sirm.ing. Let us then w.i. th con.fidence draw near 
to the throne o.f grace, tha.t we may receive 
mercy and .find grace to help in time. o:f need.l 
There.fore, brethren, since we have con.fidence to 
enter the sane tuary by the blood o.f Jesus, by the 
new and living way which he opened for us through 
the curtain, that is, through his .flesh, and since 
we have a great priest over the house o.f God, let 
us draw near with a true heart i.n .full assurance 
o.f .faith, with our hearts sprinkled clean .from an 
evil conscience and our bodies washed with pure 
water.2 
The Re.for.mers seized upon this idea and developed it into one o.f the 
cardinal doctrines o.f the Reformation, the priesthood of all believers. 
They brought a new warmth and vitality to Christian prayer by emphasizing 
the .fact that all men could approach God d.irect]S'. "Heaven is opened, 
1. Heb. 4:14-16. 
2. Heb. 10:19-22. 
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and kept open; a permanent channel of communication .is established tr.1 
which prayer ascends to heaven, and the fullness of God's love and 
1 
saving grace descends unrestricted:cy- upon every receptive soul." 
Many of the most faithful supporters of the . doctrine of the 
priesthood of all believers . have overlooked the powerful intercessory 
implications which it contains. Every man is his own priest. But 
the essential duty of every priest is to represent others before God, 
to intercede for them. Luther and Calvin both recognized this and 
made it explicit. Luther says, "Nor are we only kings and the freest 
of all men, but also priests for ever, a dignity far higher than 
kingship, because by that priesthood we are worthy to appear before 
God, to pray for others, and to teach one another mutually the things 
2 
which are of God." Calvin says, " ••• God, pardoning. our unworthiness, 
not only permits us to pray each one for himself, but ·even admits us 
3 
as intercessors for one another." As each man enters the sanctuary, 
a "priestn in his own right, he carries with him the obligation to 
pray for others. Thus, intercessory prayer enters at every level. of 
the argument presented in the Book of Hebrews.. The work of Christ 
as Intercessor for men makes it possible for all men to enter the 
sanctuary. But as they do . so, they enter as priests, praying not 
on!y for themselves, but also for others. Intercession stands at the 
heart of the method of salvation in Christianity, the "absolute 
religion." 
1. Campbell, Pl?CR, 210. 
2. Luther, On Christian Liberty. Wace & Buchheim, . LPW, 268. 
3. Calvin, Institutes, III, xx, 19. 
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A third teaching of this book bearing upon the doctrine . of prayer 
is the emphasis which the author places upon .the necessity of faith. 
Many readers find little of value in Hebrews except the inspiring 
eleventh chapter, the glorious passage in praise of faith. Jesus had 
pointed out the necessity of faith in prayer. His followers among the 
New Testament writers developed the idea in many ways, but no one puts 
it more strongly than the author of Hebrews: 
And without faith it is impossible to please him • 
.For whoever would draw near to God nru.st believe 
that he exists and that he rewards those who seek 
him.l 
In its context this passage is even more striking, for it is followed 
by the long list of great heroes whose lives exhibited this ldnd .. of 
faith. As Scott has pointed out, this author's conception of faith 
differs from that of Paul and other New Testament writers, but this 
2 
fact does not detract from the power of his argument. Few statements 
anywhere in Scripture underline more emphaticallY the direct relation 
between faith and efficacy in prayer than this moving passage from 
Hebrews! 
7. The Epistle of James 
This ancient homily or sermon stresses the moral demands of 
Christianity. It was written by an unknown Christian teacher at the 
end of the first centur.y whose purpose in writing was entirelY practical. 
He was not interested in devotional piety or in religious ideas as such. 
In this respect his thought is in the sharpest contrast with the Pauline 
1. Heb. 11:6. 
2. Scott, LNT, 206. 
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and Joharmine wri:t.ings. The author simply set out to "preach" on the 
ethical requirements of the Christian life. The great value of the 
book lies in this development of one side of the teaching of Jesus 
which other New Testament writers often overlooked. Most interpreters, 
in fact, have recognized a definite similarit,r between this Epistle 
and the Synoptic Gospels. "In not a few respects, James comes nearer 
to the type of thought which meets us in the Synoptic Gospels than 
1 
any other of the early writers. 11 
It is therefore not surprising to find this book developing one 
of the great ideas of Jesus on .the subject of prayer, namely-, the 
importance of .faith. Jesus had pointed out in no uncertain terms the 
danger_ of doubting. The Epistle o.f James develops this idea, . even 
using . in one important passage the same word for 11 doubt11 which occurs 
2 
in the Synoptics:: 
If any o.f you lacks wisdom, let him ask God who 
gives to all .men generously and without reproaching, 
and it will be given him. But let him ask . in .faith, 
with no doubting, .for he who doubts is like a wave 
o.f the sea that is driven and tossed by the wind. 
For that person must not suppose that a double-minded 
man, unstable in all his ways, will .receive an;ything 
from the Lord.3 
~~ 
The author believes that 11 the prayer of faith will save the sick _man." 
God 'Will indeed hearken to the prayers o.f men, but men must first 
5 
11 draw near to God. 11 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Scott, LNT, 213. 
.Sa ca..tee:~OJ.+A-1 • 
Jamestl: -8. 
James 5 ::15. 
James 4:8. 
cr. Mt. 21:21. 
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This teaching receives added significance from the fact that 
James is often looked upon as the ver,y antithesis of Paul and John 
on the subject of faith. In his interest in morality he went to 
great lengths in pointing out the dangers of faith, if unaccompanied 
1 
by works: 11So faith by itself, if it has no works, is dead." This 
would seem to be an attempt to correct the overemphasis in Pauline 
thought upon n justification by faith." Thus in comparing James 
with the Pauline writings in this respect, Luther called the former 
11 an Epistle of straw." This is an unjust criticism, however, for the 
author comes to a finely balanced view in his statement, "Show me your 
faith apart from your works, and I by :nzy- works will show you my 
2 
faith." Nevertheless, the major interest throughout the book is 
in the ethical requirements of Christi.ani ty, or more specifically, 
the place of works in the life of faith. In the light of this major 
interest, the emphasis upon faith as a necessity for prayer is 
especially striking. Even Luther learned from James on this subject: 
"We nm.st understand that those prayers are of no value at all, either 
to him who offers them or to those for whom they are offered, unless 
the testament has been first received by faith, so that the prayer 
may be that of faith, which alone. is heard, as the Apostle James 
3 
teaches us." The author of James set out to preach a sermon on the 
importance of works in the Christian life. But in the process of 
doing so he uttered some of the most striking words in the whole New 
1. James 4:8. 
2. James 2:18. 
3. r..uther, The Babylonian Captivity. Wace & Buchheim. LPW, 333, 40.5. 
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Testament on the necessity of absolute faith if prayer is to be heard 
and answered by God. 
This teaching is made even more specific in two other important 
passages. The first has to do with intercession for the sick: 
Is aey among you suffering? Let him pray. Is any 
cheerful? Let him sing praise. Is any among you 
sick? Let him call for the elders of the church, 
and let them pray over him, anointing him. with oil 
in the name of the Lord and the prayer of faith 
will save the sick man, and the Lord will. raise him 
up; and if he has committed sins, he will be for-
given. Therefore confess your sins to one another, 
and pray for one another, that you may be healed.l 
Here the author not only emphasizes the necessity of faith .in prayers 
for the sick, but makes such 11faithi'ul11 intercession a rule for the 
church. Even Luther recognized both of these implications: 
There is no doubt at all that if even at the present 
day such prayers were made over _the sick---that is, 
by grave and holy elders and with f'ull faith---as 
maey as we would might be healed. For what cannot 
faith do?2 
The Apostle James teaches us to pray for one another 
that we might be aaved.3 
In making .11faithful" intercession a rule for Christians, tllis author's 
words sound like echoes from the Gospels! 
The writer drives his point hone in a second specific way by 
pointing out that prayers offered by unfaithful people are not 
answered. There is no need asking anything of God until we have 
cleansed our lives of all unfaithfulness: 
You desire and do not have; so you kill. And you 
1. James 5:13-l6a. 
2. Luther, The Babylonian Cap_tivity. Wace & Buchheim, 405. 
3. Luther, The Babylonian Captivity. Wace & Buchheim, 332. 
covet and cannot obtain; so you fight and wage war. 
You do not have . because you do not ask. You ask 
and do not receive because you ask wronglY, .to 
spend it on your passions ••• Submit yourselves 
therefore to God. Resist the devil and .he will 
flee from you. Draw near to GoQ. and he will. draw 
near to you. Cleanse your hands, you sinners, and 
purify your hearts, you men of double mind.l 
Here the close connection between faith and .works is clearly seen. 
Men have shown by their works that they are not living in faith. 
Therefore their . prayers are not answered. If . they will cleanse 
their lives and draw near to God, He will hear and answer. 
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In his closing words on the subject of prayer for the sick the 
author uses the righteous Elijah as an illustration of what the 
prayers of. the righte.ous can do. 
The prayer of a righteous man has great power in 
its effects. Elijah was a man of like nature 
with ourselves and he prayed fervently that it 
might not rain, and for three years and six months 
it did not rain on the earth. Then. he prayed 
again and the heaven gave rain, and the earth 
brought forth its fruit.2 
Even the world of nature obeys. Few of the followers of .Jesus have 
Shown greater confidence in the efficacy of the prayer of faith than 
the author of this ancient sermon l 
8. The Revelation to John 
Around the .year 95 A.D, a wave of persecution broke over the 
church in Asia Minor due to the enforcement of emperor worship by 
Domi tian. The Christians of that area were in need of encouragement, 
lest their faith fail in this time of crisis. John the Elder, one 
1. James 4:2-3; 7-8. 
2~ James 5:16b-18. 
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of their leaders exiled on the Island of Patmos, wrote to seven 
churches in the region .most grave]Jr affected and assured them . that 
their suffering would soon be at an end. The world's evil had now 
reached its height, and God was about to intervene. The dawn of a 
new age was very near, a dawn which would be heralded by the return 
of Christ. The author• s message is summed up in the words, "Behold, 
1 
he is corning with the clouds," and in Christ's testimony:, "Behold, I 
2 
am coming soon." The whole book is a summons to faith and courage, 
and its chief religious value lies in its magnificent confidence in 
the ultimate triumph of righteousness. 
In many respects, the religious teaching of the book is on a 
lower level than the rest of the New Testament. It does not materially 
advance the doctrine of prayer. In fact, the one direct reference to 
intercessory prayer is a step backward rather than forward. This 
reference is found amid the cries for vengeance directed to God by 
the slain mart,yrs:. 
When he opened the fifth seal, I saw under the altar 
the souls of those who had been slain for the word 
of God and for the .witness they had borne; they 
cried out wi.th a loud voice, no Sovereign. Lord, holy 
and true, how long .before thou wilt judge and avenge 
our blood on those who dwell on the earth?" Then 
they were each given a white robe and told to rest 
a little longer, until the number of their fellow 
servants and their brethren should be complete, who 
were to be killed as themselves had been.3 
Here is just the opposite of prayer for enemies ! It is, in fact, more 
like the imprecatory psalms and the prayers for vengeance found in 
1. Rev. 1:7. 
2. .Rev. 22:7. 
3. Rev. 6:9-11. 
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pagan religions. The author of the book evidently m:issed the teaching 
of Jesus completely at this point, !or the ttslain martyrs" are .assured 
that their prayers will be answered in due time. E. F. Scott has 
pointed out that the book of Revelation is an expression of the popular 
1 
mind of the time. I£ this is true, many of the early Christians still 
had a great deal to learn from their Master. 
There are only tw other ways in which the book touches upon the 
doctrine of prayer. There are, first, two references in which the 
prayers of the saints are closely related to incense: 
And when he had taken the scroll, the four living 
creatures and the twenty-four elders fell down 
before the Lamb, each holding a harp, and with 
golden bowl full of incense, which are the 
prayers of the saints ••• 2 
And another angel came and stood at the altar with 
a golden censer; and he was given llD.lCh incense to 
mingle with the prayers of all the saints upon the 
golden altar . before the throne; and the smoke of 
the incense rose with the prayers of the. saints 
from the hand of the angel before God.3 
This symbolism suggests that the prayers of the saints are of special 
value, though the idea is not specificallY developed. Since the 
prayers are mediated by elders in the one case and by angels in the 
other, these passages undoubtedly had some influence upon the .idea 
~-
of addressing .angels in prayer. The real significance of these . 
references, however, is in the idea of the lasting value of all true 
prayer. "In this . text we have a suggestion of the enduring power of 
1. Scott, LNT, 282. 
2. Rev. 5.:8. 
3. Rev. 8:3-4. 
4. Bernard, Art. (1902) 1 45. 
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prayer. The fragrant incense which fills the golden censers swung by' 
the living creatures and the angels before the Lamb, is symbolic of the 
treasured-up prqyers of God's people, which are held ~ him in ever-
1 
lasting remembrance.n True prayer releases forces which last long 
beyond the moment of prqying. 
Finally, the Book of Revelation closes with the f~ous pr~er for 
2 
the co~ of the Lord: ttMaranathal 11 This fervent prayer is an 
epitome of the author's whole theme. Such a prayer must have been 
often upon the lips of the early Christians, for all . their hopes 
centered upon the early and personal return of their Lord. This prayer 
is one of the high points reached in this book, and serves as a fitting 
conclusion for the New Testament canon. 
9. Other Writings 
The referencesto prayer in the remaining New Testament writings 
are of minor significance. The First Epistle of Peter, whose author 
is unknown, was written in the face of an organized persecution. In 
the course of encouraging the church, the author refers to the Christians 
3 
as "a holy priesthood, 11 thus implying not only the direct access to God 
which they enjoy but also their responsibility to pra;y- for one another. 
The author also points out that the efficacy of prayer depends upon the 
spiritual condition of those who are praying. "The eyes of the Lord are 
upon the righteous, and hi s ears are open to their prayer. But the 
4 
face of the Lord is against those that do evil.n "The end of all 
1. Campbell, PPCR, 240. 
2. Rev. 22:20. 
3. 1 Peter 2:5. 
4. 1 Peter 3:12. Of. Psalm 34:16. 
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1 . 
things is at hand; keep sane and sober for your pr~ers.• ttLikewi.se 
you husbands, live considerate~ with your wives ••• in order that your 
2 
prayers may not be hindered." The Second and Third Epistles of John, 
written by an unknown "elder,tt contain one mention of intercesso:r,y 
prayer: ''Beloved, I pray that all may go well with you and that you 
3 
mq keep well, as I know it is well with your soul•" Jude and the 
Second Epistle of Peter, related in m~ ways, are probab~ the latest 
writings in the canon. In Jude there is one reference to prayer in 
4 
the Ho~ spirit. 
This completes the analysis of all the New Testament books. It 
will now be worth-while to draw certain conclusions concerning the New 
Testament teaching as a whole. 
III. The New Testament Teaching: Synthesis 
In spite of the ftvarieties of New Testament religion," certain 
major currents of agreement on the subject of intercession appeared 
in the preceding detailed analysis. It will be helpful to the study 
which follows if these are gathered together at this time. There are 
eight major points on which the New Testament writers are in substantial 
agreement. 
1. Intercessory prayer stands at the heart of the religious life. 
Jesus gave intercession this preeminent place in Christianit.y by pr~ 
often for others and by commanding his followers to pray for one another. 
1. 1 Peter 4:7. 
2. 1 Peter 3:1. 
3. 3 Jn. 1:2. 
4.- Jude 1:20. 
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Paul built his own prayer life around intercession, and the ear~ church 
followed his exanple • In the Johannine Gospel the only concession made 
to the need of prayer in the life of Jesus is found in "the" Intercessor,y 
Prayer. The Book of Acts shows how the members of the primitive church 
were literallY bound together in fellowship through their mutual pr~ers 
for one another. In Hebrews, every man is his own priest, and as such 
bears the responsibility to pray for others. The author of Janes urges 
intercession as a ru.le for the church. In these and other ways, the 
New Testanent makes it abundant~ clear that intercessory prayer 
occupies an extremely important place in the life of the Christian. 
2. The nature of the prayer experience is best described as a 
direct unmediated relation between a loving Father and His ~~ildren. 
This is true o:f all prayer, including intercession. The prayers of 
Jesus are the outstanding example of this type of relation. His words 
on the subject of prayer and his teaching concerning the nature of God 
are in complete agreement at this point. Paul learned this vital 
lesson at Damascus, when he broke the bonds of legalistic formalism 
and learned to approach God in a direct and intimate way. The mystical 
tendencies of the Fourth Gospel emphasize the directness of the prayer 
relation. Prayer "in the name of Christn as developed in Paul, John, 
and Hebrews is prayer to God, the Father ef Christ, in the direct and 
intimate spirit of Christ's own prayers. The directness of the prayer 
experience in the early church is illustrated by the abundance of 
visions which accompanied their prayers. For the New Testament, prayer 
is thus a direct relation between human persons and the Supreme Person. 
lo6 
.3. God may be expected to change His course of action as a result 
of prayer, but His will is the ultimately detennining factor in every 
prayer situation. Jesus' pra;rer for the removal of the cup of suffering, 
and Paul's petition for the removal of the thorn in the flesh are out-
standing examples of an emphasis which appears throughout the New 
Testament. Specific requests are valid, but "Thy will be done" is the 
ultimate prayer. The primary purpose of prayer is to bring the will of 
men into alignment with this divine will, and this may mean radical 
changes in man 1 s life as a result of prayer. But it does not mean that 
prayer is merely fatalistic resignation to an unchanging eternal divine 
will. Prayer is offered with the expectation and belief that God will 
always respond to prayer, and may change His course of action as a 
result of the prayer. The prayer for the removal of the cup of suffering 
was genuine. Paul was confident that God would make his way easier if 
the Christians prayed for him. The other New Testament writings abound 
in expectations that God will intervene in the lives of men in answer 
to prayer. But prayer at the deepest level is always, "Thy will be done 
on earth as it is in heaven.n· 
4. The Christian may have complete confidence in the efficacy of 
prayer. Most of the modern ''problems, difficulties, and objections" 
to prayer do not appear in the New Testament. Jesus toid his followers 
to ask and they would receive. Paul never doubted that God heard and 
answered his prayers. The Johannine writer was certain that prayer "in 
Jesus' name" is always heard. The Book of Acts is filled with a radiant 
faith that God hears and answers prs;ver. According to James, the prayer 
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of a righteous man is powerful in its effects. Revelation teaches that 
the prayers of the saints are of permanent value, rising like incense 
before God. The theoretical problems of prayer in the New Testament 
are largely limited to the questions of how to pray and how God answers. 
Theoretical objections to the efficacy of prayer as such do not appear. 
5. The degree of efficagr in pr![er is largely deter.mined by the 
attitude and spiritual condition of the one who prays, especially his 
faith. In teaching his disciples how to pray, Jesus had pointed out 
many factors which influence the efficacy of prayer. Included in these 
were the sincerity, the humility, and urgency, and the simplicity of 
expression of the one who prays. Primary significance is attributed to 
the degree of faith which is present. The unbounded confidence of the 
New Testament in the efficacy of prayer is always limited to the pra.ver 
of faith. arr·f you have faith," cautions Jesus. Paul, John, and Hebrews 
all emphasize the necessity of faith. Even James, at pains in other 
respects to point out the significance of works, makes it clear that 
prayer depends on faith. The requests of a "double minded man" have 
little promise of .:f'u.lfil.lmentl Though the New Testament writers differ 
in their conceptions of the meaning of faith, they are at one in affinning 
its necessit.Y in the life of prayer. 
6. Christian intercessory prayer is unli.mi ted in its application. 
Jesus commanded his followers to pray even for their enemies, and he 
set the example by praying for his executioners. This was recognized-
from the beginning as something new and significant. Paul, or a Pauline 
follower, applies the teaching to pagan rulers and governors. The 
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Intercessory Prayer applies it to the whole "churoh.n: In the entire New 
Testament there is only one exception to this distinctive Christian 
doctrine, and this exception appears in the book 'Whose religious teachings 
often fall below the level attained in the rest of the canon. The New 
Testament as a whole teaches that intercessory prayer applies to all 
the children in God's fami~. 
7 • · In pra;rtng for others, the Christian emphasizes spiriillal 
rather than material blessings. In pagan religions and in the Old 
Testament the emphasis in prayer had been upon material blessings. 
Jesus reversed this practice. Followi.ng his example and teaching, his 
followers pray for love, forgiveness, faith, spiritual discernment, uni.ty, 
and other lasting spiritual benefits. The New Testanent does not discard 
prayer for material things. Jesus and the ear~ church prayed for daily 
bread, and for health. But the tendency is to seek those blessings 
which have eternal significance for man 1 s essential nature as a child 
of God. 
8. Christian intercessory prayer always takes place within a 
community of sharing, ;primarily w.i. thin the kingdom of God. This is 
in maqy ways the most significant contribution of the New Testament 
to the doctrine of prayer. Men never pray in isolation. When a:a:y 
individual prays, he prays as a part of the community to which aJ.l 
individuals owe their highest loyalty. Jesus placed the kingdom at 
the heart of his message and at the heart of his model ,prayer. In his 
life and in Paul 1s life everything else is conditioned by the kingdom. 
The spiritual unity and love which appear in the Johannine writings are 
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aspects of life in the kingdom. The fellowship or nkoinonian of the 
early church is the kingdom as present, and this fellowship is the 
determining factor in every area of the disciple's life, including 
prayer. For the New Testament, prayer comes to its fullest fruition 
only within the community, first the church and ultimately the kingdom. 
Jesus had told his followers to nseek first the kingdom. n It is there-
fore appropriate that this chapter on the New Testament teaching on 
intercessory prayer concludes with this recognition of the primacy of 
the kingdom, not only for the Christian's ethical and religious l?Yalty, 
but also in his life of prayer. 
CHAPTER THREE 
MODERN OBJECTIONS TO PETITIONARY PRAYER 
Sooner or later, every thoughtful person who takes religion at 
all seriously must .face the ''modern problem of prayer • n Even Huckleberry 
Finn had to wrestle with it, as he relates in a memorable passage:· 
Miss Watson she took me in the closet and prayed, 
but nothing come of it. She told me to pray every 
dczy-, and whatever I asked .for I would get it. But 
it warn't so. I tried it. Once I got a .fishline, 
but no hooks. It warn 1t any good to me without 
the hooks. I tried .for the hooks three or .four 
times, but somehow I couldn't make it work. By 
and by, one day, I asked Miss Watson to try .for me, 
but she said I was a .fool. She never told me why, 
and I couldn't make it out no way. I set down one 
time back in the woods, and had a long think . about 
it. I says to myself, if a body can get anything 
they pray .for, why don't Deacon Winn get back the 
money he lost on pork? . Why can't the widow get back 
her silver snuffbox that was stole? Why can•t Miss 
Watson .fat up? No, says I to myself, there ain't 
nothing in i t.l 
Huckleberry is mt the only person who has reached this conclusion. 
"There is a widespread skepticism among the semi-sophisticated, arising 
partly from a .fear that prayer is unscientific and partly from a sus-
2 
picion of the unreality of anything so intangible." This skepticism 
is even more widespread than many religious leaders suspect. Certain 
developments in modern life, such as the growth of science and man's 
reliance upon the pragmatic test of value, have destroyed the .foundation 
of many a life of prayer. Some persons have given up the venture al-
together. Others try to shut the door and pray in secret, but the 
1. Clemens (Mark Twain), HF, ll. 
2. Harkness , POL, 17. 
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problems come fiying in through the windows. Many simply pray "in faith, n: 
overriding the veto which they feel in their deepest moments of thought. 
Yet nothing is more destructive to prayer than the presence of incoherent 
ideas about what is going on in the experience. The problems are real. 
The problems are difficult. And they must be faced realistically if men 
in this age are ever going to learn to pray meaningfully. 
If persons would "sit down in the woods and have a long think 
about it, tt as Huckleberry Finn did, many superficial aspects of the 
problem would disappear. There are weak objections to the practice of 
prayer, for example, which crumble under closer investigation. For one 
thing, prayer has been objected to on the ground that it is a substitute 
for labor. "If we believe in the hearing of prayer we are, certain to 
separate 'praying' from 'working 1 and substitute prayer for work all 
l 
through.• But this is an objection against the misu,se of prayer, not 
against prBY'er itself. Schleiermacher answered this objection as soon 
as he had raised it by pointing out that "right prayer only arises when 
2 
we are engaged in the activities that go to f'ulfil our Christian vocation." 
Others have objected to prBY'er on the ground of a so-called war of 
interests. So many people are asking God for so many different things, 
it is suggested, how can He possibly keep the orders straight, answer 
them, and keep evezyone satisfied? The objection in this form is based 
upon such a superficial view of God that it dissolves before even the 
faintest light of mature reason. God is not a superhuman mail-order 
1. Schleiermacher, CF, 674. 
2. Schleiermacher, CF, 674. 
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clerk filling the orders which pour in upon Him. The problem of con-
flicting requests made in prayers of faith is somewhat more complex, 
but is seldom raised as an objection to prayer, since persons who 
pray in faith are willing to accept God 1 s judgment on the answer which 
will be most in accord with His will and His purpose. Some have ob-
jected to prayer because it has been used by wicked persons, and 
because the prayers of the wicked are sometimes answered. Others 
reject prayer because it is so difficult to understand and to practice 
with any real measure of success. But such weak arguments, based either 
upon intellectual laziness or upon a superficial view of the nature and 
purpose of prayer, are not the ones which plague the thoughtful modern 
mind. On a much deeper level there is a problem which demands thorough 
and critical attention. 
The problem is simply this: Is it reasonable to believe that God 
is influenced by the prayers of human persons? Is God even aware Qf 
human prayers addressed to Him? Or is prayer merelY a subjective 
exercise, an ordering of the forces alreaqy present in a mants person-
ality? Is there an objective as well as a subjective efficacy in prayer? 
·When Monica pra;y-ed for Augustine, for example, she expected God to hear 
and to act. But were such expectations reasonable? This is the crucial 
problem in the theology of prayer in modern times. As the opening 
chapter pointed out, the question arises with particular force in 
connection with petitionary prayer, for here God is expected to answer 
the requests which human persons make to Him. Certain objections to 
belief that God is influenced by pra;y-er apply to all forms of petition, 
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includi:r;g intercession. During the discussion of these objections in 
this chapter it will become evident that the very life of religion is 
at stake in the outcome • Few things are more needed in religious 
thought in the present age than an intelligent and convincing answer 
to this problem: Is it reasonable to believe that God is actually in-
fluenced by the prayers of human persons? 
As pointed out in the opening chapter, this is largely a ttmoderntt: 
problem in the histor-.r of Christian thought. In earlier times the 
followers of Jesus knew that God heard and answered sincere prayer. 
The only real problem was how to offer prayer which would be entirely 
acceptable to Him. The reasons for unanswered prayer should be sought 
in man, not in God. Thus the bishop sent Monica away, certain that 
the son of such tears and prayers would be saved, for God Himself 
would intervene. But many factors in modern life have given rise to 
the problem stated above. These will be pointed out as the discussion 
proceeds, but two are of such import as to deserve mention here. One 
is modern man's interest in practical consequences. Pragmatism has 
taught men to look for ttresults, 11 and the results of prayer aren •t too 
often readily available. Many times prayer just doesn't ''work." "We 
pray for peace and war comes. We seek healing for a friend and the 
disease increases. For another we pray for faith and the darkness 
1 
thickens. We seek protection and the stroke falls.n Many therefore 
conclude that prayer should be discarded. A second factor in modern 
life, the prestige awarded any idea or statement purportedly "scientifictt, 
1. Stewart, LLP, 92-93. 
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has added to this lack of faith in the efficacy of prayer. Modern 
science has made man painfully aware of the fact that he lives in a 
law-abiding universe. If the universe is a rigid structure of cause 
and effect, it seems unreasonable to suppose that God intervenes in 
this orderly system to answer the prayers of particular individuals. 
Moreover, ps.ychology has been able to discover o~ subjective elements 
in the prayer experience. Since the objective efficacy cannot be 
proved, men conclude that it is unreasonable to believe in it. Thus 
the findings of personal experience and modern science combine to 
create a real problem in the theology of prayer. 
Before turning to the more specific issues involved in the problem, 
it is necessary to consider several preliminary matters of importance. 
In the first place, several assumptions have alreaqy been made in the 
statement of the main problem which some persons would not accept. The 
existence of God, for example, is assumed without question. But it 
might at once be objected that m~ persons are not willing to make 
such an assumption, and hence the major part of the discussion here 
presented is invalidated. In answer to such an objection, something 
must be said about the philosophical presuppositions involved in prayer. 
Georgia Harkness has pointed out that the first question to ask 
when doubting the efficacr.y of intercession is the question of the nature 
1 
of God. This is a fruitful suggesti on, for every prayer experience 
carries with it certain implications concerning the .existence and nature 
of reality • tt ••• Efficacy involves an interpretation, however vague, of 
1. Harkness, PCL, 76. 
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the metaphysical context of praying. Assumptions regarding the nature 
of personal and ultimate reality are bound to enter into any interpre-
1 
tation. n The first such assumption postulated in the prayer experience 
is t.he objectivity of reality. As Dean Muelder has said, "Reality has 
2 
the last. word." There is, secomly, an assumed dualism between the 
praying person and God. Real prayer is always an tti-Thoun relationship. 
Finally, there are certain assumptions made concerning the nature of 
God. These vary widely in different prayer situations, but they are 
ext.remely significant, for they largely detennine the methods of praying 
and the type of efficacy expected from the prayer. An atheist, if he 
ever prayed, would be restricted to a subjective ordering of his own 
consciousness. Nor can anyone pray-ing to an 1mpersonal cosnic force 
3 
expect a real response. As pointed out below, this is the main reason 
why Henry Nelson Wieman, a theistic naturalist, has been forced to 
postulate the personality of God for purposes of worship and prayer. 
Those who pray to a personal God, on the other hand, and especially 
to a living, loving Father have a right to expect much greater objective 
results from prayer. Thus philosophical assumptions are integrally 
related to the prayer experience. 
Fortunately, however, it is not necessary to settle all of the 
major i ssues of philosophy in order to make progress in a specialized 
area of inquiry. As long as the assumptions are clearly indicated, 
the discussion may proceed, even though some of the ideas are still 
I. Muelder, Art. (1953), 12. 
2. Muelder, Art. (1953), 13. 
3. P. 120. 
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at issue in the philosophical battles being waged on other fronts. The 
most coherent philosophical foundation for meaningful pr~er is probably 
found in some fonn of theistic personalism. }J3 Dean Muelder has pointed 
out, "If one assumes that reality is a society of persons, that the 
Supreme Person is the ground of all finite persons, that he is innnanent 
1 
in his creation and also transcendent over it,tt the efficacy of pr~er 
will include certain aspects of the prayer life not included in other 
philosophical franeworks. The pages which follow will show many reasons 
for accepting such a view, but the argument does not require the accept-
ance of any one particular philosophical system. It is necessary only 
to make the basic presuppositions outlined above concerning the 
objectivity of reality, the dualism between God and man, and the 
integral relation between the nature of God and the efficaey of prqer. 
There is one widespread view of prczy-er current in modern thought 
which does not even require such basic assumptions as these. Many 
persons hold an entirely subjective view of pr~er which is based 
entirely upon certain psychologic~ observable facts. "It is now 
allowed by all students of the mind who have troubled to experiment 
in this matter that most people can, by simple repetition carried on 
quietly ani persistently over a stretch of time, gradually persuade the 
2 
deep directive will to believe and act on such orders •" ,All prayer, 
according to this view, may be interpreted in this w~. It is purely 
autosuggestion, or self-direction. As Gerald Heard indicates, persons 
1. Muelder, Art. (1953), 12. 
2. Heard, PTP, 4. 
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who hold this view of prayer believe that "the power . which the sub-
conscious will exerts over the mind-body accounts, and completely 
1 
accounts for every case of r answered' prayer •" As indicated above, 
this view is widely held among psychologically oriented people, but is 
not confined to any group. A Protestant religious leader wrote a book 
on pr~er not too long ago in which prayer is largely defined as a 
2 
subjective method of 11creative problem-solving.tt Persons who hold 
this view do not necessarily reject the objectivity of reality or the 
existence of God, but they feel that prqer can be explained entirely 
apart from such objective factors. It is necessary to sq several 
things in regard to this subjective "explanation." 
In the first place, most thoughtful persons agree that prqer m~ 
bring highly beneficial subjective results. DeWolf lists "clearer 
insight, relaxation of nervous tension, heightened self-confidence, 
and increased concern w.i.th the well-being of other persons" among the 
3 
more important of these. Mahoney discusses prayer's "soul-unifying 
effects," its tendency to generate faith and action, and its subjective 
- 4 . 
character-transforming power. Prayer often does produce very real 
subjective effects upon the person prqying. 
But are such subjective results the most that can be expected 
from prqer? This is precisely the main problem under discussion here. 
Many psychologists base their answer to the question entirely on the 
1. Heard, PTP, 4. 
2. Thomas, WPTL, 19. 
3. DeWolf, Art. (1953), 17. 
4. Mahoney, PP, ch. IV. 
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reallts of ps.ychological investigation. Since the objective effic~cy 
of pra_yer cannot be scientifically demonstrated, such persons are 
limited to an entirely subjective view of pra_yer. Enough has already 
been said in the first chapter about the 11proof"' of prayer to show the 
incoherence of basing any view of prayer entirely upon the findings of 
psychology • Gerald Heard even refuses to look upon persons who do so 
as true scientists: 
• •• If we mean by scientific the type of mind and 
man who actually experiments with the subject 
about which he gives an opinion we cannot accept 
the ps.ychologist as a fully scientific inquirer in 
this field nor consent to his judgment that prayer 
is simply autosuggestion ••• He is not an experimenter 
either directly or indirectly ••• he neither treats 
pr~er-patients nor does he take the risk of praying 
himself.l 
The psyChology of religion has performed a real service to theology qy 
investigating and describing the subjective factors which are a part 
of prayer, but leaders in this field have no right, as psychologists, 
to make sweeping statements concerning the ultimate nature and meaning 
of prayer. Karl Stolz, a competent psychologist, has made this clear 
by pointing out the division of labor necessar,y to reach a coherent 
view of prayer: 
The mystical transmission of a prqer cannot be 
analyzed by scientific methods and instruments. 
It lies beyond the domain which psychology 
successfully explores and as such is subject 
matter for the philosopher and theologian. The 
conviction that when a social prayer touches the 
will of God he often influences the person whom 
the entreaty is designed to move, without reference 
to the usual avenues of intercommunication, is, 
then compatible with the Christian doctrine of 
1. Heard, PTP, 6-7. 
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God, but not an experience the validity of which 
can be determined qy the science of ps,rchology.l 
After mald.ng a thorough investigation of the subjective effects of 
prayer, James Leuba similarly concludes that the questions of the 
2 
philosopher remain unanswered. There is no justifiable reason for 
accepting purely on psychological grounds a completely subjective view 
of prayer. 
There are, moreover, strong positive arguments leading to the 
conclusion that a purely subjective view of prayer is incoherent. DeWolf 
has stated these arguments in a recent penetrating discussion of the 
3 
subject. He points out that prayer implies communication w.i.. th God, 
and communication with God implies the exerting of an effect upon Him. 
nif God is not aware that I am addressing Him, then my attempt at 
communication has failed. If He is aware, then God Himself is having 
an experience which He would not have had without my having prayed; 
4 
in short my prayer has had an effect upon Him. 11 Some types of prayer 
imply much more than this, for they are meaningful only if God's 
attitude or action toward men are influenced by the prayer. This 
present stuqy is an investigation of petition and intercession in 
relation to this problem. But even prayers of repentance and 
communion imply the actual: giving of forgiveness and the actual drawing 
near on the part of God. After pointing out such factors as these, 
DeWolf ·concludes: 
1. Stolz, PRL, 275. 
2. Leuba, PRM, 317. 
3. DeWolf, Art. (1953). 
4. DeWolf, Art. (1953), 18. 
It is hard to see how the subjective values of prayer 
which are so often lauded, especially among those who 
have a s,r.mpathetic psychological interest in prayer, 
can be forthcoming without belief in its objective 
efficacy for the actual changing of God's action ••• 
In short, pr~er produces its own distinctive and 
generally prized subjective results only when it is 
believed to be capable of bringing about also objective 
changes in the attitudes or actions of God.l 
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There is a great deal in the philosophical and theological liter-
ature to support this argument for the incoherence of an exclusively 
subjective conception of prayer. DeWolf refers to Henr.y Nelson 
Wieman, a theistic naturalist 'Who denies the personality of God. In 
The Source of Human Good, Wieman develops his impersonalistic con-
caption of God as the "creative event, n· but makes the surprising 
suggestion that God must sometimes be conceived of as personal for 
purposes of prayer and worship. Thus he says after considerable 
discussion, 
The point of all this is to demonstrate the psycho-
logical need that most people have all the time, 
and that all people have some of the time, to think 
of God (creative source of human good) as a person.2 
From all this we conclude that the mythical symbol 
of person or personalit.y m~ be indispensable for 
the practice of worship and personal devotion to 
the creative power ••• This s.r.mbol may be required 
even by those who know through intellectual analysis 
that a person is always a creature and that there-
fore personality cannot characterize the nature 
of the creator.3 
The ltmyth tt of God's personal! ty is evidently required because 
effective prayer requires the expectancy of purposive response 
1. DeWolf, Art. (1953), 18, 20. 
2. Wieman, SHG, 267. 
3. Wieman, SHG, 267 • 
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from the being addressed in the prayer. It is impossible for human 
persons to maintain sucn expectancy while preying to an impersonal 
creative event, hence they must employ a symbol representing a false 
conception of God. Wieman does not limit prayer to subjective efficacy, 
1 
and he even emphasizes the element of petition in prayer, but in postu-
lating the need of a false conception of God during the prayer experience 
he is strangely inconsistent and unempirical. The important thing to 
note is that even a well known impers:> nalist apparently feels the un-
reasonableness of an exclusively subjective view of prayer. 
Karl Barth represents a radically different type of theological 
thought. Barth and the other neo-orthodox theologians have emphasized 
"the infinite qualitative difference" between God a1d man, and the 
nature of God as a "Sovereign Other." It might be expected that 
sinful, depraved human persons have no right to expect a response from 
such a God when they approach Him in prayer. But Barth is emphatic 
in pointing .out the necessity of believing that God hears and responds 
to human prayer: 
He has directed us first to submit ourselves to him 
in order that we may present to him our requests. 
So that we may confonn to this order, we must 
eliminate in our prayers all questions like this: 
Does God listen to us? On this point Calvin in 
categorical: 1Such a prayer is not prayer.• Doubt 
is not permitted, for it goes without saying that 
we shall be heard. Even before we pray we must 
assume the attitude of a man who has been heard.2 
Barth 1 s thought in this connection will be further discussed under the 
second major objection to petitionar.y prayer considered in this chapter. 
1. Wieman, SHG, 281-286. 
2. Barth, PRA, 28 • 
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It is sufficient here to point out that Barth evidently believes that 
prayer has no re a1 meaning unless the praying person believes that 
the Sovereign God does hear and respond to the pr~ers of human persons. 
Ma.tliY other religious leaders have pointed out that if men ome 
become convinced that prayer has only subjective value, then all 
prayer and even religion will soon be given up completely. Henry Bett 
say-s, "It is about as certain as anything can be in this world that 
prayer will not long remain as a part of the religious life of men 
when once they begin to believe that it has no results outside them-
1 
selves; and when men cease to pray, religion is at" an end." Hastings 
points out that if prayer met no response, "it would soon be weeded 
out of the race. It would shrivel like the functionless organ. We 
could not long continue to pray in faith if we lost the assurance 
2 
that there is a Person who cares ••• tt Fosdick cannot believe that 
"all men, in all ages and all lands have been engaged in 'talking 
3 
f orever to a silent world from which no answer comes.•n Georgia 
Harkness points out that prayer as mere autosuggestion could not long 
exist, for "an honest person will soon decide he had better engage 
in med:itation and self-examination before the tribunal of his own mind 
4 
instead of before God." 
There are even indications in some of the ps.ychological writings 
that it is unreasonable to believe in a purely subjective view of prayer. 
William James says that if prayer is not actually a ttgive and take 
1. Bett, RRL, 15o. 
2. Hastings, CDP, 30. 
3. Fosdick, MP, 13 • 
4. Harkness, PCL, 75. 
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relation,tt if the world isn't different because the prayer took place, 
then religion as a whole must be classed as "rooted in delusion al-
l 
together." J. B. Pratt is even more explicit: 1'If the subjective 
value of prqer be all the value it has, we wise psychologists of 
religion had best keep the fact to ourselves; otherwise the game will 
soon be up, and we shall have no religion left to psychologize about." 
All of this agreement on the incoherence of an exclusively sub-
jective theor,r or prayer does not solve the main problem, however. 
Actually it increases the seriousness of the issues involved by 
posing a serious dilemma, as DeWolf has shown. "To be reasonable we 
must either believe in prayer for both its effect upon the man praying 
and its effect on God's attitudes and actions, or we must reject it 
3 
on both counts.~ The Whole life of prayer and ultimately the life 
of religion depend upon the answer given to the critical question 
previously proposed: Is it reasonable to believe that God is actually 
influenced by the prayers of human persons? Does He hear? Does He 
respond? 
2 
Serious objections have been raised to the belief that prayer does 
affect God. In the remainder of this chapter and in the chapter which 
follows these objections will be interpreted and evaluated. In each 
case, certain elements in a coherent answer to the objection will be 
proposed, and the contributions of the New Testament teaching will be 
examined. In this way it can be shown that all of the objections are 
1. James, VRE, 465. 
2. Pratt, RC, 336. 
3. DeWolf, Art. (1953), 20. 
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inconclusive, and that faith in the objective efficacy of pr~er is 
rationally and ethically justified. 
First objection: The invariableness of natural law prevents the 
response of God to prayer. "The overwhelming fact in the intellectual 
life of men during these latter generations has been the dominance of 
the physical sciences. The world has been greatly preoccupied, for a 
1 
considerable time past, with the study of the properties of matter." 
This study of matter is based upon the fact of the unifonnity of 
natural law. Scientific discovery involves the patient searching for 
the laws by which nature works, and is founded upon the belief that 
uniformity of causes always leads to unifonnity of results. All persons 
are indebted to science for the way in which it has rescued whole 
kingdoms from "distance, darkness, and disease.u But at times science 
has become a religion in itself, and "preachers" of the new religion 
have raised a serious objection to belief in the objective efficacy of 
petitionary prayer. 
The objection begins with a recognition of the fact that the universe 
is apparently made up of a great system of invariable natural law. It 
is unreasonable to expect God to violate this law, which insures the 
general welfare, in order to show special favor to certain i ndividuals 
by answering specific petitions. All events in nature must conform to 
natural law, but such answers to prayer would be violations of this 
universal principle. This objection applies particularly to belief that 
pray-er can cause changes in the physical world, such as bringing rain 
1. Bett, RBL, 89. 
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to drought stricken farmers or health to disease stricken loved ones. 
This type of argument against the objective efficacy of petitionary 
prayer has led to serious consequences in modern religious life. "Nothing 
has been more chilling and deadening to the faith of the common man in 
1 
the power of prayer than this teaching of t.re reign of universal law. tt 
"The honor given to scientific method and natural law has blighted 
2 
prayer, and almost threatens the wholesome life of man." Though 
recognized by great thinkers like Spinoza in earlier times, the argument 
has been raised with peculiar forcefulness only in the modern age. Thus 
even so keen a thinker as John Wesley found no problem here. 
Admitt~, then, that in the common course of nature, 
God does act by general laws, He has never precluded 
Himself from ~~ng exceptions to them, whensoever 
He pleases; either by suspending that law, in favor 
of those that love Him, or by employing His mighty 
angels; by either of which means He can deliver out 
of all danger them that trust in Him.3 
Wesley 1 s Journal contains many references to changes in weather and 
4 
physical health Which occurred as a direct result of pr~er. But the 
rise of science has led to a drastic change of attitude toward this 
kind of prayer. Many modern Christians, including Wesley's "people 
called Methodists, n simply do not believe such references to miraculous 
changes in the physical world which are attributed to prayer. Modern 
science has done a great deal to make men more comfortable. But it has 
also done a great deal to make them uncomfortable when they pray. A 
1. Mahoney, PP, 89. 
2. Buttrick, PRA, 84. 
3. John Wesley, Ser.mon 72, 22. 
4. Cf. Wesley, Journal, April 24-26, 1775; April 19, 1738. 
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coherent solution of this difficulty should include a new interpretation 
of natural law, a proper understanding of God's purpose in relation to 
law, and an awareness of the meaning and purpose of prayer at its deeper 
levels. 
There has been a great deal of confusion in the minds of many 
people with regard to the meaning of the tenn "natural law.n This 
confusion is especial]¥ evident in the thought of those anxious to 
determine the consequences of 11the re~n of natural lawn for religion. 
The laws of nature are conceived as if, in their · 
totality, they constitute a causative system 
which is absolutely rigid, and absolutely auto-
matic, so that any direction by God (and the 
strict logic of it would also involve ~ 
direction by man) is either inconceivable, or 
must be regarded somehow as an external inter-
ference with the mechanism, of a very improbable 
kind.l 
It may be that God originally created the structure. But the system of 
laws under which it now operates is so rigid and automatic that room 
is no longer left for any "interferencett by God or man. It is there-
fore unreasonable to expect such interference in response to prayer. 
In a stimulating book entitled The Reality of the Religious Life, 
Henry Bett has rendered a much needed service to science and religion 
by pointing out the errors in such a view of natural law. "Again and 
again we meet the suggestion that events are explained, and even that 
2 
they are caused, by natural laws." But few of the great scientists 
ever speak in these terrns, for they know that the "laws" are simply 
1. Bett, RRL, 59. 
2. Bett, RRL, 59. 
descriptions of the regular sequences of nature. It is usually the 
person untrained in science who persists in spealdng of the laws as 
"controlling" and "causing" events. It is therefore essential to 
realize the true nature of natural law and its function in science. 
It is perfectly obvious, when you think it out, 
that a law of nature is merely a statement as to 
the normal behavior of things in particular con-
ditions; no more and no less. It does not ordain 
that things should happen thus; it does not compel 
things to happen thus; it simply states the fact 
that normally things do happen thus. It is a 
statanent of uniformity with definite limits, 
based upon: observation, and expressed in metrical 
tenns. A/$ to why things behave in that regular 
way, or 'What mc!kes things behave in that regular 
way, a natural law cannot tell you anything at 
all.l 
In other words, as Bett points out in another connection, 11every 
natural law is a short, compressed, useful abstract statement of one 
aspect of fact ••• of some resemblance and recurrence in nature, some 
regularity which we have deduced from nature which looks mechanical 
2 
because it is regular .. " Statements of natural law are thus human 
creations, abstract formulas describing the orderly ways in which nature 
ordinarily operates. Natural laws do not ttcause" or "control": anything. 
"High-ridi.~ 11 metaphysical conclusions based upon natural law are 
considerably deflated by this proper definition of the term. They are 
even further deflated by recent findings and statements made by the 
greatest scientists themselves. A "chastened physics" is now speaking 
in terms of "statistical probabilitiestt and a 1tloose-jointednesstt which 
3 
"destroys the case for absolutely strict causation." In his discussion 
1. Bett, RRL, 61. 
2. Bett, RRL, 81. 
3. Phrases quoted by DeWolf, TLC, 168-169. 
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of the subject, DeWolf' has assembled the most cogent statements made by 
outstand~ recent scientists, including Albert Einstein, Leopold Infeld, 
1 
Sir Arthur Eddington, Sir James Jeans, and Max Planck. Henry Bett 
includes a chapter on "The Transcendental Reaction, 11 in which he shows 
that "the materialist, mechanist, detenn.inist conception is already 
hopelessly discounted, as an explanation of the universe, and we have 
begun to see the intellectual currents flow in another direction---a 
direction far more favorable to religion generallY, and to the super-
2 
natural element in it particularly." The frequent use of such a term 
as "probabilitiesrt in modern science is a far cry from the rigid physics 
of La Place! The new science is much more ready to recognize its 
limitations, and much slower in proposing aqy dogmatic and comprehensive 
Weltanschauung. 
There is thus nothing in the concept of natural law itself to 
support this objection. As Brightman says, ••The force of the argument 
reduces to the question whether natural law is inconsistent with pur-
3 
pose." Very little has been said up to this point about purpose, but 
actually even the discovery of natural law is difficult to conceive 
apart from human purpose. Moreover, human purpose in control of 
natural law leads to changes in the physical world which never would 
occur apart from such purposive action. Heavy metal, for example, fioats 
on water ani rues through the air each day as ships and planes rush 
persons about on their appointed tasks. Every human act, no matter how 
1. DeWolf, TLC, 168-170. 
2e Bett, RRL, 89ff. 
3. Brightman, POR, 431. 
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simple, is an expression of purpose within a realm of law. Often such 
expressions of purpose result in the drastic reorganization of material 
factors. It therefore seems reasonable to conclude that "if as human 
creatures we are not so confined by law but that events can be made 
to happen within the order of nature in response to purpose, surely God 
1 
is not so limited.tt Is God less powerful than men? Are God's hands 
chained where men 1 s are free? 11The insight which takes from the heart 
of religion all fear of the reign of law is this: Personality, even in 
ourselves, how much more in God, is the master and not mere~ the slave 
2 
of all law-abiding forces. 11 Human persons can actual)¥ control the 
laws of nature and can actual~ use them to express human purpose. 
How much more God must be able to do ! 
Natural laws, then, are human statistical fonnulas describing 
God's orderly ways of acting in the world of nature in accordance with 
His purposes. It is therefore not at all unreasonable to believe that 
God could make purposive responses to the prayers of men. This leaves 
only one aspect of the argument unanswered. Perhaps it is God's 
puxpose that all of His laws are orderly without exception. Human 
persons depend upon the orderliness of the universe in order to make 
progress and even to exist in the material, moral, and religious areas 
of life. "The invariability of His order may be for His pedagogical 
purposes, providing His children with a reliablY predictable setting in 
3 
which to learn rational thought and responsive action." Here is a 
1• Harkness, PCL, 10. 
2. Fosdick, MP, 105. 
3. DeWolf, Art, (1953), 21. 
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recognition of a significant truth often overlooked by many superficial 
practitioners of prayer. Those who look upon prayer as an easy road to 
health, wealth, and happiness are in for some rude and disappointing 
shocks. Those who expect God to "intervenett and answer every stupid 
and foolish whim and desire of sinful human persons are thereby demon-
strating a very low appreciation of His love and wisdom. God must have 
much higher purposes for His creatures, otherwise thoughtful persons 
would have abandoned Him long ago. It is a matter of fact that men 
learn of God's higher purposes in terms of faith, trust, and obedience 
through the exercise of freedom in an orderly universe. Actually men 
should praise God for this order which He has created, rather than 
berating Him for refusing to "answer" every human prayer exactly as 
offered. 
This means that persons who pray intelligently must look more 
carefully for the answers to their prayer. Sometimes God may respond 
in the expected way. At other times He may respond by using the laws 
of the natural order in rather startling ways. But because His love 
and wisdom are so much greater than those of human persons, He may· 
also respond in subtle and unexpected ways on the deeper levels of 
experience. Sickness and · tragedy may come in answer to prayers for 
health and happiness. Those who have an immature view of God will 
lose faith at such times. Those who have an immature view of prayer 
will give it up as a useless venture. But those who are sure of the 
love and wisdom of God, and look upon prayer as a means of determining 
His purposes, will look for the answer on deeper levels. Human 
disappointment in pray-er may be due to man's lack of understanding 
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more than to God 1 s lack of ability or willingness to respond. The fact 
that men 1 s prayers are not all answered in expected ways is not a sign 
of God's weakness or lack of concern. It is rather the surest sign of 
His wisdom and His love • 
Natural law, therefore, correctly interpreted and intelligently 
related to purpose and prayer, is no barrier to the possibility of God's 
response to human prayer. Bett sums up the case clearly: 
The only rational answer to the final problem is that 
all the order of the universe is from a Universal 
Mind which designed it before the beginning, and 
~ich directs and effectuates all things continu~. 
Now if that belief in God is admitted there cannot be 
any scientific difficulty involved with regard to the 
religious experience of the believer where it connects 
with natural events, fo~ if all the limitless inter-
actions of natural laws and natural forces are ordered 
by God then it must be true that He can direct the 
events of my life, and that He can answer my prayer, 
if He will ••• 1 
We may be thankful that 1twi thin the purposes of God predictable order 
apparently stands high, but we have no reason to think that it stands 
2 
alone as His one all-detennining consideration.'' In the last analysis, 
the objection based on 11the invariableness of natural law" becomes 
not an objection to petitionary prayer as such, but a justifiable 
warning against immature and superficial praying. 
·Since the scientific view of the universe is a product of modern 
times, it may at first be suspected that the New Testament has little 
to contribute to this first major objection. Until science had advanced 
considerably, the concept of a universal reign of law did not occur to 
1. Bett, RRL, 55. 
2. DeWolf, Art. (1953), 23. 
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men, and hence the religious difficulties involved in such a view did 
not arise. Thus Jesus simply prayed and expected God to answer his 
petitions. As Bultmann points out, "For Jesus the theoretical question 
of how this was possible does not arise, since for him the thought of 
1 
God is not limited by the idea of conformity to law." At first glance 
it might therefore sean that Jesus and the New Testanent could have 
very little to say to the present generation on the problems of causal 
law. 
But such a conclusion should not be too hastily drawn. In the 
first place, common sense has always recognized the regularity of cause 
and effect, and the orderliness of nature. "Some regular causation, 
some dependable action of forces, must be presumed by the most 
primitive of mankind in the most ordinary actions of life. This infer-
ence, which results from the most elementary experience ••• exists, 
2 
practically as an instinct, in the life of man in its very early stages." 
Jesus certainly recognized the orderliness of the universe. He knew 
that God "makes his sun rise on the evil and on the good, and sends 
3 
rain on the just and on the Unjust. u He knew that men had to sow in 
4 
order to reap, and that they had to build their houses well to withstand 
5 6 
the storms. He knew how to read the signs of the weather, and he knew 
7 
that new wine breaks old wine skins. Modern man simply has a much more 
1. Bultmann, JW., 185. 
2. Bett, RRL, 105. 
3. Mt. 5:45. 
4. Jn. 4:35-37. 
5. Mt. 7:24-27. 
6. Lk. 12:54-56. 
7. Mk. 2:22. 
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detailed understanding of the laws of nature than Jesus had, but the 
basic factor was as much a part of his life as it is of ours. The belief 
in miracle was so much more widespread in earlier times simply because 
there was so much more which men could not explain by the principles 
which they understood. One should not go too far in attributil'€ an 
understanding of causal law to the New Test anent figures, but the basic 
orderliness and trustworthiness of nature has been an observed factor 
in human experience from the earliest time. 
It is at this point that the tremendous words of the New Testament 
on the subject of faith speak to the present generation. The orderliness 
of the universe was no barrier to God's response in New Testament thought. 
On the contrary, a prerequisite of efficacious prayer was absolute 
faith in God's ability to act where and when He pleased in accordance 
with His purposes. Now, with the dogmatic conception of a rigid universe 
discarded by theologian and scientist alike, it is possible to listen 
to this New Testament teaching on faith with a new appreciation. In 
the previous chapter these words appeared again and again at the very 
heart of the New Testament teaching on prayer. Jesus, Paul, and the 
authors of John, Hebrews, and James were all agreed that absolute faith 
is necessa:ry if prayer is to have real meaning. And as the striking 
passage from Hebrews points out, th:j.s means faith in a twofold sense: 
11For whoever would draw near to God must believe that he exists and 
1 
that he rewards those who seek him~ n Men must believe not only in the 
existence of God, but also in His desire and ability to hear and answer 
those who seek Him; not only faith in God, but faith that God responds 
1. Heb. 11:6. 
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to the pr~ers of human persons. Without such faith "it is impossible 
to please him. 1t 
The early findings of science and the metaphysical conclusions drawn 
from those findings made it difficult for men to have such faith. How 
could anyone believe that God rewards those who seek Him when physics 
had shown that God's hands are tied by the rigid and invariable system 
of natural laws which He has created? The seeds of doubt planted by 
such a concept destroyed the prayer life of many. Men could pray only 
by keeping prayer and science in separate compartments, but the prayers 
of "double-minded'' men have no promise of fulfillment, as James assures 
us. 
But now a new interpretation of natural law has arisen, which makes 
a place for purpose and for prayer. The findings of science have un-
covered vast new realms of 11wonder11 and beauty, realms unsuspected by 
those who lived in New Testament times. In the modern "transcendental 
reaction, tt more room is made for faith even j_n the realm of science. 
Mean'While our increasing ability to plot the orderly w~s of nature 
should increase our faith in the wisdom and trustworthiness of God. 
Our discovery of new forms of energy and power should increase our faith 
in the majesty and power of God. Our ability to master the forces of 
nature and use them to express human purpose should increase our faith 
in God's power to use these same forces to express His own eternal 
purposes. The findings and conclusions of the new science, coupled 
with the insights of the New Testament on the necessity of faith in 
prayer, may yet bring new life and new meaning to the prayers of men. 
The coherent solution proposed above included a recognition of 
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the deeper purposes in pr~er, and the deeper answers which God some-
times gives. Here again the New Testament teaching is extremely helpful, 
for it makes it abundantly clear that the purpose of prayer is not to 
wrest specific personal rewards from an unwilling God. Specific re-
quests are certainly in order, but the deeper purpose of pr~er is to 
discover and abide by the will and purpose of God. And if pr~er is 
offered so that beneath the specific petitions there is a deeper prayer 
that God's will mqy be done, then the pr~g person will not protest 
when specific petitions are denied in order that the deeper answer to 
the deeper prayer m~ be given. The tense agonizing of Christ in 
Gethsemane did not lead to the removal of the cup of suffering. Paul's 
thrice-offered prayer did not lead to the removal of the thorn in the 
flesh. But both knew that God had responded and answered their "real" 
prayer, the prayer · of "dominant desire," to use Fosdick's well-known 
phrase • It seems reasonable to believe that God answers prayer in a 
world of science as He answered in a world of miracle. But those who 
are not willing to search deeply for the answer will be disappointed 
in every age. 
At first sight this objection to petitionary pr~er seems formidable. 
But a proper interpretation of the meaning of natural law, an under-
standing of the relation of law to purpose, and an appreciation of the 
deeper purposes of prayer, transform the objection into a valuable warning 
against superficial praying. Although giving a wide place to miracle in 
their thought, the New Testament figures nevertheless knew that they 
l i ved in an orderly world. And they knew also that pr~er demanded 
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absolute faith in God and in God 1 s ability and willingness to respond 
to human prayer. Moreover, their words in the New Testament teach men 
a deeper purpose for prayer than the mere acquisition of pleasure and 
happiness. Men are directed to pray more profoundlY and to search more 
deeplY for the answer which is always given. Thus the New Testament 
contributes a great deal even to this most modern of all objections 
to petitionar,y prayer. 
Second objection: It is unreasonable to believe that the sovereign 
and majestic God is affected by our insignificant little acts and 
desires. Here the grounds of objection shift sharplY from science to 
religion, for this objection is based upon one of the attributes of 
God. God 1 s supreme power over nature and over His whole creation 
is readily recognized, but this very attribute becomes the stumbling 
block in the wq of petitionary prayer. How could our little acts 
and desires ever affect a sovereign God who rules eternal:cy in majesty 
and power? 
Both the fact of the sovereignty of God and man's insignificance 
in comparison are recognized in this objection. The power of God as 
Creator and Sustainer of the universe is a concept which staggers the 
imagination. Each new discovery of science reveals new vistas beyond 
manls power to conceive. "Beyond the mountains, more mountains!" 
In the face of it all men begin to ask, "Who shall remember me from 
on high? I shall not be known among so many people; for what is my soul 
1 
in a boundless creation?" Every contemplation of the sovereign majesty 
1. Eccles. 16:17 (R.V.). 
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of God seems to lead to an awareness of man 1 s insignificance in 
comparison. Thus the Psalmist says, 
When I look at thy heavens, the work of thy fingers, 
the moon and the stars which thou hast established; 
Plhat is man that thou art mindful of him, and the 
son of man that thou dost care for him?l 
Human persons are so insignificant, why should God listen to their 
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prayers? What right has man to believe that his requests actually 
influence the sovereign .God? In the light of such questions petition~ 
prayer seems to be a useless exercise, or as Tennyson says, "the murmur 
of gnats in the gleam of a million million snns.tt 
This objection to petition is not absolutely new. It is often 
:implied and occasionally stated in the discussions of prayer and of 
the nature of God which have appeared throughout Christian history • 
Augustine's Anti-Pelagian writings and Calvin's Institutes, for example, 
recognize the problem for prayer which arises when God's transcendent 
power is emphasized. But the idea always remained more or less in the 
backgronnd, until the rising popularity of nee-orthodox thought in 
modem times brought the objection onto center stage in a dramatic way. 
The nee-orthodox theologians emphasize the "awful sovereignty of God," 
and refer to Him as "the Sovereign Other." They refer to the eternal 
qualitative difference between God and man. They emphasize the sinful-
ness atd total depravity of man. Such ideas immediately raise the 
question of the value of petitionary prayer. What hope has sinful man 
in making requests of the "Sovereign Other?" 
A coherent answer to the objection should begin with a warning 
1. Ps. 8:3-4. 
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against the danger of judging value by size, and hence emphasizing the 
insignificance of man in the universe. Many of the most valuable things 
which human persons possess are the smallest. If human persons can 
distinguish between size and worth, certainly God can do so. And it 
may well be that persons, small in size compared with other things in 
the universe, are yet God's most precious possession. The galaxies of 
stars seem infinitely vast to man, yet 
no star ever knew that it was even being gazed 
upon. No star ever felt God's hand upon it, or 
was moved by gratitude for its creation, preser-
vation, and all the blessings of this life. As 
an astronomer watches the unconscious heavens, 
does not God know, as we do, that the man, wit..'l-l 
his powers of vision, intellect, volition, and 
character, is far more marvelous than all the 
stars he sees?l 
The ancient Psalmist evidently sensed this, for he answered his own 
question about the significance of man in an unforgettable way, "Yet 
thou hast made him little less than God, and dost crown him with glory 
2 
and honor." Man 1 s physical size is not a valid reason for rejecting 
the possibility that God hears and answers pr~er. 
The real force of this objection is derived from its recognition 
of the transcendence and power of God. Viewed in abstraction, these 
attributes make the practice of petition seem useless. What is man, 
indeed, that he ffi1ould influence God? But perhaps there are other 
attributes which need to be included in order to complete the picture. 
God is transcendent and in the heavens, but He also may be immanent, 
"closer than hands or feet." Augustine may be right: "There is one 
1. Fosdick, MP, 49. 
2. Ps. 8:5. 
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that heareth pray-er, hesitate not to pray; but He that heareth abideth 
1 
within." Moreover, the sovereign majesty and power of God do stagger 
men 1 s imagination, but God also may be a God of love. In fact, His love 
may be so great and so all-embracing that the smallest child and the 
most depraved sinner are yet included -within the circle of His concern. 
2 
Augustine again may be right in crying, "How hast Thou loved us!" If 
such infinite love is one of God's attributes, is it not reasonable 
to believe that He cares enough for human persons to listen to ti1eir 
petitions? 
Even so, some ma;v insist, does He not remain the sovereign and 
loving God while humans mere~ receive the benefits of His mercy? 
It is impertinent to believe that we can influence His actions in aqy 
way. It is indeed the height of impertinence and irrationality, unless 
God wills it so. Perhaps God has willed that human persons should be 
co-workers with Him and that He will wait upon the prayers of men 
before acting in certain situations. "It is part of his infinite love 
for us that he gives us this opportunity to help in his great work of 
3 
redemption.n DeWolf has stated the case clear~ and forcefully: 
''There is oozy one condition which could make it reasonable to think 
that acything in human life could significantly influence the acts of 
God. But it is reasonable to believe in such influence if God himself 
4 
wills that we should be the bearers of such responsibility." If God's 
attributes include infinite love, and if He has demonstrated this love 
1. Augustine, On the Gospel of St. John, Tractate X. 
2. Augustine, Confessions, Bk. X, ch. xliii. 
3. Garrett, GP, 8o. 
4. DeWolf, Art. (1953), 24. 
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by willing that human persons shall be co-workers with Him in the . re-
dernption of personal society, then it is reasonable to believe that He 
is actuallY influenced by petitionar.y prayer. 
The influence of nee-orthodox thought upon this argument was 
indicated above. It is therefore pertinent to note Karl Barth's attitude 
toward tbi s problem, for he has done as much as anyone in modern theology 
to emphasize the sovereignty and transcendence of God. Yet wen he is 
writing on pr~er, Barth begins with the fact that God responds: 
Let us approach the subject from the given fact that 
God answers. He is not deaf, he listens; more than 
that, he acts. He does not act in the sarns;:way whether 
we pray or not. Pr~er exerts an influence upon God's 
action, even upon his existence. Prayer is grounded 
upon this assurance.l 
But how can this be? Is this not a sign of weakness on God's part? 
Barth's reply is categorical: 
The fact that God yields to the petitions of man, 
that he alters his intentions and follows the bent 
of mants prayers, is not a sign of weakness. In 
his own majesty and in the splendor of his might, 
he has willed and yet wills it so ••• He does not 
then impair himself by yielding to our prayer; 
on the contrar.y, it is in so doing that he shows 
his greatness.2 
According to Barth, the fact that God has willed to limit Himself to 
wait upon the pray-ers of men is one of the surest signs of the magnitude 
of His power and His love. 
The answer to this objection thus rests upon a recognition of love 
as an attribute of God, and upon the belief that He has willed to listen 
and respond to the prayers of men. It would be difficult to find two 
1. Barth, PRA, · 21. 
2. Barth, PRA, 22-23. 
teachings on which the New Testament is more forceful or more explicit! 
Jesus had recognized the power and majes~ of God. He pr~ed to the 
1 
Father, "Lord of heaven and earth." He spoke of the Son of man 
2 
sitting at the "right hand of Power." He taught his disciples to pray 
3 
to our Father ttwho art in heaven." And yet the conception of God as 
a loving Father who cares for each one of His children, and is longing 
for them to return to Him was one of the outstanding characteristics 
of the teaching of Jesus, as the last chapter made clear. Thus Jesus 
4 
taught that the very hairs of our heads are numbered. God does not 
5 
even lose sight of the sparrows. He is like a shepherd who misses 
even one lost from his flock, a housewife who seeks for a single coin, 
6 
a father who grieves for one boy gone wrong. Of all the children in 
the world, ttit is not the will of your Father who is in heaven that 
7 
one of these little ones should perish.tt If God is such a loving 
Father, caring for each and every one of His children, is it unreason-
able to believe that He hears their prayers and responds to them? 
The remainder of the New Testament is in complete agreement on 
this emphatic teaching concerning the nature of God. In all of the 
writings, He is both a God of power and a God of love. The author 
of John says of God that na11 things were made through him, and without 
8 
him was not anything made that was made. tt But it is this same God 
1. Mt. 11:25. 
2. Mk. 14:62. 
3. Mt. 6:9. 
}.j.. Mt. 10:30. 
5. Lk. 12:6. 
6. Lk. 15. 
7. Mt. 18:14. 
8. Jn. 1:3. 
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1 
who "so loved the world that he gave his only Son. 11 Paul speaks of 
2 
the "glozy of the imperishable God," and praises Him because ttfrom 
3 
him and through him and to bim are all things." And yet "God shows 
his love for us in that while we were yet sinners Christ dies for us.n 
In fact, nothing in all creation 1twill be able to separate us from the 
5 
love of God in Christ Jesus our Lord. 11 The other New Testament 
writings are equally positive on this point. trwe love, because he 
6 7 
first loved us.n "For God is love." 
As the above discussion demonstrated, however, it is not enough 
simply to point out the love of God in order to answer this objection 
to petitionary pray-er. It is also necessary to believe that God has 
willed that men should seek Him in prayer, and has limited Himself 
by letting the prayers of men influence Him. But this also is sound 
New Testament doctrine. At several points in the previous chapter the 
nature of pray-er was considered, and it was shown that, according to 
4 
the New Testament, it is God's will that men should seek Him in prayer. 
Men are to "seek, n: to 11knock, 11 and to "ask.tt: They are to ask urgently 
and insistently, and not lose heart. They are to ask for specific 
things in their petitions, as well as for more general blessings. And 
God will answer. He is not like an unjust judge or a sleeping neighbor 
who must be moved by great importunity. Even a loving earthly father 
1. Jn. 3:16. 
2. Rom. 1:23. 
3. Rom. 11:36. 
4. Rom • .5 :8. 
5. Rom. 8:39. 
6. 1 Jn. 4:19. 
7. 1 Jn. 4:16. 
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does not give his children stones and serpents when they ask for bread 
and fish. How much more will a loving heavenly Father give to those 
who ask Him! God has created man with freedom and responsibility, and 
waits with "eager longing" for men to seek Him in prayer. Can it be 
that such prayer falls back to the earth unheeded? 
Actually, those who accept even the rudiments of the New Testament 
teaching on the nature of God cannot seriously hold the objection to 
petitionary prayer here under discussion for very long. The objection 
has some merit if the transcendence and power of God are abstractly 
conceived, but the New Testament nowhere allows such an abstraction to 
be made. God is both a God of power and a God of love l'Tho is eager for 
men to make their requests known to Him. Thus our ttlittle acts and 
desirestt are not insignificant after all, for God Himself has willed 
that they shall affect Him. This is one of those daring affinnations 
of the New Testament, the full implications of which are not yet fully 
realized or appreciated! 
~4. word should be said at this point about two special difficulties 
arising in connection with the type of objection to petitionar,y pr~er 
here under discussion. First of all, it is similar in some ways to 
the type of criticism of prayer "Which arises in many philosophical 
writings. Heiler has included in his book a very stimulating chapter 
1 
on "The Critique and Ideal of Prayer in Philosophical Thought." Here 
he points out that ttwhether one was to pray; and to whomtt has been 
debated among philosophers since the most ancient times. The major 
difficulty which rational philosophical thought finds in the concept 
1. Heiler, PRA, ch. IV • 
of pr~er is precisely that raised in this section, namely the idea that 
God should be influenced by the prayers of human persons. As Heiler 
points out, God for the philosopher is usually thought of in abstract 
concepts. 1~od is, 1Being,1 the 'Absolute,' the 1World-Ground, 1 the 
'World-Principle,' the 'World-Soul,' the 'Idea of the True, the Beautiful 
and the Good,' or even only a 'postulate of the reason,' but he is not 
'Lord' and 'Father,' whose nearness to him 'Who prays is an immediate 
1 
and undoubted certainty. 1t Beginning with such ideas of God as these, 
the philosophers have a great deal of difficulty in conceiving of 
prayer in terms of personal petition and response, in tenns of vital 
communion as between persons. Ori.gen, who was i..'l many ways more of a 
philosopher than a theologian, formulated the philosopher's problem of 
prayer with great precision: 1tif everything happens in accordance with 
the will of God and His decrees stand fast, and nothing of what He wills 
2 
can be reversed, then prayer is absurd." 
Many philosophers believe that it is absurd. Others reduce prayer 
to purely subjective and psychological values. Many try to bring their 
view of prayer into line with their philosophical system as a whole • 
But this seldom leads to a frui t.f'ul or vital life of prayer. 
Prayer, the spontaneous and direct expression of 
religious experience, is subjected to an alien 
authority when forced into the categories of 
philosophical ethics and metaphysical theories 
of lmowledge. Where these categories are accepted 
prayer ceases to be a "pouring out of the heart,"· 
a direct expression of religious feelings, moods 
and emotions.3 
l. Heiler, PRA, 96. 
2. Quoted in Hei.ler, PRA, 101. 
3. Heiler, PRA, 102. 
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When God is conceived of as a loving Father who has willed Ifunself to 
be influenced by the prayers of human persons, the objection to 
petitionary prayer on the grounds of God's sovereign power is incon-
elusive, as outlined above. But the rational philosopher who cannot 
think, much less pray, in these terms will always find a stumbling 
block in the idea of an influence exerted upon God, and hence his 
prayer will seldom be strong and vital. As Heiler points out, "The 
prayer of the philosopher is no real communion as between persons, no 
intercourse with God, no personal relation, no vital communion with 
him." Hence, philosophical prayer is usually "a cold product of 
1 
abstraction, a miserable substitute for the real thing." The truly 
empirical philosopher who is sincerely interested in praying can learn 
a great deal at this point from Jesus and the New Testament. 
There is a second special difficulty which arises in connection 
with the issues involved in this objection. This has to do wi.th the 
true nature of communion between God and man. Obviously, if man's prayer 
is to influence God there must be some vital contact during the prayer 
experience. Some persons go so far as to maintain that the goal of 
prayer is the loss of individuality in God. This is the road of extreme 
mysticism. Thus a mystic like Madane Guyon prays, "O my God, destroy 
my will and grant that nothing may be more welcome to me than my 
2 
annihilation." Other mystics, Christian and non-Christian alike, 
speak in similar tenns. This general problem is largely outside the 
province of this study, but it is noteworthy that the New Testament 
1. Heiler, PRA, 102. 
2. Quoted in Puglisi, PRA, 205. 
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teaching does not support such radical mysticism. As the preceding 
chapter made clear, the New Testament speaks in terms of deep intimacy 
in communion with God, but it does not speak of complete union or of 
individual annihilation. The nature ot union taught in the New Testament 
is a union or harmony of wills. After discussing the various types of 
mysticism, Puglisi concludes that the most important type, "based upon 
·the example of Jesus, does not efface but keeps alive the human will, 
limiting itself to bringing that will into harmony with the will of a 
1 
living God.n The problem of conceiving of the true nature of communion 
2 
between God and man is a vital and difficult one, still unsolved. It 
is sufficient to point out here that the New Testament speaks largely 
in tenns of a direct umnediated relationship, and this is probably the 
most fruitful conception for meaningful ttChristiann prayer. 
Third objection: God is supremely wise and loving, and therefore 
knows and does the best apart from human prayer. The key factor in a 
coherent answer to the preceding objection was the love of God. But 
strangely enough, this attribute becomes in turn the basis of another 
objection, one which is especi~ perplexing for the honest religious 
believer. If God is love, and supremely so, surely He will give His 
children the best possible without waiting to be asked. And if His 
love is guided by His supreme wisdom, surely He knows what is best 
without waiting to be informed. What good could possibly come from 
finite persons beseeching the infinitely good God to do good? 
At first glance, this argument appears stronger to the religious 
1. Puglisi, . PRA, 206. 
2. Cf. DeWolf, TLC, 357-359. 
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person than the others because it is apparently based on reverence 
and humility. The objector recognizes the infinite love and wisdom of 
God and humbly bows before them. His attitude is, ''Let God be God. 
Let God do what seemeth best to Him." As Fosdick has pointed out, "This 
sor t of speech has the ring of sincere faith. It comes from a strong and 
glad belief in the providence of God. The man shrinks from prayer be-
cause it seems silly and presumptuous for ignorance to instruct perfect 
wisdom, for hmnan evil to attempt the persuasion of perfect love to do 
1 
good." This argument is a very real element in the intellectual thought 
of many sincere persons. It is apparently the primary stone of stumbling 
in the path of petitionar,y prayer for R. W. Thomas, a Protestant minister 
who wrote a book on prayer. He states his argument quite directly: 
"Since we pray to One who is greater, wiser, better, and more powerful 
than 'We are, it is bad taste to try to infonn or to change God. He 
knows all before we can word our infonnation, and he is ready and willing 
2 
to help us before we ask him." Even so astute a theologian as Ritsohl 
3 
ran into difficulty at this point. This objection seems fonnidable 
because in it the wisdcm and love of God are clearly acknowledged. From 
these the objector reasons, "Surely God knows and does the best apart 
from human prayer. n 
But this whole objection rests upon a false conception of the idea 
of ttthe best. n The reasoning here depends upon an idea of "the bestn 
as an eternal changeless "thing," like a Platonic Idea, m ich God is 
1. Fosdick, MP, 62. 
2. Thomas, WPTL, 133. 
3. Ritschl, JAR, 640£. 
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waiting to bestow upon men. But even a cursory observation of human 
experience reveals that the best possible m~ be a very different thing 
at different times, in different places, among different people. The 
best is very seldom the sane even for arw two individual persons. God 
does have an ultimate "best,tt a goal for all men. But here and now the 
best possible is a constantly changing factor. 
Surely it is, indeed, best for every man and nation 
to be included among the obedient faithful company 
in His divine kingdom. But is the best next step 
toward the highest goal the same for everyone and 
at every time? Is not the best that God can do for 
anyone a changing quantity, changing according to the 
place where that one stands in his development at 
that time?l 
The ultimate goal has been set, but the best at each stage of the 
journey is forever changing. 
It follows from this, that if God is wise and loving, as the 
objector here admits, then surely He will act in accordance with each 
new situation which confronts Him. It is a greater sign of love and 
wisdom for Him to be able and willing to do this, than if He simply 
reigned in Sovereign Love, unaware of and uninterested in the constantly 
changing situations presented to Him. God is infinitely loving, and 
so He does desire to give men the best possible even before they seek 
Him, as this objection states. But He is also infinitely wise, knowing 
that the best possible is constantly changing, and therefore He bestows 
the best which is made possible by the actual situation which confronts 
Him. 
The act of human prayer always changes the situation with which God 
has to deal. Stewart has pointed out that "no situation remains the 
1. DeWolf, Art. (1953), 23. 
same when prayer is made about it.'t' 
There are influences of l'lla.IW kinds, good and evil, 
operating in every cause and in every soul, and each 
of these has power as an element in the battle between 
good and evil, but the decisive and essential factor 
in each case is the loving power of God called forth, 
or rather made way for, by the intercessions and 
prayers of Christian folic. For a time things may seem 
to go on much as before, but the decisive power l1as 
entered in, and even mountains must move. Pr~er 
alwgrs creates a new situation.l 
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It may be that the best possible specific attitude or action for God 
to take remains esserrt.ially unchanged. Or it may be radically changed. 
But if God is wise and loving, the praying person mCJY der:end upon Him 
to recognize and act in accordance with the new situation which the 
prayer has created. A13 will be pointed out below, even a loving earthly 
father acts differently as the actual situation within his family 
changes. Surely a wise and loving heaven:cy- Father will do no less. 
The objection is therefore totally inconclusive when the tenns 
employed are related in an empirical way to personal experience. Many 
religious supporters have advanced the answer in a somewhat different 
form, however, which is true as far as it goes, but does not actually 
resolve t..he issue. It is suggested that God is always eager to do the 
best for us, but that He depends upon our willingness to let Him act 
within us. He depends upon our cooperation. The act of prayer is 
therefore not intend.ed to change or infonn God, but to purify and calln 
our own hearts so that we may receive what God has wanted to give all 
the time. This is Augustine's answer to the objection here under 
discussion: 
1. Stewart, LLP, 92. 
For it is not on account of the urgency of our prayers 
that God hears us, who is always ready to give us His 
light ••• but we are not always ready to receive, since 
we are inclined toward other things, and are involved 
in darkness through our desire for temporal things. 
Hence there is brought about in prayer a turning of 
the heart to Him, who is ever ready to give, if we 
will but take what He has given ••• 1 
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Many modern religious leaders speak in similar terms. It is the basis 
2 
of Fosdick's lengthy discussion of the problem, for example. Bevan 
3 
uses the same approach in a scholarzy symposium on prayer. Supporters 
of this view maintain that the true purpose of prayer is to change the 
inner condition of the one who prays, making it possible for him to 
receive the best which God had intended all along. 
There is obviously a very important truth here. The inner spiritual 
condition of the one who prays, and his consequent willingness to labor 
more diligently in attempting to cooperate with God are extreme:cy-
significant factors in the new situation which is presented to God in 
prayer. God can act quite differently in and through an individual as 
a result of prayer, because the prayer itself has prepared the way. It 
is totally unreasonable to expect God to change in response to prayer 
unless real changes are also affected in the life of the one who prays. 
But there is a great danger in putting the case in just this way, 
for it oounds as if ttthe best 11 is just that kind of 1tfixed quantity" 
which the previous discussion has shown to be a false abstraction. It 
often follows from this that the emphasis in prayer will be solely upon 
the inner ordering of the spiritual life to make it ready to receive this 
1. Augustine, Our Lord's Sermon on the Mount, Bk. II, ch. iii. 
2. Fosdick, MP, 62-70 • . 
3. Bevan, Art. (1916), 195-200. 
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llbest." It is suggested that this 11setting his own house in order" is 
the best that man can expect from prayer. R. W. Thomas says, "For 
prayer is not something done to God; it is something done to us by 
ourselves, mald.ng possible the overflow from God. The preparation for 
pra;yer removes all the inner obstacles to God 1 s will, settil:'€ the self 
1 
in order." But such phrases sound almost like autosuggestion and could 
easily lead to an exclusively subjective view of prayer. 
It is much better to emphasize the total new situation presented 
to God in prayer, which includes the inner condition of the one who 
prays, but which sure:ly includes many other factors also. ''God 
must confront many and complex considerations, concerning the need 
for maintaining a reliable order of law, the need for teaching us all 
our dependence upon each other and upon Him, and many other matters 
2 
known or unknown to us." God, in His wisdom, may be trusted to under-
stand and evaluate all of the factors in the new situation which 
confronts Him in prayer. God, in His love, may be trusted to do the 
best possible in each case. But here again tttrust" involves much more 
than maey persons are willing to recognize. If a person prays for the 
recovery of health, health may come. But it may be that the "best 
possible 11 in the total situation is the continuation of illness. Many 
deep spiritual blessings have sometimes come from just such circum-
stances. The best possible which God will do is always in accord with 
the will of God for men. Those who are not willing to accept that will 
1. Thomas, WPTL, 133. 
2. DeWolf, Art. (1953), 23. 
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in absolute trust may find even in the wisdom and love of God a reason 
for doubting the efficacy of prayer. But when men are willing to seek 
and accept the best possible which God intends for each changing situation, 
then God's love and wisdom become the ultimate basis for men's belief 
in pr~erts efficacy. 
In the preceding section the New Testament emphasis upon the love 
of God was sufficiently described. Certainly no person who ever lived 
knew or appreciated the love of God a:rry more than Jesus did. But it 
never even occurred to him to use this love and wisdom as a reason for 
doubting the objective efficacy of pr~er. "On the contrary, the love 
1 
and wisdom of God were the foundations of his pr~er. tt It is because 
He is an infinitely wise and loving Father that God can be trusted to 
give us what is best for us. 
Ther e is nowhere in the New Testament any suggestion of an idea 
of 11the best" as a fixed quantity which God bestows upon men, totally 
apart from the specific circumstances in 'Which men live. On the 
contrary, the emphasis throughout the whole New Testament is upon God 
as a heavenly Father, concerned about even the smallest desire of human 
persons. In teaching his disciples to pray, Jesus often used the 
analogy of a human father and his children. Certainly every hmnan 
father is continually faced with a new situation in the family environ-
ment, as his children change in attitude and in knowledge. If he is 
a wise father he knows that the best possible in each new situation m~ 
be different, and if he is a loving father he tries to govern his own 
1. Fosdick, MP, 62. 
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actions accordingly • 11If you then, who are evil, know how to give good 
gifts to your children, how much more will your Father who is in heaven 
1 
giv·e good things to those who ask him?"- How much more indeed! How 
_much more wisely He must be able to act in each new situation, and with 
what greater love, than human fathers! Jesus and the New Testament 
writers did not speak of pr~er in abstract concepts, but in intensely 
human terms. Thus they avoided the pj.tfall of adopting a false idea 
of "the best" which leads to doubt in the objective efficacy of petitionary 
prayer. 
On the cont rar,r, they did not hesitate to make every desire known 
to their wise and loving Father. Most of the petitions of the New 
Testament are stated in specific terms. Prayer is not merely a "re-
ordering of the inner life" to make it ready to receive an abstract 
best possible. They pr~ed for daily bread, for the removal ~ sickness 
and sufferi~, for the increase of the churches, and for the coming of 
the Lord. They prayed with the full expectancy that God would act 
differently as a result of the prayer. Those modern religious leaders 
-who are trying to "save" the practice of prayer by reducing petition 
to a vague petition for inner holiness in order that God might bestow 
11the best possible" have certainly overlooked this pouerful element in 
New Testament pr~ng. 
But those who believe in the objective efficacy of petition should 
not make an equally serious mistake and overlook the willingness of the 
New Testament to accept God's judgment on what is best. They expressed 
1. Mt. 7:11. 
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their specific wishes and desires, and then trusted God to bestow the 
best possible blessings. They lmew that the best possible in one 
situation might mean the removal of the cup of suffering, but in another 
it might mean death on a cross. At one time it might mean the removal 
of a physical affliction, while at another time it might mean increased 
pain in order that strength might be "perfected in weakness." A stone 
may be the best possible for a son before prayer, and bread after. In 
such a case, the loving Father will not give His son a stone for bread. 
In the New Testament men are willing to accept God's judgment, knowing 
that He will always give good things to those t..l-J.at ask Him. God acts 
in mysterious ways at time, but He may always be depended upon to bring 
the best possible into each new situation presented to Him by the 
petitions of His children. In the New Testament the wisdom and love 
of God are not barriers to prayers of petition. They are rather the 
ground of all prayer and the hope of men's highest aspirations. 
Thus the New Testament contributes a great deal to the coherent 
answer to all of the major objections to the objective efficacy of 
petitionar,y prayer. In this chapter, these objections have been shown 
to be inconclusive. But this does not solve the problem of intercessory 
prayer. Some persons accept the objective view of petitionary prayer, 
but raise strong objections to a similar view of intercession. As the 
opening chapter indicated, inte.rcession is one form of petition. If 
petition is valid, as the present chapter has attempted to show, inter-
cession may be valid. Or it may not, for the entrance of other human 
persons into the prayer situation raises new problems. It is therefore 
now necessar,y to consider these problems in detail. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
MODERN OBJECTIONS TO INTERCESSORY PRAYER 
The seriousness of the issues involved in the modern nproblem" 
of intercession has been clearzy stated by Douglas Steere: "Prayer 
for others is a form of peti·tional prqer that makes deep demands on 
the faith of an individualistic generation that has so large:cy- lost 
its sense of inner community. Yet at no point do we touch the inner 
1 
springs of pr~er more vitally than here." In many respects~ inter-
cession seems to be one of the highest forms of prayer. In its 
purest character it is altruistic, selfless, active, concrete, and 
social. Moreover, it is one of t.he most widely practiced types of 
prayer. It appears in every form of religion from the most primitive 
to the most advanced. Certa.i.nl.y there is no Christian who takes his 
religion at all seriously who does not pr~ at some time for ot.her 
persons. It is not uncommon, in fact, to find some individuals~ who 
would not think of praying for themselves, besieging the gates of 
heaven with prayers for their stricken loved ones. Intercession, one 
of the loftiest types of prayer, is a common phenomenon of human 
experience, occupying a position at the he art of all true religion. 
But it is also one of the most difficult types of prayer to 
practice in a meaningful wq. The desire and the need to pray for 
others abide on the deeper levels of the human spirit. Persons are 
incurably bound to pray for one another. But the modem emphasis 
1. Steere, PAW, 30. 
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upon individualism and freedom, coupled with the dal1laild for 11scientif'ic 
verification,~ has robbed intercession of its rational and ethical basis 
in the thought of many. There is 'Widespread doubt as to the value of 
intercessory prqer • "The frequency and the paralyzing effect of this 
are real in a wide and unsuspected area, both with regard to the pra;yers 
1 
of the Church and to men's individual prqers.u .And doubt in the 
validity of intercessory prayer soon weakens the life of pr~r as a 
whole. 
The call to prqer sounds so loudly in the ear of 
the Christian that he must be prepared to go for-
ward in the work of intercession. But unless he 
is continually making the effort to_ understand 
the rational basis of his activity, there 'Will 
alwa;rs be the danger of an increasing irrational 
or superstitious element in his pr¢ng, which 
in the end will produce a reaction, and bring 
into discredit the whole practice of pra;yer.2 
Momentous issues are at stake in the Christian's ability to "give a 
reason for the faith that is in himlt concerning the meaning- and practice 
of intercession. 
The general problem here is similar to the one raised in the 
preceding chapter. Is it reasonable to believe in the objective 
efficacy of intercessory pra;yer? But here the question not only involves 
the possibility of the pra_yer having an influence upon God, but also 
an influence upon those who are prayed for. We may have a loved one, 
for exauple, who has gone to a distant land 'Where he is in grave danger. 
It is impossible for us to contact him directly, and even letters cannot 
reach him. We know that if we were with him, or even if we could get 
1. Stewart, LLP, 90. 
2. Hodgson, Art. (1916), 213. 
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word through, we might help him. But all we can do now is pray. Is 
it reasonable to believe that such prayers wiil help him in any real 
way? Will the prayers exert a:ny influence in his life? Can our 
prayers for others ever become aetive forces in the lives of those 
for whom we pray? Is it reasonable to believe that intercessory prayer 
influences God, and through Him, other human persons? 
It is necessary to recognize, first of all, certain values in 
intercesmry prqer which nearly every thoughtful person would accept. 
First, intercession may bring about profound changes in the life of 
the one who prays. What happens to the sincere intercessor? 
There is little doubt that he himself becomes a 
nobler man. His night becomes day; he steps with 
the assurance of those who forget themselves in 
the remembrance of their neighbors . and God. His 
winter becomes summer: a new cl:ilnate conquers the 
snows, and brings buried seeds to glory. His 
weakness becomes power: he is strong, not in the 
pseudo power 'Which slays an enemy, but in the 
real power which slays the enmity and turns the 
enemy into a friend.l 
Seoond, intercession ~ lead the intercessor to exert a direct in-
fluence of some kind upon the one prayed for. A person 1 s attitude 
toward another may be changed as a result of genuine prayer. This 
may in turn lead to a radical adjustment in interpersonal relations. 
Moreover, the person who prays may rise and perform some act in an 
attempt to answer his own prayer. Stewart points out the necessity-
for the sincere intercessor to offer himself at the close of his 
pra;yers, "in hope, perhaps in. fear, but alwqs in obedience, so 
1. Buttrick, PRA, 99. 
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that God mq use us as messengers for bearing His re~ponse to our 
1 
prqers if that be His will.•• In the third place, intercession mq 
be of value to other persons when they lmow they are being prqed for. 
There is something both humbling and inspiring in the knowledge that 
we are the subject of another person • s prqers. "It is hard to con-
ceive of an influence more likely to preserve in temptation and to 
strengthen for duty than the knowledge that prqers are offered on 
2 
our behalf, or even the memory of prqers once offered." 
Most persons would accept these more subjective values as a part 
of intercession. The real issue involves the objective efficacy of 
such prayer. Suppose the intercessor cannot communicate directly 
with the person prqed for. Perhaps the one prayed for is not aware 
that prayers are being offered. Is there still aey value in such 
prqer? 
On the honest answer to such a question the vitality 
of all our prqers, not only of our intercessions, 
depends. It brings our belief in a relationship 
with God through prqer to its simplest terms. If 
our answer is "Yes, n even if we add "Help thou mine 
unbelief," we are accepting the fact of divine 
responsive action, independent of human agency, on 
which all our prayer finally depends.) 
But if our answer is "No," even if we accept the "lesser" values of 
intercession, then we are expressing doubt in the fact of divine 
responsive action, and thereby seriously limiting the horizons of 
our life of prayer. 
There are many persons, within and without the church, liho do 
answer in the negative, rejecting the objective validity of intercessory 
1. Stewart, LLP, 67. 
2. Hastings, CDP, 123. 
3. Stewart, LLP, 91. 
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prayer. Reference has already been made in several connections to 
the doubt cast upon petition and intercession in the book on prqer 
by R. w. Thomas. He believes that "intercession is not real prayer." 
The following statements summarize his view: 
We pray for ourselves in order that we may help 
others. The most we can do for others· is to 
be Christlike.2 
The intercession we need is prayerfUl appeal to 
ourselves and all men to abandon every hindrance 
to the full use of God.3 
This is intercession: hold on to God until one 
is tuned up for the struggle; then lay hold on 
the fr~nd in need and refuse to accept defeat.4 
1 
Many others are inclined to agree with this limited view of intercession. 
John Haynes Holmes has expressed certainty that intercesso:cy prayer 
••has no ef'fect on the cosmic f'orces of the world. n But is such certainty 
well grounded?' 
Bef'ore turning to a detailed investigation of the crucial issues 
in this problem, certain weak arguments should be pointed out. All 
of' the weak arguments against petitionary prqer discussed in the 
preceding chapter have been used against intercession. In addition 
it has been argued that intercessory prqer is an easy substitute f'or 
social action. Brightman answers this argument by pointing out that 
"the trulY religious man will never utter an intercessory prayer unless 
he is doing and will continue to do his best; otherwise the prayer is 
1. Thomas, WPTL, 25. 
2. Thomas, WPTL, 26. 
3. Thomas, WPTL, 33. 
4. Thomas, WPTL., 35. 
5. Sld.nner, FPA, 260. 
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magical and irreligious, abandoning the whole principle of' religious 
1 
cooperation." The universality of intercession has sometimes been 
offered as an argument in its favor. Heiler has discovered evidence 
of' intercession in all forms of' religion. But it is too much to argue 
from such evidence, as Buttrick does, that "the universality of inter-
2 
cession seems to argue the reality of its faith." The universality 
of intercession is part of' a coherent view, but is only a predisposition 
in its favor, not a strong argument for its efficacy. 
The crucial difficulties and the most coherent answers are found 
at much deeper levels. The problem here is even more difficult than 
that of' the last chapter, for new issues arise when other human persons 
are brought into the context of' the prS\YSr• A man facing God alone, 
making requests for himsel.f is one thing. But a man facing God and 
asking Him to influence others is quite another. Is it reasonable to 
believe in the efficacy of such pr~er? There are two major objections 
standing in the way of a clear affirmative answer. Each of these will 
now be stated and explained. As in the last chapter, the elanents in 
a coherent answer to the objection will be suggested, and the contri-
butions of the New Testament teaching will be carefully examined and 
evaluated. 
First objection: God desires the best possible for everyone, 
and would not wi. thhold good from the life of one person because another 
did not prq. This is obviously a special application of' the third 
1. Brightman, POR, 428 • 
2. Buttrick, PRA, 102. 
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objection to petitionar,r prayer raised in the preceding chapter. It 
is based upon a recognition of the wisdom and love of God. God is 
infinitely wise and knows better than any human person could possibly 
know what each individual needs. God is infinitely loving and always 
desires the best possible for all persons. It is therefore unreason-
able to believe that intercessory prayer has aiifr influence in infonning 
God or in moving Him to act. Surely He will not allow one man 1 s good 
to depend upon the prayers of another. 
It is necessary to raise this general type of objection again in 
this chapter, for the entrance of other persons into the prayer situ-
ation raises special difficulties, as indicated above. The idea that 
God waits upon the prayers of one person in order to bestow good upon 
another is the stone of stumbling for maey. Thus R. W. Thomas asks, 
"Is God a great, part]J" enll8htened Caveman bending over simers with 
a threaten~ club, so that you and I, more merciful than he, must 
intercede? If he is an all-wise Father, why should we intercede? 
1 
••• How can one with shriveled heart and empty hands aid others?"' 
The objection is not always stated this crudely, but it is present in 
· ma.ey- a mind and heart. In a scholarly symposium on prayer, which 
includes a frank discussion of modern objections, this is the one which 
2 
receives the most attention. It is extremely difficult to believe 
that God rests one man's good upon another's prayer, since such a 
view not only casts aspersions upon the wisdom and love of God, but 
1. Thomas, WPTL, 25. 
2. Anson and others, CP, 200-207; ch. VII. 
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also seems to place too great a responsibility upon the frail and 
sinful shoulders of men. 
The first step in reaching a coherent answer to the objection is 
to recognize the relevance of all that was said in this connection 
with regard to petitionai'j" pra;yer. Part of the difficulty here, as 
there, is found in a false abstraction of the idea.- of "the best 
possible" in human experience. The best possible which God can do 
for rrry neighbor is not the same in every moment, but depends upon the 
actual situation which confronts God at each moment. As the previous 
discussion made clear, it would be a E;ign of greater wisdom and love _ 
on God's part if He adjusts to each new situation and bestows the . 
best possible in that situation, even as the ultimate goal remains 
the same. 
It is now necessai'j" to go on anc;l point out the fact that inter-
cessor,r pr~er introduces factors which m~ lead to radically changed 
circumstances • 
••• Ever,y earnest act of intercession affects the 
situation towards 'Which it is directed so vitally 
as to create a new situation. Through it circum-
stances are often changed, and even if these are 
unchanged, hearts are changed, and when hearts 
are changed circumstances are transformed, till 
temptations become altar stairs and a cross be-
comes a gate into life.l 
Even in petitionary prczy-er, a man's relation to other human persons 
is part of the total situation which God must consider in answering 
the prayer. How much more in intercession Where pr~ers are actually 
1. Stewart, LLP, 91~ 
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offered for others? DeWolf' ·states the case clearly: "• •• In view of 
the inextricably social. nature of our existence and the profoundly 
social character of God's goal for us~ is not the best for any one at 
any given time dependent on the place 'Where evecy one stan:ls at that 
t:llne?. Is it not especially dependent on the relationship which every 
1 
other person bears to that individual and to God at that time?" As 
Paul Johnson says, prayer always "changes my relations to other persons 
2 
in creative ways." Even though m~ of the changed factors ~ seem 
shrouded in mystery to us, too difficult to comprehend, surely an 
infinitely wise and loving God will take all of them into account and 
act accordingly. God is the Father of all and may be depended upon 
to bring the best possible to bear upon all His children in every actual 
situation. 
A second element in a coherent answer to this objection~ and the 
real key to all of the major objections to intercessory prayer, is 
found in the concept of camnunity. Man's social environment should 
never be overlooked in a truly empirical approach to this or any other 
problem. Since this social. context in which prayer takes place has 
not received the emphasis which it deserves in recent thought it is 
necessar,y to examine the idea in some detail. 
The interrelationship of persons is a given fact of human existence. 
Every indiv:i.dual profoundly affects and is profoundly affected by other 
individuals. "Everything I do or say has some effect or other on other 
people. Even my thoughts, certainly in so far as they affect my actions, 
1. DeWolf, Art. (1953), 23. 
2. Johnson, Art. (1953), 38. 
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my words, the little movements of face or hand of which I am not 
1 
conscious, do actu.a.lly influence others either for good or for evil.• 
In a world of atomic power and jet propulsion, the influences of inter-
personal relationships are even more obvious and consequential. Events 
in one canmunity may affect the nation or the world. As Buttrick 
remarks, we live in a day- "when distant revolution shakes domestic 
markets, world news is dispensed by radio in any home, and any man's 
son mq be killed by the rebound of a pistol shot in Tientsin or 
2 
Bengasi •• •" Man is a social animal. Each one is intimately related 
to others. Each one influences and is influenced by others. 
More than' this, every indivi.dual depends upon others. We are 
each dependent upon the labor of others. Countless hands have con-
tributed to the factors which make our material existence and comfort 
possible. itlo knows how many lives even have been given to contribute 
to our welfare? Each of us is also dependent upon the thought of others. 
Parents plan for their children during the helpless years. Doctors use 
their specialized knowledge to help the sick. Specialists in every 
field make life more meaningf'ul. for others. Plainly men depend heavil.y 
upon one another. Rauschenbusch offers thanks to God for this fact in 
one of his famous prqers:: 
0 God, thou Father of us all, we praise thee that 
thou hast bound humanity in a great unity of life 
so that each must lean on the strength of all, 
and depend for his comfort and safety on the help 
and labor of his brotbers.3 
1. Bevan, Art. (1916), 200. 
2. Buttrick, PRA, 108. 
3. Rauschenbusch, PSA, 6.5. 
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Here is indeed reason for praising the Creator! 
But if human beings are so interrelated that one man depends upon 
the labor of another and upon the thought of another, why should he not 
depend also upon the prayers of another? Prayer does not differ from 
any other fonn of social influence in this respect. "'t is in harmony 
with the principle of mutuality of dependence upon which society is 
1 
structured." If there is aQY justification in men laboring and 
thinking to help others, certainly there is justification in pr~ 
for the same purpose. 
So long as we look upon men as completely isolated 
individuals, each able to live and grow to per-
fection independently of others, we could only 
continue intercession by a superstitious acceptance 
of a practice which appears wholly irrational. When 
we realize that we are members of a fanily ••• we 
realize that it is only in union with one another 
that each member can develop toward his own goal ••• 2 
And as soon as a person appreciates this fact of interdependence, inter-
3 
cessory prayer will become almost inevitable, as Puglisi has shown. 
RufUs Jones speaks in semi-mystical terms of a "love-systemst in which 
prayer "is as nonnal an activity as gravitation is in a world of 
-4 
matter." The interrelation and interdependence of human persons 
is one of the primary empirical facts of human existence and becomes, 
in turn, an essential factor in the rational and ethical justification 
of intercessory prayer. 
This whole idea takes on added significance when it is cast into 
1. Campbell, PPCR, 176. 
2. Hodgson, Art. (1953), 230. 
3~ . Puglisi, PRA, 200..201 
4. Quoted in Fosdick, MP, 175. 
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metaphysical terms. If reality consists of a society of persons, the 
interrelation of individual persons through labor, thought, and prayer 
is at least possible. In a recent discussion on the efficacy of prayer, 
Dean Muelder concludes, "The meaning and integrity of intercessory 
pra_yer ••• differs profoundly in an interpretation which limits community 
to finite interpersonal relations from one which views all reality as 
a society of personal selves. The efficacy of intercessory praJ7er is 
not conclusively demonstrated, but it surely would not be sincerely 
1 
attempted if the communitarian idea of ultimate reality is rejected •. " 
Brightman reaches a similar conclusion in a striking wq, pointing 
out that a lack of faith in the validity of intercessory prayer is a 
lack of faith in God's communitarian purpose. In discussing inter-
cessory prayer, he considers the objection that it is unjust for persons 
to receive spiritual benefits without any effort on their part. In 
answer, he points out the social structure of life in which individuals 
daily receive benefits without effort on their part, and also the fact 
that no truly spiritual. benefit can come to one person until he voluntarily 
avails himself of the new opportunity. Then he concludes, "to minimize 
intercessory prayer, as many moderns have done, is to betray at that 
2 
point a lack of confidence in a cosmic social process. 11 Intercessory 
prayer presupposes the teleological social character of reality. Those 
who accept such a presupposition should have no difficulty in finding 
a place for intercessor.r prqer within the overall "cosmic social process." 
A further connnent should be added at this point on the matter of 
1. Muelder, Art. (19.5.3), 12-1~. 
2. Brightman, POR, 429. 
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"pro~u the efficaey of intercessory prsyer. As Dean Muelder pointed 
out in the statanent quoted above, "The efficacy of intercessory prayer 
is not conclusively demonstrated." The significance of this fact has 
been sufficiently discussed in chapter one, but it should be pointed 
out that experimentation is going ahead in the attempt to discover the 
nature of the forces which are at work in intercessory prqer. Probably 
the most striking area o£ research is connected with extra-sensory 
perception. Gerald Heard, for example, has reached the suggestive 
conclusion that intercessory prayer "works through that extra-sensory 
continuum which links individuals together in a collective para-
consciousness, as islands are linked by a common submarine continent." 
Stolz, on the other hand, doubts the validity o£ conclusions based 
2 
1 
on the evidence of "telepathic marvels." Any truth which such research 
may reveal should be welcomed by the Christian believer. But it should 
be emphasized again, as it was in the first chapter, that the positive 
ltproof" of intercession rests finally in the realm of personal religious 
experience, beyond the reach of scientific instruments. 
The preeminent record o£ "successf'ultt intercession is found in the 
New Testament. Actually, the wholehearted agreement of the New Testament 
writers concerning the efficacy o£ intercessory prayer is itself a 
major contribution to the problems o£ this chapter. As the second 
chapter indicated, intercession plays such a prominent part in the New 
Testament, and the prayers are so Usuccessful, n that the New Testament 
words on the subject possess a special. right to be heard. This is 
1. Heard, PTP, 159. cr. 9-15. 
2. Stolz, PP, 137f. 
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especial~ tru.e of the experi~ce of PauJ. and the early church, although 
every major New Testament writer also refers to the practice of such · 
prqer. When these men speak on the subject, they speak from a rich 
store of personal and group experience. Intercessory prayer was not 
1 
unknown in other religions, as Heiler has shown. But it was not until 
Jesus and the New Testament as a wbole had placed such a stress upon 
it that it assumed a place at the heart of the religious life. 
All of the New Testament contributions to the general problem of 
petitionary prayer are relevant here. But the key to the more specific 
problem of intercession was found in the concept of community. It is 
precise~ at this point that the New Testament makes one of its most 
profound contributions to the theology of prayer. Chapter two made it 
abundantly clear that intercessory prayer in the New Testament alwa;ya 
took place within a community framework. Jesus had come preaching the 
kingdom, and had told his followers to seek it first, above all things. 
His every word, and his every prayer, must be considered against the 
background of the kingdom. Paul made the. same emphasis, zealously 
working to prepare the early Christians for the coming of the kingdom 
on "The Day.•• He also preached and worked for the unity of the church, 
the body of Christ. The members of this community were. so mutually 
dependent that When one suffered they all suffered and when one rejoiced 
they all felt joy. A cardinal factor in cementing unity was the frequency 
of their prayer for one another, and Paul's unceasing intercession was an 
example for the whole church. Throughout the Book of Acts notices of 
1. Heiler, PRA, 22. 
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intercession appear, and again, alway-s within a social context. The 
"fellowship, tt or koinonia, among these early Christians has ever served 
as an example for ~he church as a whole. The term has, in fact, become 
synoeymous in the minds of many with the "spiritual church tt which is 
the true body of Christ. In John's Gospel the theme of the Intercessory 
Pra3'er is the l.IDity of the disciples: "That they may be one I"· The 
New Testament makes it clear that the early Christians lived with a 
constant awareness of their mutual interdependence, as members of the 
church, and as citi.zens of the kingdom. No wonder they prqed for one 
.another so often! And no wonder their pr~ers were so effective! 
Other phases of the New Testmnent teaching make the sane emphasis, 
such as Jesus' stress on the Fatherhood of God which has been pointed 
out ma.Izy" times in this study. As Karl Barth has indicated, this concept 
alwqs implies a close family relationship among those who recognize a 
1 
common Father. The idea of the priesthood of all believers is another 
New Testament concept which bears communitarian implications. Roger 
Hazelton has said that "if' every man is bis own priest, this can only 
mean that he is empowered to bear aloft in prayer the needs and lacks of' 
2 
others whora he loves." The criterion of' brotherly love which appears 
in the First Epistle of' Jol:m is another idea which illustrates the strong 
social interest of' the early Christian message. The New Testament is a 
record of' a community-minded people, laboring to prepare themselves and 
othar.s for the coming of the highest community. As such they alwa_vs 
pr~zy"ed in community. 
1. Barth, PRA, 55-57. 
2. Hazelton, Art. (1953), 30. 
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Thoughtfl:ll leaders in the church in every l:€e have looked back 
upon this New Testament example of prayer in community as the . way all 
Christians ought to pra;y-. Tertullian' s description, for exanple, of 
early Christian worship is filled with the "flavor" of the New Testament 
teaching. 
We are a body knit together as such by a common 
religious profession, b.1 unit,y of discipline, 
and by the bond of a common hope. We meet to-
gether as an assembly and congregation, that, 
offering up prayer to God as with united force, 
we may wrestle with Him in our supplications. 
This violeme God delights in. We pray, too, 
for the emperors, for their ministers and for 
all in authorit,r, for the welfare of the world, 
for the prevalence of peace ••• 1 
A simil.ar recognition of the importance of praying in community, both in 
public worship and in private devotions, has appeared in modern thought. 
Hodgson of Oxford concluded a rational justification of intercessory 
.prqer with a paragraph filled with New Testament connnunity concepts: 
We prB\f as members of Christ. In one and all of us 
there dwells the .one Spirit of God, uniting us to 
one another in Christ, in whom we share the life 
of God. A1J each one of us pra;ys, in the power of 
that Spirit he cooperates with God, and in the 
spiritual growth of that one member as he prqs, 
all the Church, the Body of Christ, grows, and each 
menber is quickemd._ So we pra;r for those we love, 
that in them, too, the Body of Christ, which is the 
Kingdom of God, may come, lmowing that in the growth 
of each all are helped, and that in the growth of 
all eaCh participates.2 
It is difficult to offer a rational and ethical justification of inter-
cessory pra;rer, even in the . twentieth century, without 'returning to the 
New Testament example and to the New Testament terms. 
1. Tertullia.n, A~loff, ch. xxxix. 
2. Hodgson, Art. 191 ) , 239. 
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It is only in an individualistic age that serious rational objections 
to intercessory prqer are raised. In modern times the emphasis has been 
upon man as an individual. In spite of forces continu,al4" working to 
show men the folly of tr,ying to live in isolation, the present age is 
still an age of nrugged individualism." In such a time it is easy to 
forget man 1 s social nature and the social factors of his enviromnent. 
Intercessory prayer seems superstiti ous or at best iiTational. Why 
should one man's good depend upon the prayers of another? What kind of 
God would withhold good from one man because another did not pray? Yet 
the mutual interdependence of persons is one of the most obvious given 
facts o.f hwnan experience. Men are related in many ways, and depend 
upon one another continually. Moreover, the most coherent view of 
reality seems to be found in some form of personalism. If reality is 
made up of a society of finite persons related to a Supreme Person, 
then intercessory prqer is at least possible. 
The New Testanent adds life and substance to this rational argument 
in favor of intercessory prayer. Speald.ng from a rich background of 
personal experience, the New Testaznent writers urge their fellow 
Christians to pray "Without .ceasing for one another, for their enemies, 
and for all men. They do not stop to argue the rational grounds of 
such prefj'"er, because their o1m awareness of community is too strong, too 
real. This community is conceived in various ways. For some it is the 
body of Christ, for some the koinonia. But all of these concepts are 
ultimately rooted in the primary concept of the kingdom of God. Here 
is the community of sharing in which all human persons live in faithful 
obedience to the Supreme Person. In such a community, intercessory 
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prayer is not only justified. It is inevitable. 
The mutual prayers which His children offer for one another constant~ 
confront God with new situations. Since He is a wise and loVing Father 
He may be depended upon to bestow the best possible in every case. He 
has conditioned His own response upon the prayers of men; for He knows 
that in pra;ying for one another and in depending upon one another, 
men will best learn how to live in a kingdom whose law is love and whose 
sovereign is a lo~ Father. The discussion of the next major objection 
to intercesso:ty prayer will bring out further significant aspects of the 
New Testament teaching on the necessity of pra;y-ing "in community.n 
Enough has already been said, however, to underline the truth of John 
Calvin's pointed statement: "In a word, all our prayers ought to be 
such as to respect that community which our Lord has established in his 
1 
kingdom and in his fami:cy." 
Second objection: Since h'Wllan persons could not know what is best 
for others, it is ethical.ly unjustifiable for one person to ask God to 
influence anot~. "At first sight it is an appalling thought that we 
should be e:JP osed to the prayer-influence of our short-sighted fellow-
creatures; that their prayers should be capable of giving new form and 
direction to our lives, and that we likewise should have such influence 
2 
by prqer over them." What ethical right does one person have to "invade" 
the life of another, seeking to influence him, perhaps against his will? 
Those who raise this objection base their argument on two powerful facts: 
human ignorance and human freedom. 
1. Calvin, Institutes, III, xx, 38. 
2. Hastings, CDP, 124. 
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One man Is lmowledge of another• s life is so meagre, his ability to 
look into the future so limited, loihat right has he to seek to change 
another man Is life through prayer? We sometimes discover in the light 
of later lmowledge that even our desires for our closest loved ones 
have been misguided. How much easier to make similar mistakes in judgment 
when praying for those whom we do not lmow intimately! Even worse, some 
men have actually prayed that evil might come to others. Epicuru.s used 
this fact as an argument against belief that the gods listened to human 
prqer: "If the gods listened to the prayers of men, all men would 
quickly have perished; for they are forever praying for evil against 
1 
one another. n The unimpeachable facts of human ignorance and human 
sinfulness sean to argue against the justice of intercessory prayer. 
The argument seems even more conclusive when it is related to 
individual freedom, one of the priceless elements of human existence. 
~thin certain narrow limits man has received from God the gift of 
actual freedom of choice. ''We thus stand at the yet unfinished edge 
of His creation where we are given a significant part in detennining 
2 
what is to be." But what becomes of freedom if one man can influence 
another through prs.ver, even without his awareness and consent? "Such 
a proceeding seems to be of an underhand nature, and to be akin to the 
'undue influence 1 which may be pleaded in the Law Courts as invalidating 
3 
a will." Is such undue influence justified simply because it is made 
through prayer?. If forced to choose between the validity of human 
1. Epicurus, Frar.ffnts, in Oates, SEP, 58. 
2. DeWolf, TLC, 17 • 
3. Hodgson, Art. (1916), 216. 
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freedom and intercessor,y pr~er1 m~ would not hesitate to choose the 
former. But are these the only two alternatives? Is there not a more 
coherent solution to this objection? 
It is necessary to realize, first of all1 that the answer to prayer 
can never come in such a w~ as to violate human freedom. Eve:cy competent 
writer makes this clear. Georgia Harkness, for example, believes that 
prayer is answered in objective w~s1 but concludes: "This does not 
mean that God will override the will of the person who is prayed for. 
In this1 as in every other relation between God and man1 God respects 
1 
the freedom he has given us." Brightman goes further in pointing out 
the relation between the answer to prayer and human freedom: "No truly 
spiritual benefit can come to one who has been prC13'ed for until he 
voluntarily avails himself of the new opportunity for spiritual growth 
2 
which God has given to h:iln in view of the interceder's prayer." True 
int ercessory prayer is not an attempt to "force" an individual to do 
anything. It is a means of placing new opportunities before him so 
that he might use his freedom in attaining higher values for himself • 
''What our prayer is doing, if it is keen1 painful, devoted, is giving 
those we pra;r for 1 all men, a new power of freedom. How they will use 
3 
it is a concern between their souls and God." 
It is possible to push this argument too far 1 however 1 in building 
an objection against intercession. Actually there is no such thing as 
complete "individual freedom." The actual alternatives available to 
1. Harkness, PCL1 79-80. 
2. Brightman, POR1 429. 3. Heard, TQP1 15. 
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each person are greatly limited by his social environment. The results 
of misusing freedom in the past and the recognition of the rights of 
others .further narrow the range of choices. There are many factors, 
both within and beyond an individual's control, which detennine the 
amount of freedom which he now actually has. Intercessory prqer might 
well ttinfluence" another by opening up new opportunities for him, but 
these opportunities must be freely chosen. Such a view would not be 
incompatible with the actual freedom which man has, freedom within 
defin:i.te narrow limits. There is no such thing as complete freedom. 
nwe have a richer girt---not individual freedom, but individual 
1 
freedom within the corporate bond." 
This leads to a further consideration of the concept which became 
the key to the solution of the last objection. Intercession must be 
thought of as prayer taking place within a social or coiiDJlunity situation. 
If each man is an isolated individual, working out his Olffi destiny by 
means of his own power, enjoying unlimited individual freedom, then no 
one has an ethical right to influence another even through prqer. But 
obviously no one lives under such conditions. As the discussion in the 
previous section has shown, men are intimately related to one another, 
depending upon one another in innumerable ways, and constantly influencing 
one another. Only by recognizing this fact, and by participatir€ in an 
increaSingly meaningf'ul coiiDilunity experience can each person actuall.y 
achieve his own goal of individual development. Dr. Brightman is right. 
There is a ttcosmic social process" at work in the universe. 
1. Buttrick, PR.A, 103. 
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It therefore seems quite obvious that the highest values of personal 
existence are to be sought in the direction of' greater community. This 
fact suggests, in turn, the ultimate basis upon which rests the ethical 
justification of' intercessor,y pr~er. One man has no right to influence 
another, by prayer or any other means, if' both live in isolation. But 
such influence is justified if' both individuals are conceived as living 
in a community which is greater than either individual and to which both 
owe their loyalty. The social goal is higher than each individual goal. 
The whole is greater even than the sum of its parts. I am therefore 
justified in seeking to influence another through prayer, if I am thereby 
seeking the good of the community, and the good of the individual~ 
manber of the community. Even when I pray for specific things, such as 
for the healing of a loved one, this conception of common collllluni ty 
loyalty should be the guiding principle of my prayer. 
But how can I be sure that my prayers for others are actually 
·' 
offered in this way? Fortunately, there are certain factors of 
community experience which may serve as guides. In the first place, 
there are certain uniting principles or laws in every community. Axry 
attempts to influence another must be in accordance with these principles. 
In the second place, every meaning.tul community has a leader. Even the 
most democratic community Will disintegrate, as Plato pointed out, 
unless someone is elevated to the position of leaderShip. The good 
leader seeks the greatest good for the greatest number, and each in-
dividual learns to trust him and follow him in faithful obedience. The 
purpose and will of the leader therefore serve as fUrther guides for 
those t~ to infiuence others through prayer. Finally, a loyal member 
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of a community always places the good of the community as a whole above 
the good of any individual or lesser group of individuals. His supreme 
loyalty is offered to the comm.unity, as he labors and as he prqs. 
It is precisely at this point that the New Testament makes some 
of its most significant contributions to the Christian doctrine of 
prayer. As previously indicated, the concept of community stands at 
the heart of the New Testament message. Early Christian intercessory 
prayers never strayed very far from the idea of the kingdom of God. 
This kingdom, the realm in which God's will is done "as it is in heaven,it 
is the primary conununity. The supreme uniting principle of this community 
is love. Its leader or sovereign is God. Its citizens "are all those 
persons whose supreme purpose is that His will be done and so His kingdom 
1 
fUlfilled." In other words, the true citizens of the kingdom offer 
their supreme loyalty to the kingdom as a whole. Since these facts 
form the real basis of the Christian doctrine of intercessory prayer, 
they should be considered in greater detail. 
The uniting principle of the kingdom is love. This love is "the 
longing for and delight in that fellowship in which the treasures of 
2 
God's own life, the tunsearchable riches of Christ,t. are shared." 
The citizens of the kingdom govern their lives and their p~ers by 
this principle of mutual sharing and concern. Thomas Aquinas justified 
the practice of intercession by the presence of this type of love in the 
3 
Christian's life. Many Christian thinkers in every age agree with .hilll. 
1. DeWolf, TLC, 299. 
2. DeWolf, TLC, 301. 
3. Aquinas, Summa, II-TI, 87, 7. 
l 
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As Hazel ton says, nThis kind of praying is par excellence the expression 
of the Christian fact that we are bearers of one another's burdens and 
1 
helpers of one another"s joy." Many even believe that in~ereession is 
an inevitable result of living in accordance with the princi ple of 
Christian love. WWben trust in God and love for men co-exist in any 
2 
l i fe, prayer for others inevitably follows." Certainly one of the surest 
and most fruitful ways of sharing in the treasures of God's own life is 
found in seeking another person's good in honest prayer. 
More than this, the principle of love helps to define the nature 
of Christian intercessory prayer. It means, in the first place, that 
such prayer will be universal and unlimited in its outreach. In chapter 
two, in fact, this was found to be one of the primary emphases of the 
New Testament teaching. Jesus told his folloilers to pray for their 
enemies and set the example with his o"WWl prayer .from the cross. Paul 
applied the teaching to the pagan rulers, the greatest enemies of the 
Christians in his own time. Peter and Paul pray for Christian and non-
Christian alike in the Book of Acts. The New Testament makes it clear 
that the Christian, following the uniting principle of love, prays 
even that his enemies might enjoy the benefits of life in the kingdom. 
"Our intercessions begin with those who are dearest to us, but before 
3 
we end there is intercession for our enemies and for the world • s enemies. n 
The principle of love means, in the second place, that the Christian 
will seek the highest possible good for everyone. Because of the recognized 
1. Hazelton, Art. (1953), 31. 
2. Fosdick, MP, 186. 
3. Stewart, LLP, 81. 
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limitation~ of' his knowledge, he will therefore emphasize spiritual 
rather than material blessings in his pra;yers. Certainly the New 
Testament makes this clear. Jesus and his followers did not hesitate 
to pray for material things, but in the overwhelming majority of their 
prayers they sought spiritual blessings. This is especially true of' 
their intercessions. Thus they prayed that others might have faith, 
unity, knowledge, love, spiritual discernment, and peace. These are the 
greatest treasures of God t s own life which the Christian is anxious to 
share w.i. th others. 
This New TestSillent teaching is in itself a powerful infiuence in 
answering ethical objections to intercessory prayer. Intercession 
which is limited to the material realm is open to attack on several 
grounds. But what thoughtful person can protest when a Christian 
seeks to obtain for others the unsearchable riches of Christ? When 
we pray for these rich spiritual blessings for others, we do not even 
have to add the condition, "nevertheless thy will be done." For as 
Thomas Aquinas pointed out, we know even before we pray that such 
1 
blessings are in accordance with His will. Thus a Christian lives as 
a citizen of' the kir€dom. As such he is guided by the supreme uniting 
principle of' the kingdom which is love. This means, as the New Testament 
clearly teaches, that in his intercessions for others he will pray for 
all men, friend and enemy alike, and in such prayers he will seek pri-
marily the highest spiritual blessings. 
The kingdom, the supreme community for the Christian, not only has 
1. Aquinas, Summa, II-II, 83, 6. 
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a uniting principle. It also has a Leader to whom the Christian is 
related in faithful trust and obedience. This Leader or Sovereign 
is God Himself' • The kingdom o:f God is 11the reign o:f God • It Knowing that 
God intends the highest good :for the whole community, the individual 
citizen willingly submits himself to the will o:f God. All o:f his prayers 
are offered in thi s same spirit. It is not necessary to discuss this 
idea in detail here :for it has appeared again and again in the preceding 
pages. It has already been shown that even when a Christian prays :for 
specific things~ he is offering the deeper prayer that God's will may be 
done. As previously indicated, Christ's prayer in Gethsemane and Paul's 
prayer :for the removal o:f the thorn in the :fleSh are the models here 
:for all Christian prayer. "Thy will be done! tt 
This prayer is never honestly offered, however, until the praying 
person is completely willing to accept the deeper answer which same-
times comes as a result o:f such prayer. The answer which does come is 
often unexpected and seldom easy. 
It is not assured that we Shall enjoy more of 
pleasure, longer life nor better health because 
we pray. Jesus experienced great hardShip, short 
life and deepest agoQY of body, not in spite of 
prayer, but because o:f it. Yet because of prayer 
he became also the Savior of men and the victor 
over death. The cup which he prayed God to take 
:from him was not removed but an eternal crown was 
added.l 
All Christian prayer, including intercession, must be offered in this sane 
spirit. Jesus, the :first citizen o:f the kingdom, prayed as ever,y citizen 
should pra,y, in total and glad submission to the will of God, the Sovereign 
1. DeWolf, TLC, 360. 
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of the kingdom. 
Finally, the loyal citizen of the · kingdom knows that he owes his 
supreme loyalty to the kingdom as a whole. He loves God with all his 
heart and mind and soul and strength, and he loves all of his neighbors. 
The community of sharing which includes human persons and the Supreme 
Person is the highest community, and loyalty to it is even higher than 
loyalty to God alone, although true loyalty to God inevitably includes 
loyalty to the kingdom. 
It would be self-contradictor,r to demand that ever.y 
person consider himself less than ~ other person. 
But it is plain truth that every person is less than 
the divine-human community and to put that truth 
into the whole-commitment of faith is to discover 
what life can be. Even God himself, in all His power 
and holiness, so far transcending our imaginations, 
is yet less than the kingdom which includes Him and 
also all w.i.th whom He is pennitted to share his 
glor.y. Hence, even He stoops in devotion to the 
ld.ngdom to which He calls us. How much more should 
we give ourselves to it!l 
Intercessor.y prayer rising out of such ttwhole-commitmentn can never be 
viewed as a "violation" of another individual's freedom. On the contrary, 
true freedom is possible only for those whose life and prayers are first 
totally coiiiTlitted to the kingdom of God. 
A Christian who shapes his prayer life by his loyalty to the 
kingdom will not go far wrong in asking. Prayers of vengeance and 
prayers for insignificant things could not be sincerely offered by a 
man 'Who is living in such loyalty. Schleiermacher's discussion of prayer 
is relevant at this point, for he defined true prayer llin Christ's name" 
as prayer in "Which ever.y desire and petition is related to the kingdom 
1. DeWolf, TLC, 302 • 
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1 \ 
of God. He felt that men could better shape their p~ayers in accordance 
with this principle if . they prayed in church or in common. As a result, 
many of his words seem to disparage individual prayer, and his 'lli.ew has 
2 
been attacked for this reason. But he was on solid ground in the central 
thrust of his argument, believing that all the desires and petitions of 
the Christian must finally rest upon his supreme loyalty to the kingdom 
as a whole. 
Thus the kingdan of God is both the basis for Christian intercessory 
prayer, and the community in which it always takes place. This is in 
many ways the major New Testanent contribution to the doctrine of prayer. 
It is certainly the word which the present age most needs to hear. When 
intercession is practiced by those who are not committed to the kingdom, 
by those who cannot see beyond the circle of their immediate loved ones, 
by those who seek material and even hannful things, the practice may be 
justly attacked and rejected by thoughtful persons. Certainly much 
modern intercession takes place under just such con:litions. As a result, 
serious rational and ethical objections have been raised against belief 
in intercesso:cy prayer as a whole. 
But no such objections can be raised against intercession in the 
New Testament sense. Here prayer is offered by individuals who are 
living in and for the community of sharing known as the kingdom of God. 
Their mutual love leads them to pray for the highest spiritual blessings 
for all men. Their faithful obedience to the Sovereign of the kingdom 
leads them to seek and search for answers to prayer which are in accordance 
1. Schleiermacher, CF, 669f. 
2. Ri tschl, JAR, 64J.f. 
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with His will. And in offering their supreme loyalty to the ld.ngdom as 
a whole, they seek in petition and intercession the ver,y goal which God 
Himself is seeking. Intercessory prayer, in tJle New Testament sense, 
is one means by which Christians work together with God for the 
redemption of the world. 
CH.APl'ER FIVE 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In the opening pages of this study a classical exanple of inter-
cession was used to set the modern problem of pr~er in sharp relief. 
Reference to this sCilla example will serve as a convenient means of 
retracing the major steps of investigation. 
Monica was a devout Christian mother who eagerly and urgentl:y longed 
for her pagan son to be converted to the faith. She believed that God 
could bril'€ about this converslon . and she continually prayed in inter-
cession to Him. She expected God to respond, to intervene, to answer 
her prayers. She actually believed that by praying, she was l¢ng 
hold on "the robe of God to turn His eyes and hands to A;,ugustine.n 
But was her belief justified? Was it reasonable for her to believe 
that her pr~ers of intercession could have a real influence on God? 
Does He ever hear such prayer? Is His attitude or course of action 
ever influenced by human petition and intercession? Does He respond? 
Here is "the problem" of prCJJTer in modem thought. 
Ma.rw persons hold an exclusivel:y subjective view of prayer, and 
would answer all of the above questions in the negative. Such an 
approach is widespread among psychologically oriented people, but is 
not limited to this group by any means. In widespread areas in and out 
of the church, anong leaders and laymen, a great deal of uncertainty has 
been expressed concerning the objective efficacy of petitionar,y and 
intercessory prayer. But is this uncertainty well grounded? In this 
present si:ndy two major steps were taken in an attempt to answer this 
question. 
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The first major step consisted of a thorough investigation of the 
New TestCillent teaching on intercessory prayer. 'When faced with a major 
religious problem, Christians of every age have turned to the New 
Testament for guidance. This primary source of Christian thought and 
practice has proved relevant to the deepest issues of every age. The 
passing centuries have shown with increasing forcefulness the abiding 
value and high authority of the New Testament on the central themes 
and deeper currents of its message. Chapter two of this stue\v illustrated 
the value of the New Testament teaching on one vital area of the religious 
life, the subject of prayer. After a detailed analysis of the "varieties 
of New Testament religion, n; the major areas of agreement in the New 
Testament as a whole were drawn together. This process revealed many 
ideas "Which are of great value to the Christian theology of pra;rer. 
The investigation then proceeded to the second major step, which 
consisted of an examination of the major rational and ethical objections 
to belief in the objective efficacy of prayer. In each case the primary 
emphasis was upon the contributions which the New Testament teaching 
makes to a coherent resolution of the objection. As a preliminary step, 
a great deal of evidence was compiled showing the incoherence of an 
exclusively subjective view of prqer, which means that the validity 
of the practice of pr~er as a whole rests upon the reasonableness of 
belief in its objective efficacy. Since intercession is one fonn of 
petition, one chapter was devoted to a consideration of the three major 
objections to belief in the objective efficacy of petitionar.y prayer. 
In another chapter the objections to intercession were exanined. At every 
major point of difficulty the New Testament made significant contributions 
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to a coherent solution. .All of the objections were found to be in-
conclusive, and it is now possible to draw several major conclusions. 
1. The New Testament makes several extremely valuable con-
tributions to the Christian doctrine of intercessory pr31er. The more 
important of these were treated at length in chapter two and may be 
listed here wi. thout further comment: 
i. Intercessory prayer stands at the heart of the 
religious life. 
ii. The nature of the prayer experience is best 
described as a direct unmediated relation 
between a loving Father and His children • 
iii. God may be expected to change His course of 
action as a result of prayer, but His will 
is the ultimately determining factor in every 
prayer situation. 
iv. The Christian may have complete confidence in 
the efficacy of prayer. 
v • The degree of efficacy in prayer is largely 
determined by the attitude and spiritual con-
dition of the one who prays, especially his 
faith. 
vi. Christian intercessory prayer is unlim..-tted in 
its application. 
vii. In pr¢ng for others, the Christian emphasizes 
spiritual rather than material blessings. 
viii. Christian intercessory prayer always takes place 
within a community of sharing, primarily within 
the kingdom o~ God. 
2. The modern rat:l.onal and ethical objections to belief in the 
objective efficacy of petition and intercession are tota~ly incon-
elusive . For convenience of stuqy these were divided into two groups, 
those urged against all forms of petition and those urged against 
intercession •. 
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Three major objections have been raised against petition as a 
whole. It has been suggested (1) that the invariableness of natural 
law prevents the response of God to pr~er. A coherent solution to 
this objection is found in a proper interpretation of the meaning of 
natural law, an understand~ of the relation of law to purpose, and 
an awareness of the meaning of pr ~er at its deeper levels. others 
have suggested (2) that it is unreasonable to believe that the sovereign 
and majestic God is affected by our insignificant little acts and 
desires. The answer to this objection rests upon a recognition of 
the love of God, and upon the belief that He has willed to listen and 
respond to the prayers of men. Finally, some point out (3) that God 
is supreme:cy w:i.se and loving, and therefore !mows and does the best 
apart from human prayer. This objection is based upon a false conception 
of the idea of "the best possible. n The best possible at each moment 
is a constantly changing factor, even though God 1 s ultimate goal for 
men remains unchanged. If God is wise and loving, as the objector 
admits, the pr~ing person may depend upon Him to recognize and act 
in accordance with the new situation which prayer always creates. 
Two major objections have been raised against intercession. It 
has been objected (1) that God desires the best possible for ever.yone, 
and would not withhold good from the life of one person because another 
did mt prq. This is a special application of the third difficulty 
discussed above. The presence of other hlDllan persons in the prayer 
experience creates special problems, but the answer here is similar 
to that given above. The mutual prayers of men for one another 
constantly confront a loving God with new situations. Moreover, God 
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has created men so that they- are mutually dependent upon one another 
in countless ways, and intercessory prayer is in complete harmoey with 
this principle of mutuality of dependence. Some object further (2) that 
human persons could not know what is best for others, and it would 
therefore be ethically unjustifiable for one person to ask God to 
influence another. A coherent solution here begins with ari interpre~ 
tation of the real nature of individual freedom. The key to the 
objection, however, is found in the concept of community. Individuals 
living ~d prqing in a social environment, and owing their primary 
loyalty to the community, are justified in prs.ving for one another if 
their prayers are finally directed toward the good of the community as 
a whole. 
Thus all of the major rational and ethical objections are incon-
clusive, and the objective efficacy of petition and intercession is at 
least theoretical~ possible. 
3. The major New Testament contributions to this problEIIl follow 
the pattern set in the lii'e and teaching of Jesus by his emphasis on 
(i) the fatherhood of God and (ii) the kingdom of God. 
The true meaning and purpose of prayer depend finally upon the nature 
of God. Several of the objections to prayer were based on an overemphasis 
of one divine attribute to the exclusion of others. But Jesus and the 
New Testament writers present a coherent view of the nature of God mich 
destroys the ground of such objections. God is recognized as the creator 
and sustainer of the universe. He is praised for His sovereign power, 
F.is holiness, and His majesty. But the idea of the fatherhood of God 
which becane one of the distinctive marks of the teaching of Jesus, and 
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which his followers developed in innumerable ways, is the real corner-
stone of the Christian doctrine of pr~er. Jesus taught that God is a 
loving Father, infinitely concerned about even tbe smallest and most 
wayward of His hwnan creatures, and eagerly longing for them to turn to 
F.im in prayer. This teaching is the basis of the daring affirmation that 
God the Father in His great love has willed that the pr~ers of men shall 
influence Him, and that His own response will be c.ondi tioned by the 
requests which His children make to Him. Other important implications 
of the concept of the fatherhood of God were developed throughout the 
preceding discussion. Jesus defined the real meaning of Christian 
prayer when he instructed his followers to pray to "our Father .... 
Equally significant for the theology of prayer was his emphasis, 
and the emphasis of the entire New Testament, upon the kir.gdom of God. 
When men are thought of as isolated persons each seeking an individual 
goal, serious ethical objections may be urged against intercessory 
prayer. But men live in a social envirornnent and are intimately inter-
related and interdependent. Moreover, there is a cosnic social process 
at work in the universe, indicating that the cosmic goal for persons lies 
in the direction of community. Jesus defined the ideal community as the 
kingdom of God, and set this as the goal which his followers should 
"seek first." God is the sovereign of this community, and its citizens 
are those who obey His will in faithful trust. The uniti:FJg principle of 
the community is love. The citizens of the kingdom are guided in their 
prayers for one another by this uniting principle, by the will of the 
Sovereign, and by their loyalty to the community as a whole. The children 
of one Father are ethically justified in praying for one another as long 
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as those liho pray seek primarily the good of the community as a whole. 
Intercessory prayer is, in fact, an inevitable expression of l:i.fe in 
the kingdom. 
Jesus set the pattern for Christian living and for Christian praying 
by teaching men that God is a loving Father, and that all should seek 
first to live in and for His kingdom. The New Testament makes many 
contributions to the Christian theology of prqer, but none more f'tlnda-
mental than these. 
4. Christian intercessory pra;rer is one of · the loftiest types of 
prgrer. The objectivity of adoration has often been used as a reason for 
classifying it as the highest type of prayer, but as Brightman points 
out, intercession is rteven more disinterested than adoration. In ador-
ation, the pray-er may himself be rewarded by a gl:ilnpse of the di V'in9 
glory. In intercession, the mood is wholly altruistic and selfless ••• 
Furthermore, intercession is active, concrete, and social, as distinguished 
1 
from the passive, general, and individual character of adoration." In 
Christian intercession the intercessor is completely unsel.fish. He 
loses all interest in himself, thinks of others, gives himself to others, 
and seeks o~ the good of others or of the canmunity as a whole. He 
does not stand with outstretched hands hoping to receive something from 
God for hlJnsel.f. In a certain sense he stands at God's side, working 
together with Him, cooperating with Him in the task of redeeming others. 
A great many of the characteristics of Christian intercession which have 
been discussed in this study support the conclusion that ''intercessory 
prayer is the crown and glory of prayer because it is the highest f'om 
1. Brightman, FOR, 428. 
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of t he altruistic spirit.• 
Thi s does not mean that other types of prayer should be neglected 
or abandoned. Unless the int ercessor repeatedly renews his own strength 
at the "throne of grace, n his prayers f or others will lose their warmth 
and power. Every man is •always roaming with a hungzy heart" and must 
constantzy seek to satisfy that hunger by relating himself to God. But 
when a humble and sincere person prays for others in the spirit of Jesus, 
his prayer is wholly altruistic and selfless, and is therefore one of 
the highest forms of Christian prayer. It seems sate to conclude · that 
we are not even fully Christian unless meaningful intercession is an 
2 
integral part of our life of prayer. 
5. A great deal of modern intercession is weak and ineffective 
because it is not meaningfu.l.l;y related to the New Testament teachin,g, 
especially the teaching concerning the fatherhood of God and the primacy 
of His kingdom. 
When the early Christians prayed, startling things happened:: "When 
they had prayed, the place in which they were gathered together was 
shaken; and they were all filled with the Holy Spirit and spoke the word 
3 
of God with boldness." How seldom modern Christians are "shaken" by 
the power of prayer! Powerf'ul and effective prayer is all too often 
missing from the life of the modern "disciple." This is especially true 
of intercession. Many moderns, worshipping at the altar of science, 
cannot believe that prayer for others will produce aQY objective results. 
1. Campbell, PPCR, 188. 
2. Cf. Radcliffe, MPR, 86. 
3. Acts 4t·31. 
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Others, unable to assign .the attributes of personality to God, do not 
see how man can expect to infiuence an Absolute or a Process. Meanwhile 
"rugged individualism" completely smothers the spirit of altruism which 
is the basis of intercession. The epidemic of greed and selfil:ilness is 
spreading at an alarming rate, threatening even the most humble and devout. 
In the face of so many obstacles, many modern Christians have 
abandoned intercession altogether. others continue to practice it, 
expecting only subjective results. Some forget about intercession until 
a loved one is in d~er. Then they pound the gates of heaven telling 
God what they want done, and when the answer does not come as they expect, 
they blame God for His lack of wisdom and mercy. Where are the "faithful" 
intercessors in modern Christendom? Where are the prayers which "shake"· 
men with their power? 
The present age is sorely in need of the New Testament message on 
prayer. Because men are confused about the nature of God they do not 
know how to approach Him in prayer. If they believed in the fatherhood 
of God, as taught by Jesus and his followers, they could approach God 
with absolute faith not only that "He is, n but that He also hears and 
answers prayers. Men need to learn how to approach this God in faith, 
in humility, and in sincerity. They need to learn to seek Him in 
expectancy, yet with a willingness to accept His will in all thi~ s • 
They need to look for the deeper ·answers which sometimes come to sincere 
prayer. 
Even more than this, modern men need to learn from the New Testament 
to live and pray with a greater sense of the Christian community. In 
the lives of many modem Christians the kingdom is not an overpowering 
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reality at all, but only an empty concept. Men are seeking to "go it 
alone.n But Jesus taught that the kingdom must alwqs come first in 
the thought and pr~er of a Christian. If his modern disciples accepted 
this teaching, they "WOuld break down the confining limits which they 
have set to their practice of intercession. They would pr~ even for 
their enemies. They would not spend so much time telling God 'What 
specific things they want done, but would seek the greater and more 
lasting spiritual treasures of God's own life. And they would seek, 
even in their most specific requests for their closest loved ones, the 
good of the ld..ngdom as a whole. Karl Barth is correct in believing 
that our prayers are completely misguided unles~ we offer them as members 
of the kingdom. "Calvin justly declares that in prayer also we cannot 
act as strangers, but as citizens of the City of God we must accept its 
constitution, its law, and its order. Only under this condi. tion can we 
1 
expect a hearing and a reply to the problems of our life." Here is 
the New Testament lesson which modern man desperately needs if his 
intercessions are to become strong, effective, and filled with the power 
of God. 
6. Intercessory P!9ler in the New Testament sense is an effective 
method of bringing isolated individuals into a more intimate and loving 
relationship. Throughout the preceding discussion the concept of community 
has been suggested as a means of strengthening and justifying intercessory 
prayer. The converse of this general procedure leads to a very significant 
conclusion. Honest and sincere intercession is a practical method of 
1. Barth, PRA, 25. 
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bringing men closer together and binding them in a community of love 
and sharing. 
Modern science and industry have done a great deal to break down 
the barriers of time and distance which separate men from one another. 
But there are still great barriers of race and religion, of interest and 
education. There is a growing recognition snong men of the futility of 
trying to live in isolation, but the world is still far from being one 
great "beloved community.'li 
Intercession, practiced in accordance with the New Testament teaching, 
could be a powerful force in breaking down the barriers and drawing men 
together. Christian intercession, for example, reaches out and embraces; 
all men, even the most hated enemies. Hatred and enmit,y could not long 
exist among people Who were sincerely praying for one another. More-
over, a world at prayer would present God with a far different situation 
than the one now presented to Him by a world divided. \that He might be 
able to do in such a world is beyond our power to imagine. Christian 
intercession is a method by which each individual may have a share in 
hastening the day when men shall live together as the children of one 
Father. "The union of all who pray and who by prayer grow in love and 
understanding may yet prove to be the basis of that universal Church Which 
1 
is mankind 1 s ·hope." Then men could truly say, with Tennyson, that inter-
cession is the golden chain binding the 'Whole round earth in every wq 
about the feet of God. 
1. No rational objective stugy of pr!ler is a valid substitute 
1. Heard, PP, xv. 
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for the act of prgrer itself. 
"The objective and scientific study of prayer is valid and valuable-
but only as a supplement. In itself it is always partial and flat, like 
1 
a photograph compared with life.n This fact was emphasized at the be-
ginning of this study, and must be re-emphasized here at the end. It is 
necessary to exanine prayer carefully and to think about it deeply if 
the act itself is to become increasingly meaningful. But such examination 
and thought are only preliminary. In this study, for example, an attempt 
has been made to strengthen the rati onal and ethical grounds of petition 
and intercession. But such a study is alway-s a preliminary act, a. 
clearing of the threshold prior to entering directly into the holy of 
holies. Not talk about pr8Y"er, but pr~er itself---that is the thing! 
There are, of course, certain intrinsic values in simply discovering 
greater truth about prayer. But the ultimate purpose of aqr objective 
study of this kind is fulfilled only if it helps prepare some eager heart 
for the great encounter. 
Ever.v tho~htful examination of prayer leads finally to a reaffirmation 
of its exceedingly great value. It is the act of prayer, profound yet 
simple, awesome yet consoling, which gives breath and meaning to the life 
of religion. "In prayer man rises to heaven, heaven sinks to earth, the 
veil between the visible and invisible is torn assunder, man comes before 
2 
God to speak with Him about his soul 1s welfare and salvation." As such, 
prayer remains a miracle of miracles, a wonder of wonders. And when a 
man enters the presence of the living God to pray on behalf of others, 
1. Buttrick, PRA, 27 • 
2. Heiler, PRA, )62. 
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surely heaven rejoices and the Whole earth is drawn closer to the heart 
of God. 
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The problem of this dissertation is to examine the New Testament 
teaching on intercessor,y prayer, and apply it to certain rational 
objections to this type of prayer raised in modern thought. 
Within the field of the theology of prayer, few subjects are more 
vital or more perplexi~ than intercession, that type of petition offered 
in behalf of others. Almost everyone who takes the Christian religion 
seriously prays at some time for other persons. Monica prayed for 
Augustine, for exa:nple, expecting her prayers to have a real influence 
on God, and through Him, on Augustine. Similar belief in the objective 
efficacy of intercession was sh~ed by most Christians down to modern 
·t.imes, but now serious questions have been raised concerning the value 
of such prayer. 
An entirely subjective view of prayer is held by many persons today, 
but such a view is incoherent. All prayer implies communication with 
God, and certain types are meaningful only if God actually responds. 
Either pr~er must be rejected altogether, or the reasonableness of 
belief in its subjective~ objective efficacy must be accepted •. 
Ultimately the whole life of religion is thus bound up in the modern 
"problem" of prayer: Is it reasonable to believe in the objective 
efficacy of petition and intercession? 
When faced with a major religious problem, Christians of every age 
have turned to the New Testament for guidance. Certainly few subjects 
are dealt with more thoroughly in the New Testament than prayer. By 
word and exanple Jesus laid the foundation of the Christian doctrine 
of prayer, and his New Testament followers built solidly upon this 
foundation. An analysis of the "varieties of New Testament religion"' 
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reveals a unity of agreement anong ·the New Testament writers on the 
following basic teachings concerning intercessor,y pr~er. 
i. Intercessory pr~er stands at the heart of the 
religious life. 
ii. The nature of' the prqer experience is best 
described as a direct unmediated relation 
between a loving Father and His children. 
iii. God m~ be expected to change His course of 
action as a result of pr~er, but His will 
is the ultimately determining factor in 
every pr~er experience. 
iv. The Christian may have complete confidence in 
the effie acy of prayer •· · 
v. The degree of efficacy in pr~er is largely 
determined b,y the attitude and spiritual 
comition of the one who prays, especially 
his faith. 
vi. Christian intercessory pr~er is unlimited 
in its application. 
vii. In praying for others, the Christian emphasizes 
spiritual rather than material blessings. 
viii. Christian intercessor,y pr~er always takes 
place within a community of sharing, primarily 
within the kingdom of God. 
In applying this New Testament teaching to the problem raised above1 
it is necessar,y to consider first certain major objections urged against 
belief' in the objective efficacr,y of all petitionar,y prayer, including 
intercession. Three such objections have been raised: 
First objection: The invariableness of nat1.12'al law prevents the 
response of God to prayer. A coherent solution to this objection in-
eludes a proper interpretation of the meaning of natural law, and an 
understanding of the relation of law to purpose. Although the New 
Testament writers recognized a certain orderliness in the universe, 
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they had absolute faith in God's ability to act anywhere at aQy time in 
accordance with His purposes. Their teaching on the necessity of faith 
is extremely relevant to the modern problem of prayer, especially in 
the light of recent findings of the new science. 
Second objection: It is unreasonable to believe that the sovereign 
and majestic God is affected by our insignificant little acts and desires. 
A coherent solution to this objection includes a recognition of the love 
of God, and belief that He has willed to listen and respond to the 
prayers of men. Jesus and his New Testament followers looked upon God 
as a loving Father who waits with eager longing for ~n to make their 
requests kno'Wil to Him. Such requests influence Him because He "has 
willed and yet wills it so." 
Third objection: God is supremely wise and loving, and therefore 
knows and does the best apart from human prayer. A coherent solution 
here includes a proper understanding of "the best possible, tt which is 
actually a constantly changing factor. If God is wise and loving, as 
the objector a:ini ts, then He may be depended upon to recognize and act 
in accordance with the new situation which prayer always creates. The 
New Testament teaches that God is a loving Father who may be trusted 
to act in accordance with the changing situations within His fam:Uy. 
It also teaches that the praying person must be finally Willi~ to accept 
God's judgment on 'What is best. 
Two turther major objections have been urged against belief in the 
objective efficacy of intercession, that form of petition in which 
other human persons are involved. 
First objection: God desires the best possible for everyone, and 
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would not withhold good from the life of one person because another did 
not pray. A coherent solution to this objection includes all that was 
said under the third objection above, plus a recognition of the fact 
of the interrelation and interdependence of h'Wnan persons. Intercessory 
prayer is in complete harmony with the principle of the mutuality of 
dependence upon which human society is structured. It is therefore not 
surprising to find the New Testament insisting that intercession must 
take place within a community of sharing. Such a concept of community 
actually furnishes the key to the solution of both major objections to 
intercession. 
Second objection: Since human persons could not lmow what is best 
for others, it is ethically unjustifiable for one person to ask God to 
influence another. A coherent solution here begins with a recognition 
of the real nature of human freedom, and includes a further develoP-
ment of the concept of conmunity. Individual members of a community of 
love are justified in attempting to influence others through prayer if 
their prayers are finally directed toward the good of the community as 
a whole. The rational and ethical basis of Christian intercession 
becomes clear when this rational argument is related to the New Testament 
teaching on the kingdom of God. If human persons live in a community 
of love and sharing whose sovereign is a loving Father, intercessory 
prayer will be inevitable. 
Several major conclusions may be drawn as a result of the detailed 
investigation of these objections: 
(1) The New Testament makes several extremely valuable contributions 
to the Christian doctrine of intercessory prayer. The more important of 
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these were stated above and need not be repeated here. 
(2) The modern rational and ethical objections to belief in the 
objective efficacy of petition and intercession are totally inconclusive. 
Such belief is therefore at least theoretically possible. 
(3) The major New Testament contributions to this problem follow 
the pattern set in the life and teaching of Jesus by his emphasis on 
(i) the fatherhood of God and (ii) the kingdom of God. Jesus laid the 
foundation of the Christian doctrine of prayer by teaching that God is 
a loving Father, and that all men should seek first to live in and for 
His kingdom. 
(4) Christian intercessor,r pr~er is one of the loftiest types of 
prayer. When offered in the spirit of Jesus it is wholly selfless and 
altruistic. 
(5) A great deal of modern intercession is weak and ineffective 
because it is not meaningfully related to the New Testanent teaching, 
especially the teaching concerning the fatherhood of God and the 
primacy of His kingdom. If intercession in the present age is to 
become stro~, effective, and filled with the power of God, modern 
Christians must pray as Jesus and his early followers prayed. 
(6) Intercessory prayer in the New Testament sense is an effective 
method of bringing isolated individuals into a more intimate and loving 
relationship. The universal practice of intercession could lead to that 
community of love which is the cosmic goal for human society. 
(7) No rational objective study of pra_yer is a valid substitute 
for the act of pra;y-er itself. The ultimate purpose of such a study is 
.f'u.lfilled only if it helps prepare some eager heart for the actual 
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encounter with God • 
This study has not demonstrated the efficacy of intercession, for 
such demonstration is not possible. But it has established the reason-
ableness of belief in its objective as well as subjective efficacy, 
and it has shown the relevance of the New Testanent teaching in helpi:r:g 
to solve the "modern" problem of prayer. It has also led to a reaffirmation 
of the great value of the act of prayer itself. Prayer, vital communion 
with a loving God, gives breath and meaning to the whole life of religion. 
At the end of every study, prayer remains a wonder of wonders, a miracle 
of miracles. And when a man enters the presence of the living God to 
pray for others, surely h~aven rejoices and the whole earth is drawn 
closer to the heart of God. 
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